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White wash 
Exactly how large a protected 
"area does the Kermodei Bear 
need to survive?\NEWS A7 
Gift of life 
A local married couple share 
than just their lives after an 
operationXCOMMUNITY B1 
more 
Banner year 
Organized soccer for women in 
Terrace grew by leaps and bounds 
in this year.\SPORTS B5 
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it's a make or break week for SCI 
THIS FRIDAY is the deadline for a deal between just is not enough time for a facilitator to be of help." The banks worry cestomers will soon start going else- Local 4 president Kal Sandhu said he'sshocked the 
unionized pulp mill workers and the banks that own The Pulp and Pa~r Workers of Canada (PPWC) local where for pulp, making the business plan all but useless, banks didn't agree to a third party facilitator. 
Skeena Cellulose, company officials ay. 4 has so far refused to budge on bank demands that full "All your projections on revenues and everything else "I would hope the banks are going to reconsider their 
"It's a make or break week," said Skeena Cellullose contracting out and job flexibility clauses be included in are just right out the window," Nixou said, adding that's position and recognize the need for all parties to work 
vice-president Rudy Schwartz. "I don't see any poten- the collective agreement, why it's so crucial the business plan be introduced as together to achieve asolution," Sandhu said. 
tial for middle ground here. The situation has hit that The banks, meanwhile, have refused to deviate from soon as possible. The union maintains it's still waiting for exact details 
late stage now where something has to happen." their business plan and open inland sawmills and log- Nixon did leave the door open for last-minute inter- on the capital expenditure plan and how jobs would be 
The Royal and Toronto-Dominion hanks that now ging operations on a solid-wood-only basis, vention by the province, lost. 
control the company last week rejected calls for media- At stake are the jobs of more than 2,000 workers "At this late date, we need Minister (Dan) Miller or the "The numbers have been juggled in such an extraordi- 
tion to help reach a deal with the union representing across the northwest at the pulp mill, sawmills in premier to intervene directly if there is to be a solution," nary fashion," Sandhu said. "We need that information 
pulp workers in Prince Rupert. Terrace, Carnaby and Smithers, and area logging con- he said. "This is no time to get a third party involved." crystal clear in our minds, not just simple assumptions." 
Time has all but run out before final decisions are to be tractors. That doesn't include other spin-off jobs. Miller on Friday urged the Royal and TD banks to Sandhu maintains the deal isn't dead. "We are actively 
made, the banks ay. "The union must sign on or the banks will start the agree to the apppointment of a third party to help broker working in a very progressive approach to the situa- 
"The only way to save this mill is to implement the wheels in motion on their other alternatives," said SCI's a solution. "Given the ongoing urgency of the situation, tion," he said. 
business plan," said John Nixon, spokesman for the Schwartz. "The message should be very clear: The the province feels the banks should agree to this pro- "This is not about money. This is about he future of 
Royal and TD banks. "We're at the brink now and there banks are not bluffing." cess," he said. thousands of families in the region." 
o 
City wants cut 
of crooked cash 
i TERRACE CITY council wants to get its per cent of that money goes to the province 
hands on drug money, and the rest goes to the federal government. 
The city is looking for a cut of the cash None goes back to the municipality. 
and goods seized by the RCMP that's And council says that's not fair because 
......  ~ ..... suspected to have been earned from the city pays for 70 per cent of the per 
" '  ~'~  i : criminal activities, capita cost of each police officer assigned 
~ :~ ~, ~ ~,. ~ "Give us a cut of the booty," says coun- to the city. 
'~ .... ~;¢~ .... ~ .~ fg~ii~,~;~i~i~, , :~ ,~ i " . /~m~,  ciior David Hull. " It 's only fair." "We just want our cut of the pie," Hull 
£ ~ ~  Council recently sent a letter to federal says. " i f  the money going out is shared, 
• . ,"~;',~' .... justice minister Allan Rock formally re- then the money coming in should be 
"~ '~ i ~i questing a share of the confiscated goods, shared." 
'":' " ~ ~  .... ~:"~ The letter points to an ,~pril 28, 1997 in- But don't expect the city to be holding 
cident when Terrace RCMP executed a garage sales full of confiscated goods, Hull 
~'~:~g~,~, /  ..... ~:~, ~gr~,., ~,~, search warrant at the residence of Nell says the govermncnt sells the confiscated 
Lenard Strain. Police uncovered more than items at federal auctions in the lower main- 
~ i~o~q~ '~;  ~ ~)~i '  = ' "  ~' '-=~'~*'~'~: ..... "~ *'"~ "°' =" ":~,. "~' ' $130,000 at the home which was suspected land. 
~ ~  • , ,  ~ /  ~ J . ,a~ ~ i~; ,,, ,, ,J: to be from the proceeds of crime. "They've seized half-million dollar 
"he  notes. . ~ , .  ".. L " .  '~ f~¢ ; Under the Narcotics Control Act, 80 to 90 homes down south, 
Drivers blind to new l,uhts 'j; 
,,~,,,~o ~ TRAFFIC LIGHTS set up on Hwy 16 at the problem. It will be the people who have 
~, , . ,~  ~ ~ Kenney St. more than a year ago have finally lived here for many, many years who will drive 
~7" i1~'~ ~ ] ~  ~ been turned on, but the change is so far creating straight hrough." 
' ,~ as much chaos as order. Christensen's glad the canvas bags have 
. ' ~  RCMP said Tuesday many motorists o far finally been taken off the lights because resi- n. ,~  ~ .~. !  , .,, 
" :~"~t . ~ ,  [ ",.i ~ ~"~'~;~" '~!gl haven't realized the lights are there, because dents tended to blame the city for the incredible 
" - -  ~ , ,~/4  . . . . . .  ~"  ~, ' "~l~  ~: ~ ~ they were bagged in canvas for so long. delay in activating the lights. ' 
1 ii::iii!i~. ~ The lights were installed in June 1996, but In fact, the city built and paid for all its share 
, . ~, ~, " '  '~"~, IU ~t:, ;~ :  weren't activated until Sunday because of pro- of the rebuilt intersection in 1996, The city 
ii ::',~ ,, blems with a system to coordinate north-and wrote a number of letters to Transport Canada 
"~" ~,, "" south-bound traffic with the CN Rail crossing, and CN Rail demanding action. 
'~,,,.~,,~,::'~ "':  - W  ')"":'"~i / -:'/" ":'~ '2"~: :: - " "  i! ' ~nst."Pe°pleBlakearewalkinshawg°ing staightsaidthrough,"Tuesday RCMPmorn. The problem with the CN equipment - 
' " . . . .  '.% {? i'~! designed to detect approaching trains and then 
-- ~ . '~!:!' ~,.i:~i': i.:,'.::', !' ing. "It even happened to me." make north and southbound lights red so traffic 
ot. r moto.,   a,tngat isnow , e, 
' " " "  ' :.,:, ~ :<~U~:~ i~i':iil : : Kenney St. to cross the highway, failed to Christensen said it happened after Transport 
....... , '  ~:;:,~'!~  < i :~- .  procaed eventhoughtheyhadagreenlight. Canada ordered the lights activated with or 
" ~,:,,,,,.t,,~,,,  ...... ~,, ~ ,~!~ .... will take a few months," said Stew without coordination with CN Rail trains. ~g' ~;t ~,~:~ 
. . j [ ,  , 
~i 
, ~ . "  '" Christensen, the City of Terrace's director of "They were getting concerned about he fact 
~'~ ...... engineering. "People should be very cautious - that school was coming back in, children were 
' ' ~ especially if they have the green light on walking, and the intersection needed a light." 
..... : !~  ...... ~ Kenney - that they enter the intersection very, CN then acted quickly, he said, and the lights 
~ very carefully' It w°n't be the t°urists that are n°w W°rS as ih tendadrT l  i g 
youth 
idea here lawyer urges dIM CULP of the Deep Creek Hatchery feeds a pond of chinook smelts. The hatchery is keeping these fish for 
a year before releasing them to see if that will help increase survival rates. The hatchery was also hoping to 
collect summer echo eggs from the Copper River this year. but that might not happen because of poor returns. BEFORE courts, lawyers and a compli- venes. 
eared legal system, justice was handed out The group explains the process to the of. echo numbers feared byneighbours, fender and his or her family, the victim and Simple and effective, this method of jus- any others affected. 
rice was common to small villages and If  all parties agree to the process, they 
more recently to aboriginal groups around meet and begin proceedings. 
the world. "The process shames the young person too low to try' rescue  Now a new Crown prosecutor in Termce and then brings him or her back into a posi- 
is hoping to revive this old form ofjuslice, tire relationship with the community," 
It's a personal goal for Rita Scott, and has says Scott. Each party agrees on the penalty 
nothing to do with her aew job, she empha- and who will mealier it. 
Hatchery  hopes  to  eggs and raise them in the hatchery to restoration demonstration area. sizes. "There's no buffer between the young 
revitalize troubled help increase survival rates. "The idea is for the public and other However, her legal expertise gives her person and the consequences of his or her 
"Copper echo are in huge trouble," groups to come and look at what unique insight into how such a system of behaviour," she says. 
Copper River run Culp says. "They could use a little we've done and use it as a model for justice mightwork. The youth hears directly from the victim 
nudge." other areas," Gulp says. And she's already helped set up three what the impact of the crime was. And then 
A PILOT project by the Deep Creek Two years ago, the hatchery During the past few weeks, several such models in Mackenzie, Fort St. John the youth has to respond to that. 
Hatchery to help endangered echo estimated about 300 fish made it up watershed restoration experts have and Golden. Scott points out there are a number of ad- 
stocks on the Copper River might not Copper River to spawn. That number visited the hatchery to make sugges- Called family/ group conferencing, this vantages to family group confereaclng, 
happen this year because of a dropped to about 200 last year, and tiGriS and help redesign problem areas, model was brought over from Australia by Justice is very quick and money is saved 
dangerously ow return of wild stocks, this year it will likely be even fewer. " I t  was a great idea to bring them Judge Heine Ltllles of the Northwest Terri- by divertii~g potentially lengthy court eases 
"We're keeping our fingers " I f  the population is too low, we here," Culp says. "Watershed tortes, out of the juslice system. 
crossed," says Jim Culp of the can't take any eggs," Culp says. "We restoration is pretty complicated and He was interested in how Australians and Young people are kept in touch with their 
hatchery. "The summer echo run was can't jeopardize the wild population." tricky stuff. Anyone who thinks you New Zcalanders dealt with young of- families and communities, and don't link 
really low this year." • Culp says the hatchery will continue can destroy a stream and then throw a fenders. There's a much lower rate of re- up with other deviant youth in correctional 
Over the past two years, the to monitor the Copper coho tn hopes bunch of money at the problem and It offending there than in North America. institutions. 
hatchery has been identifying echo that there will be enough fish to allow will be like new is fooling themselves. ~ The advantages of the system is that jus- And the young offender develops 
spawning areas on the Copper and them to take some eggs. It takes years for sUe.ants to recover, rice is handed out quickly, and all affected empathy for the victim. 
counting returning fLsh. There is some good news at the All you can do Is lend a hand and help parties have a chance to speak, As for what type of crimes would be ap- 
The plaa was to estimate the popula- hatchery, however. Work Is going on reduce the impact." ARe ra  youth is arrested, but before he or propriate for the system, or if it could be 
tion, then take a percentage of the there right now to create a watershed Continued Page A2 she ts charged, the community group con- Continued Page All 
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Probe sought into na!ive 
ifgster care abuse claims 
!! NA~YvE SLIEL[~REN are ~ha~t f P~SeitsiO ~ ~r d~dYnc,;rf:e~dh: eH~t~s~n::~ig:hei~ren who th'e'~lo~-l~tj~les, and It'S unfor 
:.being abused in Terrace while had enough training to deal were sexually assaulted by a tunate, children just can't be 
,m foster care, says Bill 
Christiansen, a former native 
and youth family advocate. 
Christiansen wants a full 
'(inquiry into the workings of 
i.the local office of the 
with the issues of abuse being 
brought to him. 
One of the worst cases 
Christiansen refers to is that 
of a five-year-old boy who he 
believes was sexually, physi- 
teenage son of a foster parent 
and a newborn receiving 
inadequate care. 
When Christiansen present- 
ed these cases as a native and 
youth family advocate to the 
~Ministry 
:Families. 
, He claims he knows of his three-year-old sister and is 
~ieight native children being now talking of killing 
~iabused or who've recently himself. 
..'been abused while in foster "The ministry placed the 
"homes. blame on the natural parent. 
, Christiansen has asked We know for a fact this hap- 
'~Premier Glen Clark and the pened in a foster home," says 
,:Children's Commission - a Christiansen. 
;itribunal which can conduct Neither Christiansen nor the 
',iindependenl reviews-to look child's mother have any 
~iinto his allegations. He hasn't records from a doctor sup- 
.ireceiveda response yet. porting their allegations. But 
',. In the meantime Lori Christiansen says the five- 
',i Hansen, acting regional direc- year-old boy and other child- 
'itor for the children and ren were removed from the 
i families ministry, says she'll foster home after the natural 
ilbe looking into five cases parent complained, and the 
ii Christiansen brought to her home was then shut down. 
(attention. "The ministry wouldn't say 
.' "Any allegation of child what happened in there, he 
"', abuse is serious," she says. says. He adds that the boy's 
About two thirds of child- mother hasn't been allowed to 
i ren in foster care in Terrace see her child's file either. 
. are native. Across the pro- Hansen says she isn't aware 
of Children and eally and emotionally abused. Ministry for Children and 
That boy then in turn abused Families, he said staff denied 
the events happened, or 
blamed the natural parents. 
Christiansen also says the 
children and families ministry 
is taking children away from 
aboriginal families when it 
shouldn't. And he accuses the 
ministry of not giving the care 
of children back to native par- 
ents, even when parents have 
taken steps to improve par- 
enting skills or life situations. 
The problem isn't with the 
policies of the ministry. 
Those are good, he says. It's 
the individuals in the Terrace 
office that he questions. 
"We need compassionate 
people," he says. "(Native) 
families are being threatened 
and intimidated." 
And he's seen evidence of 
discriminatory and racist 
behaviour, he says. 
safely returned. If a child isn't 
returned (to the natural par- 
ents), there's avery good rea- 
son," says Hansen. 
In order for a child to be 
returned to his or her natural 
parents, the ministry social 
workers do a risk assessment. 
For example, if alcoholism is 
a problem for the parent, then 
the parent must agree to some 
type of treatment, says 
Hansen. 
The social worker and par- 
ent might agree to a 30-day 
plan. The parent goes to four 
Alcoholic.s Anonymous meet- 
ings, and no reports come in 
saying the child has been left 
unattended. 
Hansen says the goal of 
social workers is to keep 
children safe. "'They have no 
desire to keep children in 
care." 
Christiansen thinks one way 
the ministry could keep child- 
ren safe is if it had a better 
screening process for foster 
parents. 
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~vince, about 30 per cent of 
: foster children are native. 
Christiansen says he quit 
his job as advocate with the 
children and families ministry 
• in March, after working in 
of the details of this case. But 
she adds that any parent can 
access a child's file through 
the Freedom of Information 
act. 
Christiansen has other cases 
"Some comments made by 
individual social workers 
were outright racist," he says. 
Hansen says she doesn't 
think discrimination is a pro- 
blem within the local level of 
Police search for man 
linked to Fagan killing 
WANTED: Wilfred James Kilgren photo- 
graphed in 1992. Police say he now has 
short hair and is likely clean shaven or 
with 14 days growth of beard. 
shaven, or have up to 14 days growth of beard. 
Kilgren also has extensive bum scars on both 
legs and feet, so he may be wearing baggy 
pants and oversize shoes. 
POLICE ARE looking for a potentially dan- 
gerous, mentally unstable man in connection to 
. the killing of Daniel Fagan last month. 
The suspect, a schizophrenic, is 49-year-old 
• Wilfred James Kilgren of Rosedale, B.C. 
Terrace RCMP found the vehicle Kilgren is 
believed to have been driving August 18, aban- 
doned on a steep trail running off Highway 16, 
2 km east of Gitseguela. 
Although police say no conclusions have 
been drawn from their examinations of the 
vehicle, it apparently fits the description of the 
suspect vehicle in the Fagan killing. 
P61iee 'investigation has e0ncluded that ,  
Kill ~n left his Rosedale'home in'early August, 
iz tendihg :i0 ,visit ~falnily in  Kelowna and;  
. Terrace. 
While those visits never occurred, RCMP 
i~ have confirmed that Kilgren's car was in the 
Terrace area Aug. 13 and 14. Police say this 
man is considered armed and dangerous, possi- 
bly in possession of pepper spray and firearms. 
Under no circumstances should he be 
approached by the public. 
RCMP are asking people to call the Terrace 
detachment immediately if they see Kilgren. 
He is described as a Caucasian male, 175 cm 
(5'9") tall and 79 kg (1751be), with short 
brown hair and hazel eyes. He may be clean- 
FROM FRONT 
Hatchery to be model 
ifor stream fix-up work 
Culp says demonstration projects on future by returning pink, steelhcad and 
:things like how to help prevent erosion and coho salmon. And Culp says he thinks 
, re-work dry channels to make them suitable 
: for spawning beds are in the works. 
Some of the work has been put off until 
:next year because pink salmon have 
'oretumed to spawn and Culp doesn't want to 
', disturb them. 
But workers are shoring-up some eroded 
~areas and continuing to work on the new 
spawning beds. 
Those beds will hopefully be used in the 
It 
i~ ~ ~ ~•i)ii~! 1 
similar work could be done in many dry- 
channels along the Kalum River. 
"There's lots of potential to increase the 
number of spawning areas and make them 
more productive," he says. 
The hatchery also has funding approval 
from Forest Renewal BC to start doing in- 
stream watershed restoration i  the Copper 
River. 
That work will start next spring. 
Great  Grocery  G ive  Away 
Helping reduce your grocery bill these community minded 
sponsors want to help stretch your food $$ this fall. 
Sept. 17 Sept. 24 . Oct I Oct 8 
¢ 
Oct 15 Oct 22 Oct 27 T~ere will be 2 winners 
~" 
Each time you visit the Terrace Co-op food floor between 
Sept. 3 & Oct. 27, 1997you have a chance to 
Win a cart full of groceries valued at over $300. 
Receive your entries at any Co-op food cashier, No purchase necessary but 
the more times you visit the more chances you have to win. 
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=aradise 
found for 
Ukrainian 
student 
IN THE UKRAINE, schools close for two 
months during the winter, because the govern- 
ment doesn't have enough money to heat the 
classrooms. 
Attending school all winter long is just one of 
the differences Olena Guseva faces as she stars 
her grade eight year at Skeena Jr. Secondary. 
Olena, age 13, moved to Terrace a month ago 
when her mother Svitlana married Gerald 
Wheeler. 
"It 's beautiful place," she says of her first 
reaction to Terrace. 
She comes from Odessa, a city of two million 
people on the Black Sea. 
But for Olena, moving to a small town wasn't 
difficult. 
"Waiting for visa is hardest part," she jokes. 
She conunents on how clean Terrace is, com- 
pared to the Ukraine, which suffers from bad 
pollution problems. 
Oleaa is excited about going to school, but is 
nervous that she'll have difficulty with English. 
However, she's easily able to make herself 
understood, and her vocabulary is large, consid- 
ering that the English she learned was in school. 
Having a choice of electives is also new to 
Olena. She's plamling on taking art and wood- 
work ~ two courses not available at her school 
in Odessa. 
Her mother was a school teacher there, teach- 
ing physics and chemistry. She says there's a 
greater emphasis on sciences in the Ukraine, 
with students even at the grade seven level tak- 
ing separate courses in chemistry, physics and 
biology. 
However, this heavy emphasis on academics 
in the Ukraine doesn't mean as much when the 
schools aren't open. 
Teachers are paid by the government, says 
Svitlana, but sometinles they don't receive 
OLENA GUSEVA moved here from the Ukraine a month ago. She started grade eight at 
Skeena Jr. yesterday, and is hoping her English is good enough so she'll be able to make 
new friends. And with a new country comes a new dog. Olena named him Lindo, which 
means "beauty" in Spanish. 
paycheques for two, three or even six months. 
In order to get any money, teachers have to go 
on strike. That means schools are often shut 
down. 
Even when students are in school, they don't 
see any point in learning. 
"Many people who have good education ~ 
professor ~ not work in their occupation," 
says Svitlana. 
Wages are small, and prices fluctuate con- 
stantly. 
Going across the border to Turkey, buying 
goods, then selling them in the Ukraine, is a 
popular way to make extra money. And you 
don't need much of an education for that. 
" In Ukraine, life more har~l than here" says 
Svitlaua. "In Ukraine, not so good life." 
Olena admits her friends in the Ukraine were 
jealous when they learned she was moving to 
Canada. 
In the month she's been here she's learned a 
lot about Canada. Batik machines, as well as 
computers were totally new to her. 
And she's delighted at the way drivers stop 
for pedestrians. 
" In Ukraine, cars don't stop for pedestrians. 
And somethnes ignal not work," she says, 
laughing. "Drivers here very friendly." 
Now she's hoping she'll find her new 
classmates just as friendly. 
Libraries fear push for user fees 
PUBLIC LIBRARIES across B.C. He predicts town councils ies has arisen in different corn- Greene said some city councils 
are getting ready to defend against desperate to find more money to munities in B.C.," Greene said last see libraries as a place to cut costs 
what they fear will be a drive to im- balance their budgets will try to get week. "With this model being in- and perhaps generate more 
pose user fees and eliminate h'brary the Union of B.C. Municipalities troduced in Ontario, it just feeds revenue. 
boards. CUBCM) to lobby Victoria to allow the fire." But there's so far no sign of city 
It hasn't happened yet, but B.C. radical changes to libraries. Terrace Public Library board's council here moving in that diree- 
Library Trustees Association presi- And such a move would follow Aileen Thomas, in a letter to city tion. 
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News In Brief 
Sockeye numbers'up 
RETURNS OF sockeye salmon on the Skecna River 
have improved somewhat, and biologists at the Depart- 
ment of Fisheries and Oceans say they're comfortable 
with the new figures. 
Two weeks ago, the DFO said less than 200,000 of 
the salmon had found their way upriver to the Babine 
fence ~ less than half the expected number of fish. But 
now DFO says they're seeing nmr¢ fish come home. 
"It 's better news," says DFO biologist Les $anz. 
"We're now looking at a total escapement of about 
800,000 fish. That's still less than we'd predicted, but 
we're conffortable with how things are now." 
Janz says the final escapement numbers won't be 
known until late September. 
More classes on the Web 
THE UNIVERSITY of Northern B.C. is looking at 
developing more World Wide Web courses to be of- 
fered over the Intenmt. 
Last year the university, which is based in Prince 
George, offered a few English courses on the Web. 
This year another English course, on Canadian litera- 
ture, will be offered fully over the Web. Another 
course on Geographic Information Systems will offer 
much of its material through the Web. However, stu- 
dents still have to attend classes in Prince George. 
UNBC is working on developing further Web courses 
in education, English, geography, international studies, 
nursing and political science. 
The Canadian literature course will run from October 
6-Jan. 12. Students can look at the course outline at 
http://donne.fac.nnbc.edu/430.htmi. 
Fish farms reviewed 
A TWO-year review of fish fanning in B.C. has 
given the government a yellow light, advising them to 
proceed with caution. 
The detailed report, released last week, reviewed 
many key concerns about fanning, including: the im- 
pact of escaped fanned salmon on wild stocks, the im- 
pact of farm wastes on the surrounding waters, risks to 
humans and interaction of salmon farms with other. 
aquatic species. 
The report concluded that the probability of farms 
having major adverse impacts on the environment is
low. However, it advised that additional research was 
necessary and recommended careful monitoring and a 
tightening of regulations (which are currently few and 
largely unenforceable). 
The govenunent will now review the report and de- 
cide if the current moratorium on salmon farming 
should be lifted, along with what measures hould be 
taken to reduce any risks involved with the industry. 
Tuition stays the same 
THE FREEZE ON tuition~ fees remains for the 
1997/98 year. The freeze applies to all public post- 
secondary schools in the province. 
The tuition freeze was first announced in 1996. 
Paul Ramsey, education minister, is concerned that 
dent Dan Greene says his organiza- on the footsteps of legislation being council, has asked Terrace city Council supported a major library the public might not realize tuition fees are still frozen. 
tion thinks user fees will be the passed in Ontario to add user fees council to support free access to li- expansion m recent years. And this ' That's because Stats Canada recently released a report 
resuit of declining provincial. " " ' ::" ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... " '  and wipe out hbrary boards, he brary boald/; if thet0pic comes up year they voted to,actuaily~:~add,, ' that says tuitlon fees will rise by l.T per cent in B,C. -,~ , 
government grants to said. during the UBCM s conventmu m money to the library's budgd t~'a'l '-~: However, that increase is due to tuition fee increases 
municipalities. "The topic of user fees in librar- October. low it to open on Mondays. at private institutions, .and the inclusion of non-tuition 
Are You Ready For School? 
NEC is with their New Ready Desktop series 
from ikon Office Solutions 
i:~  ~ ~i r 
Designed for family, entertainment and home office 
use, Ready Multimedia PCs are fully configured 
systems that are ready to use right out of the box. 
Ready systems feature the latest hardware and 
software for a rich multimedia udio and video with 
SRS surround sound, built-in stereo amplifier, a
sophisticated software bundle, Windows 95 and 
Pentiurn ~ processors with MMX rM technology. 
i K qiNso,ut,ons 4552 LakeJse Ave Ph: 638-8585 
Drop in..... 
We'll be glad to help you! 
We can even save 
you money! 
Check out our 
excellent in-store 
specials throughout 
the store! 
Watch for our 
grand opening! 
IRLY B IRD 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace 638-8700 
charges at UBC. : ,  
. r  . . .  : - , . -  - .  
Hunters Get Ready 
Get Your New BA[Kawas aki 
KVF 400 
A TV 4)(4 
With Automatic 
Transmission 
$7895 + Tax 
With a 2000 Ib 
Superwinch 
~:"~2. 
:~: .. 
ii i / .  
...... =":"~:::'{ V:  .................. =:"! "~,: 
.. , ............. L . ,.,5,., r 
ATV Of The Year 
1997 ATV Magazine 
ll dlF Itnm uki; 
And You' l l  get  $400 Back!  
Hurry Offer Ends Sept. 30, 1997 
Quantities Limited 
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Hear no evil 
THEY STILL don't get it. 
Environment minister Cathy McGregor 
demonstrated, in a letter to the editor published 
in these pages last week, that she hasn't yet 
mastered the concepts that got her in trouble dur- 
ing the angling licence fee debacle this spring• 
McGregor did little to refute a story published 
in July that found the fees were increased espite 
internal ministry advice to the contrary. 
Then she went on to assert hat licence fees in 
B.C. once they're increased to the proposed 
levels next year after some strictly for-show con- 
sul tat ion-  will continue to be competitive with 
fees charged in Washington and Oregon. 
That may be true down south, but it doesn't 
apply in the northwest, home to most of the pro- 
vince's rivers designated 'classified waters'. 
The very problem was that the dramatic rise in 
classified waters fees effectively ratcheted the 
price of a northwest fishing vacation by 400 per 
cent for non-resident anglers. And that's way 
less than they'll pay in Alaska. 
Here's some cheap advice. Firstly, get past the 
Victoria habit that everything in B.C. can be 
dealt with by a one-size-fits-all solution. It can't. 
And secondly, be prepared to adjust he plan to 
what makes sense for the region, after real con- 
sultation with locals. Saying there will be consul- 
tation, but that nothing in the proposal will 
change an iota won't impress people. 
After that, locals can be expected to agree to 
substantial hikes in fees to levels that won't price 
our region out of the market. 
Don't bet on it 
NDP government has been running like,an. 
Italian tank late!y--:onegear going forward and .... 
/ibout five inreverse. 
The province has backtracked on no-fault auto 
insurance, labour code amendments, and angling 
licence fees increases• Now Victoria has slowed 
its drive towards expanded casino gambling and 
other gaming revenue• 
If the province does resist the temptation to dip 
deeper into the addictive pot of gaming revenues, 
applause is warranted. 
Gambling ~ be it in the form of bingos, lottery 
tickets, pull tabs, video lottery terminals or 
Casino blackjack tables-- is a tax on the poor. 
Economists categorize it as a "voluntary tax". 
Those who indulge in it are effectively donating 
their money to government. 
The rich tend not to fall victim. It is those less 
fortunate and more desperate members of Society 
who tend to play the losing game and commit an 
inordinately large slice of their income to it. 
As such it is almost incomprehensible that a 
New Democratic Party goven~ment could allow 
itself to sink further into this morass• 
Our leaders paint B.C.'s plight as a choice be- 
tween closing schools and hospitals and finding 
other, more innovative, sources of revenue. 
' There seems, however, to be an inordinate m- 
phasis on the revenue side without further cuts to 
.~he xpense side• Is this really necessary? 
) 
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I:ish farm dar' ger still unclear., 
VICTORIA - -  In the next is released into the ocean, be- ther 188 were caught in British "-" 
few months, you will be able . 
to watch the Glen Clark 
government doing the biologi- 
cally impossible ~ trying to 
be a little bit pregnant. 
The compromise solution for 
the future of British Colum- 
bia's fish farming industry, as 
envisioned by the province's 
environmental ssessment of- - 
rice, will please no-one. 
Basically, the 1,800-page :
study, prepared by the environ- 
mental assessment office over 
the past couple of years, 
recommends that the fish farm- 
ing industry be allowed to ex- 
pand, but not too fast. 
In the words of Sheila Wytm, 
the assessment office's deputy 
minister, "we are recommend- .. 
isg that the government give a 
yellow light to salmon farming ,
in B.C., in other words: pro- 
ccod with caution." 
Begging your pardon, but 
there's omething wrong with . 
this picture. If after two years 
of study, resulting in an 1,800- 
page report, the environmental 
assessment office can't recom-, 
mend that the industry be ,  
given a green light, one must 
conclude that there are poten- 
tial problems associated with 
fish farming. 
The David Suzuki Founda- 
tion is adamant that fish farm- 
:.nom .tH E CA P I TA 
HUBERT BEYER 
ing is, indeed, a dangerous 
business. In anticipation of an. 
expansion of the salmon farm- 
ing industry, the eminent 
scientist's foundation ran full- 
page newspaper ads, detailing 
the dangers. 
The foundation Warns that: 
powerful antibiotics used by 
the industry to control fish dis- 
eases that easily develop in the 
crowded conditions of fish 
farms, pose an extreme hazard 
to wild salmon stocks. 
The report recommends that 
fish farms post details of the 
drugs they use, but that won't 
satisfy the critics. 
Another problem, Suzuki 
says, is that the effluent from 
the fish farms, equivalent o 
that of a city of half a million," 
:cause the fish pens are not 
• sealed, but separated from the 
open ocean by wire mesh. 
Critics of the fish farming in- 
dustry point to Norway's expe- 
rience as a powerful example 
, of the dangers involved in sal- 
mon farming. 
A few years hgo, imported 
Atlantic salmon smolts in- 
fected that country's wild 
stock with deadly epidemic 
diseases, and Norwegian sea 
farmers were forced to 
slaughter their stock. The Nor- 
wegian taxpayers footed the 
hill to the tune of $100 million. 
Okay, that's Norway. Won't 
happen here, you say. Fish 
farms must report escapes to 
Fisheries and Oceans, and ac- 
cording to these reports, from 
1991 to 1995, 141,8.87 Atlantic 
salm'dn .egbaped~ from gBritislviT., 
Columbia marine aquaculture 
. facilities~ ~ae true number i s '  
believed to have been higher. , 
In addition to these escapes, t 
400,000 fry were accidentally I 
spilled in 1996 during transfer 
into lake net pens in Georgia , 
Lake on northern Vancouver 
,Island. 
Since 1987, more than' 9,000 
Atlantic salmon have been 
caught by fishers in ;he coastal 
waters of British Columbia, 
Washington and Alaska. A fur- 
Columbia rivers and streams. 
Most catches occurred in the 
Johnston Strait area, where 
there is the highest concentra- 
• tion of fish farms. 
And there's the reason why 
, the environmental ssessment 
,office didn't give the industry 
:its unqualified support. No 
matter,how much the industry 
downplays the dangers, there 
are potential hazards, and like 
anyone lse, the environmental 
assessment office's folks want 
to cover their derriere, just in 
case something oes terribly 
wrong. 
So, the ball is now in the 
govenument's park. On the one 
hand, the dwindling wild sal- 
mon stocks are the best reason 
to let the fish farm industry ex- 
• pand. On the other hand, the 
potential dangers prevent the 
g0verl.m3ent from,giving the~ 
green light to massive xpan- 
sion of the industry. 
The result will be a balancing 
act that will please neither the 
industry nor the critics. There 
will be modest expansion, but 
stricter egulations. 
: Talk about being a little bit 
pregnant. 
, Buyer can be reached at Tel: 
(250) 920-9300; Fax: (250) 
385-6783; E.Mail: 
huberl@coolcom.com 
few good recruits needed 
"WHAT! You don't get 
paid?I" 
That was the usual reaction 
of visitors to last Saturday's 
open house at the Thornhill 
firehall. 
Thomhili fireflghters taged 
the open house in the hope of 
attracting a few new members, 
particularly from each of the 
three outlying areas that voted 
for fire protection last Novem- 
ber. 
Almost a year after the 
referendum, no resident of an 
expanded area has volunteered 
to serve as a firefighter to pro- 
vide service. One area, Lakelse 
Lake, supplies three 
volunteers. But they were 
firefighters well before the 
1996 referendum. 
Though Thomhiil has a core 
of active firefighters, their 
ranks thin during the day when 
many - -  especially truckers 
are out of town. Only in the 
dead of night, when all should 
be sleeping, are there enough 
members available to gener- 
ously staff fireflghting equip- 
• i : 
I I I  I ; i s l  I lel :  I : !  l | sDFz]  I~.-.! 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
ment. 
Soon satellite firehalls will 
be built or established, and ex- 
tn trucks purchased. The three 
new areas could then be as- 
sured of a speedier response to 
their fire calls. But unless a 
few residents volunteer and 
train to do the job, property 
owners will be paying addi- 
tional taxes yet waiting for 
trucks and fireflghters to arrive 
fi'om Thomhili. 
If you often travel back and 
forth to Terrace, you know 
how long it takes to drive from 
the four-way stop near the 
Thomhill firehall to your 
home. Now picture yourself 
waiting that long for fire trucks 
to arrive while flames leap up 
your walls, smoke pours 
through exploding windows, 
and heat forces you back to the 
perimeter of your yard. You 
could need a manicure and a 
hair transplant. 
Deciding to pay higher taxes 
in exchange for fire protection 
was a sound decision. Voting 
that signal took a minute to 
write an X on a ballot. The 
hard part is beating the bushes 
for volunteers willing to suit 
up and haul hose. 
Since Thornhill's fireflghters 
receive no pay, persuading 
someone to devote their Thurs- 
day evenings to t~aining isn't 
easy. They have to be nudged 
into providing a valuable com- 
munity service. 
What does the volunteer 
gain? Confidence. Satisfaction. 
And the certainty he's doing 
all he can to protect his own 
family, property, and neighbor- 
hood from the ravages of un- 
predictable fire. 
Training provides valuable 
skills m lust aid, CPR ~ and 
information about the proper 
handling and storage of toxic 
chemicals, pesticides, and 
flammable materials. Such in- 
formation is useful to know, 
especially if someone's job in- 
volves such substances. 
The volunteer learns to 
recognize fire risks and ways 
to minimize them in his home, 
on the job, in his neighbor- 
hood. 
Applicants don't have to 
match Arnold Schwarzeneg- 
ger's body build, rival 
Popeye's trength, or be under 
thirty. They should possess 
reasonable strength, all their 
limbs, and a willingness to fol- 
low orders. 
Your neighbours will thank 
you for joining, believe me. 
'/ou couLp Be~""  
Sr=cREI,~ R,/FOg} 
THE CoutdclL 7J' 
How A6OUr ~ '~ 
wat~:essfN, ~ 
A1-'r'~ecaF~ . /  
AT" 3-#,cgFls~l ~I['LL PICK. 
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t reat ies  ieS d The Mail Bag 
m i sg u ld Fish forces dismaying street vendors". 
Dear Sir:. 
Martyn Brown of the Citizens' Voice on Native 
Claims misunderstands the British Columbia treaty 
process and the negotiations involving Canada, 
British Columbia and the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
The Nisga'a Agreement-in-Principle is not a 
blueprint for treaties throughout British Columbia. 
Each treaty will be negotiated with individual First 
Nations and each will involve a unique mix of land 
and resource components and monetary settle- 
taunts. 
Each treaty directly involves ~ and must have in- 
put from ~ the local conumunity inwhich the First 
Nation is located. 
Martyn Brown misrepresents he proposals for 
Nisga'a self-goverument HIS characterization of 
Nisga'a government authority is overstated and 
misrepresents the provisions of the AIP. 
While Nisga'a government will have a wide range 
of powers, Nisga'a laws will affect only Nisga'a 
citizens, and in most cases will be in effect only on 
Nisga'a lands (the only exceptions being adoption, 
marriage and social services). Those few powers 
that go beyond a local government model have a 
clear connection to protection and enhancement of
Nisga'a social and cultural values (e.g. Nisga'a lan- 
guage, culture, solenmization of marriage, adop- 
tion). Most powers are those currently exercised by 
local governments in British Columbia or other pro- 
vinces, by health or school boards, or by Indian 
bands under the Indian Act. 
There will be no exclusive Nisga'a government 
powers; both British Columbia and Canada .will 
retain all of their legislative authority. As well, all 
Nisga'a government powers are either subject to 
standards or conditions, or are subordinate to 
provincial and federal laws. 
In respect to administration of justice powers (in- 
cluding police and courts), the Criminal Code will 
apply and Nisga'a laws will not have any effect un- 
til they have been approved by the provincial 
government. 
Nisga'a government will be subject o the Cana- 
dian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and will be 
elected and democratic. In addition, Nisga'a 
govenunent will provide non-Nisga'a residents of 
Nisga'a lands with full consultation and rights of 
redress respecting decisions which may adversely 
affect them, arid with guaranteed representation  
subordinate elected bodies (e.g. school board, 
health board). 
I encourage your readers to call our toll-free line 
(1-800-880-1022) or visit our web site 
(www.aaf.gov.bc.ca/aaf/homepage.html) to stay in- 
formed about he progress of the Nisga'a agreement 
and treaty negotiations in B.C. 
Peter Smith, media relations manager 
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs 
Apology not needed 
Dear Sir:. 
Not wishing to prolong the debate on whether 
tolerance of gay and lesbian persons will bring the 
world to an end with those who have fixed views 
on the subject, let me respond to Mike Roseneau 
and Gayle Jean one last time and briefly. 
Mike Roseneau may want to read his letter to the 
editor from the July 9th issue before he asks for an 
apology. No apology is required. 
Remember Ms. Jean I said that judgment should 
be left to a higher authority. As I recall from my 
religious upbringing Jesus was without sin and 
therefore ntitled to judge others. What other hu- 
man being qualifies? 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
MLA for Skeena 
Bill's no molester 
Dear Sir:. 
I have known Bill Homburg, both as foe and 
friend, for over 20 years and I know him to be an 
honorable and honest man who takes his Christian 
values seriously, unlike so many religious 
nominalists today. 
Bill first came to my attention in the mid-70's 
when I worked as a news reporter and he wrote let- 
ters to my editor attacking my "leftist" reporting 
style. At that time I thought Bill's criticisms of me 
were unfair; as I did in the mid-80's when he threw 
me out of his house on diverse occasion.,t for being 
'too Iiberal'. 
Despite our difference and ill temper due to my 
poor health, Bill has always shown me generosity 
and kindness, particularly since the end of the cold 
war. 
Bill is a frail old man. I have watched him these 
past 10 years become more stooped as he gets 
older. Chronic back pain put a slight scowl on 
Bill's face but I always knew there was the twinkle 
of good humor behind his grumpy mannerisms - -  
just as he knew I was not the snarling beast I often 
appeared to be. 
I remember about 10 years ago I was over visiting 
the Homburgs and their grandson, Daniel was there. 
Daniel came over and sat between Bill and I on the 
couch attd then he attd I began to arm wrestle. After 
about five minutes Daniel went off to find some- 
thing else to do; but he came back a few minutes 
later and thanked me for playing with him. 
Bill thanked me too, saying that he didn't play 
with the grandchildren anymore because he was 
getting old and people can misinterpret such play as 
inappropriate behavior. He had been reading some 
of the literature about church leaders accused of 
child abuse. 
I know that Bill is much beloved of his grand- 
children. He will stand up for them against any evil 
that befalls them. 
Bill does not abuse children and the children 
within his care are only blessed from their associa- 
tion with their "grandpa" 
Brian Gregg 
Terrace B,C. 
The major concenl seems that street vendors were 
Dear Sir:. 
I would like to thank John Hipp for responding to 
my earlier letter and helping to prove my point, as 
you may have noticed Mr. Hipp neglected to touch 
on issues uch as native nets indiscriminately taking 
species other than what is targeted. 
Mr. Hipp also neglected to discuss the atrocities 
committed by trawlers, such as the incidental catch 
of halibut Every year aud it has been so for 
decades, mega tons of halibut are discarded ead. 
This issue has angered and aggravated me for 
decades. 
After researching at the library I found Bill C-31 
and went to Mr. John Hipp and asked if there was a 
reason why trawlers could not be charged nnder 
this bill, he chuckled and said I suppose so but they 
could argue that they (the trawlers) were actually 
helping other species by churuing up the bottom 
and creating feed. 
I went away from this issue dejected and realizing 
that these so called conservationists',' and couserva- 
tion officers had their own agenda and it certainly 
was not to get involved and help stop true destruc- 
tion of habitat 
I realized then and there that fisheries officers 
such as Mr. Hipp would sooner IJin a fine or sum- 
mons on a family man for having one extra halibut 
than he would to take the time to help stop trawlers 
from throwing overboard hundreds of tons of dead 
halibut as well as destroying the ocean floor. 
Indeed John, which one of us truly cares about 
conservation. Thanks for pointing out that fisheries 
officers and conservation officers take an active 
role in habitat, stock assessment and fisheries man- 
agement. You say these officers have done so since 
May 22, 1868. Since it is now 1997 we can see that 
in 129 years under the close scrutiny of these il- 
lustrious forces, the east coast cod fishery has been 
annihilated and the west coast sahuon fishery is not 
too far behind. 
I do not know which survey you got your 99 per- 
cent figure from but it is a different 99 percent than 
the people I have talked with over the years. As far 
as my attitude and having no respect for the laws of 
Canada, you're damned right ~ I dou't respect tin- 
just and discriminatory laws. I will go on fighting 
them because unlike you I would sooner die on my 
feet than live on my knees. 
Allan Grler 
Terrace B.C. 
Vendors not problem 
Dear Sir:. 
- i ,~,b~t , ' j ;  
.City officials are reported to be conc e~led a~out 
HI -  . . -  
obstructing the flow of pedestrian traffic in some 
areas. 
Ill response to "one" complaint the city has come 
up with designated areas for street vending. So far I 
have not seen a crowd at any street vendor that has 
been big enough to be obstructive in any fashion. 
On the other baud, the crowds in front of a certain 
coffee shop and a so-called "family entertainment 
centre" are regularly obstructive to pedestrian traf- 
fie. 
Sometimes individuals in these crowds are 
abusive and intentionally obstructive to pedestrian 
traffic. 
On any given evening, particularly weekends, 
groups of yomrg people constituting crowds that 
obstruct pedestrian traffic can be seen and en- 
countered pushing their way past elderly people, 
women by themselves or other vulnerable people. 
In reality, this issue would seem to be one of a 
concern over competition rather than the obstruc- 
tion of pedestrian traffic 
Don Balkwill 
Terrace B.C. 
Recycling lip service 
Dear Sir: 
Recycle, repair, reuse makes good sense. 
But recycle ill govenunent is like the word 
honourable just a word to use for political gain. 
At the age of 12 I started recycling for the great 
WWII effort and we were praised for our good 
work. 
When the Thomhill dump was taken over by the 
regional district I was hired to look after the dump- 
ing and to advise people of the new dump plan. 
All plans should appeal to one's common sense. 
There were malty arguments over doing things in 
an orderly manner. Once people could see the ad- 
vantage of a well organized procedure, they were 
very co-operative and good relations between those 
people and myself remain today. 
I was told that the recycling was all mine and I 
told the R.D. rep, Les Watmough, that was non- 
sense .  
Then I asked how much money was available for 
recycling. The answer was none. I said I thought 
that would be the answer and predicted that the 
R.D. would waste a milliou dollars on studies and 
then turn it over to some foreign coqmration to 
make big mouey just as soon as they put all the new 
~l~'ilit6~place to elitninate all local recycling. 
VENDORS AT the Skeena Valley farmer's market have attracted a lot of Interest lately from 
food inspectors. The market is growing quickly, and is one of the largest in the north. Food 
inspectors say they're just trying to protect the public, and have given a thumbs up to all the 
products they've tested. However, ~ey have asked vendors for a higher level of food safety, 
such as making sure fresh eggs are kept cold. 
Leave our market alone 
Dear Sin 
I must respond to the recent article in the papers 
regarding the sale of low acid calmed foods at the 
Farmers Market. 
I've always been under the impression that 
when you buy something at a farmers market, you 
buy at your own risk. 
I mean isn't "homemade" the whole idea of a 
farmers market o begin with? 
Now you have to rent commercial kitchens and 
send samples away to be analyzed. 
Oh yeah, don't let me forget, it's almost tin- 
possible to get a l)ermiL Give me a break! 
As far as I'm concerned the health inspectors 
have taken the rights away from the public to sell 
or purchase a food item that has been canned 
properly and is obviously safe for co,sumption. 
Until these new regulations, people have been 
buying these eauned food items for years at their 
own risk and everycue has survivedl 
It's a damn shame and the Farmers Market will 
never be the same. 
M. Williams 
Terrace B.C. 
Old cars, trucks and machinery were first on the 
target list and I believe they are pretty close to a 
millions dollars spent on studies. 
Two public solid waste management meetings 
were very well attended and some good suggestions 
were presented. However, they were totally ignored 
when the final decision came into place. Also ques- 
tions on the $300,000 plus cost over run on our 
landfill went unanswered and since that was applied 
directly to our taxes, we are still waiting to find ex- 
actly where that money went. 
Why is the landfill closed Thursday and Friday 
and religious holidays7 No one can be there when 
the big commercial and industrial dumpsters come 
in and I personally have seen many things on Satur- 
day morning that should not be there. Such as 
hundreds of gallons of used oil leaking out of the 
side bank. 
Another example were large loads of old C.N.R. 
creosote ties which I understand have PCB's. 
Wheu they handed out warnings that we would bei 
charged for recycling the active face I asked for and t
received the first ticket. 
My how the courts have changed. Although the i
judge seemed sympathetic tomy plea, after an hour 
of deliberation he said that the bylaw was handed. 
down by duly elected people and since I admitted ~ 
recycling at the active face he had no choice but to,' 
fine me $100. 
My final answer was although they were duly; 
elected, Terrace and Kitimat representatives' (who I 
control most of the voting power) were appointedi 
to the regional district by their respective municipal: 
councils. 
Now it is up to the people of Thomhill and area tot 
decide if this has gone too far. I believe that public 
meetings are uecessary to air out all the rules and. 
bylaws that affect our freedom and rights since no' 
politician wants to be responsible for the regional: 
district We must assume that the local MLA and 
the premier are responsible. 
If you believe in the environment and you see ~ 
anything that should not be in our landfill report it', 
to the B.C. Environment ministry right away. 
Lionel Sears'. 
Terrace B.C.' 
Alcan deal defended 
Dear Sin 
l am writing to respond to concerns that have, 
been expressed in the north regarding the recently 
negotiated B.C./Alean Settlement Agreement. 
Specifically, I want to set the record straight with, 
regards to fish and environmental protection, and 
the agreement's electricity pricing structure and in-' 
centives for northern job creation. 
I'd like to start with the troubling allegations of. 
some groups that Alcan is now licensed to divert 90 
percent of Nechako River water for power genera- 
tion. Such open-ended claims are absolutely in- 
correct and demonstrate either ignorance or inten- 
tional misrepresentation of the agreement 
The fact is that, prior to this agreement, Alean's 
water license gave them 269 cubic meters per sec- 
ond. 
. • '~  .",,.~ ; .~ ,~1 '  
Their new license, as a res{flt of this new agree- 
ment cleady defines that downstream fl0W teq~lle; 
taunts for fish protection is the first priority at all 
times and must be met before any water is diverted" 
for power generation. Cleady, with these 
safeguards, water diverted for power generation 
will never come dose to reaching 90 percent of the 
Nechako River. 
There has also been some concern expressed 
about he lack of opportunity to raise environmental. 
issues during the negotiations. 
The agreement provides up to $100 million (a 
commitment of $50 million from Alean on a match-, 
ing dollar basis) to support environmental enhance- 
ment and fisheries protection in the Nechako" 
watershed. 
In addition, up to $100,000 a year will be pro-: 
vided to support consultation with local, 
stakeholders on how to use this fund. Now is the 
time to make sure downstream issues are well 
represented. 
Regarding the federal government, their participa- 
tion and commitment is key to successful resolution 
of outstanding Nechako fLsheries protection issues. 
Earlier this month I wrote to federal fisheries 
minister, Honourable David Anderson to urge Ot- 
tawa to join with/glean, the Province and residents 
of the Nechako Valley to develop a water manage- 
ment plan that fully protects fish. 
With respect o claims about "free" electricity, I 
want to state categorically that Alcan will pay for 
electricity at comparable rates to aluminum 
manufacturers in other jurisdictions. 
The price of electricity under this agreement is
approximately the same as the price B.C. currently 
receives from exporting dectricity to the United 
States. This agreement allows us to use power to 
created jobs here in B.C. 
We are confident he provision of replacement 
power to Alcan will be used to supply a new $1.2 
billion aluminum smelter in Kitimat, which would 
create more than 2,000 permanent direct and in- 
direct jobs. 
While there is no "iron clad" guarantee, as some 
groups have lamented, the agreement is structured 
to encourage start-up of the new smelter within six 
years. , 
In the short erm, the agreement commits Alcan to 
bring its existing Kitimat smelter to full capacity by 
January 1, 1998. 
In addition, a $15 million Northern Development 
Fund will be established to promote new jobs and 
sustainable economic activity in the northwest. 
I am proud of the BC/Alcan Settlement Agree- 
ment. 
It is an inclusive and comprehensive package that 
protects fish and the environment, creates jobs, 
settles outstanding litigation and confirms that the 
Kemano Completion Project is dead forever. 
It is a "win-win" solution for everyone. 
Paul Ramsey 
Minister responsible 
for Alcan negotiations 
Letters welcome 
The Terrace Standardwelcomes letters 
to the editor. Our mailing address Is 3210 
Clinton St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 5R2. You 
can also fax us at 250-638.8432. And you 
can send an e-mall letter to us at 
sMndard@kermode.net 
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S:[NESS REVIEW 
Bed and breakfasts multiply 
Nearly a dozen homes 
open to guests in area 
THREE NEW bed and breakfasts opened up in 
Terrace this summer, following a Uend across 
the province. 
Bed and breakfast establishments are growing 
in popularity, says Julia Moore of the Chambe~ 
of Commerce. 
"They provide a personal touch," she says. 
"They usually cater to a particular type o f  
client, and guests can mix with local people. 
"Fewer people want to be stuck in a big 
building with cubicles," says Moore. 
There are now eight bed and breakfasts in 
Terrace, and another three in the Nass. 
Some are family-oriented and take pets, while 
others are more geared to the business traveler. 
Bed and breakfasts are often cheaper than 
hotels, another plus for families. 
Margaret Friry had a business clientele in 
mind when she opened the Skeena River House 
in June. 
Unassuming from the front, the modern open 
house overlooks a large beautifully landscaped 
yard, backing onto the Skeena river. It's located 
on Kerr Street, off Haugland Ave. 
Friry and her husband built a home out at the 
lake, but couldn't bear to sell their Kerr St. 
house. So in mid-June the house took on a new 
life as a bed and breakfast. 
With its bleached oak floors, large whirlpool 
tub, fully equipped modern kitchen and fax ma- 
chine, she thought business travelers would feel 
at home. 
"Many people who travel ots are real tired of 
hotel rooms," she said. 
If both bedrooms are rented by people travell- 
ing together, then they have the run of the 
house. 
Instead of coming into the house and fixing 
breakfast, Friry leaves breakfast food in the 
fridge. 
"That way they can sit around in their towel 
and eat breakfast, and not have to worry about 
talking to strangers." 
MARGARET FRIRY furnished her new bed and breakfast, The Skeena River House, 
with cable tv, a stereo, whirlpool tub and a fax machine. She's trying to attract business 
b'avelers by providing them everything they need to be comfortable. 
Friry says she'll be around, doing yardwork 
and tidying up in the afternoon, but she won't 
"be in anyone's face." 
In order to promote her bed and breakfast 
Friry hosted a lunch at the house for representa- 
tives from BC Hydro, the court registry and 
school board. 
"To recommend something you have to see 
what it is," she reasons. 
She's also put brochures out with the Cham- 
ber of Commerce. 
So far business has been strong, she says. As 
of Aug. 27, 21 nights had been booked that 
month. 
The Skcena River House isn't cheap, she ack- 
nowledges. But she has plans to make improve- 
ments on the property, and needs the money to 
. make them happen. 
Friry wants to extend the back deck, put in a 
Japanese bridge and build a pond. And she 
wants to create an exercise room in the house. 
The cause of epilepsy 
i in 75% of children is 
unknown. 
i I~ A ~;IL1ESHyC$OoLcUIEMTEy I 1-888-223-3366 ForMore hlforTnatlon 
Sho, 
Fri~ 
Satu~ 
Wear your (. 
you could win 
G EATgRIZES! 
Out & 
About 
Bear's gold 
set to glitter 
CONSTRUCTION of a 
heap leach operation at the 
Golden Bear gold mine is 
nearing completion, with 
leaching set to begin. 
Located west of Dense 
Lake, the mine operated by 
Wheaton River Minerals 
Ltd. and North American 
Metals Corp. is expected to 
produce its first gold in ear- 
ly September. 
The precious metal will be 
exUacted from thousands of 
tonnes of ore placed on 
cyanide heap leach pads. 
After it frees up the gold, 
cyanide will be separated 
off and disposed of accord- 
ing to approved plans. It's 
the first mine in B.C. to use 
the process exclusively for 
gold production. 
Loading of crushed ore 
onto heap leach pads has ab 
ready begun. A second pad 
is under construction for 
next season. 
Operating seasonally, the 
Golden Bear mine is ex- 
pected to produce 25,000 
ounces of gold this year and 
an average of 45,000 ounces 
during the next four years. 
The average production cost 
is $232 US per ounce. 
Alcan deal 
'prudent' 
AN INDEPENDENT 
financial analysis of the 
recent agreement between 
the B.C. government and 
Alcan Aluminum Ltd. con- 
duded that the deal is good 
for British Columbia tax- 
payers. 
RBC Dominion Securities 
mentioned three major fac- 
ton that made the agree- 
ment a "reasonable and pru- 
dent course of action for the 
province." 
Legal action by Alcan is 
terminated, removing an un- 
certainty in the province's 
financial circumstances; the 
settlement results in a net 
gain to taxpayers of $20 
million to $100 million; and 
the new aluminum smelter 
at Kilimat will generate sig- 
nificant t~eonomic benefits 
in the provincial economy. 
FACTO RYAUTH O RIZED 
GET THE 
ONLY AT  THE 
_ = . -  ~ - _ - - -  
$366 
i 
$322 $4500 
$366 $3500 
$410 =2500 
*520 0 
'97  EXPLORER XLS  
#1 SELLING SPORTS UTILITY IN NORTH AMERICA 
FEATURES INCLUDE:  
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CAST ALUMINUM WHEELS 
P235/75R ALL  TERRAIN T IRES 
POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS 
ELECTRIC  MIRRORS 
AUTOMATIC  TRANSM SS ION 
4 .0L  SEF I  ve  ENGINE 
PREMIUM AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE 
LUGGAGE RACK,  PR IVACY GLASS 
SPEED CONTROI JT ILT  WHEEL  
F-250 HEAVY DUTY SUPERCAB 
GREAT ON THE FULL  L INE  OF F -SERIES :  
F-150 ,  F -250  - 4X2'S AND 4X4'S 
DEALS REGULAR, SUPER CAB OR CREW CAB' 
~ 1  sELL ING TRUCK 
IN NORTH 
AMERICA 
F -SERIES  
FORD F- 150 
MOTOR TREND'S  
TRUCK OF THE 
YEAR FOR 1997 
LIMITED SUPPL% LIMITED TIME OFFER. 
O 
. c i s  , o R o A .  o ME R c u RY  c o u - T R 
* of t997 Ford Ex Iorer XLS with PEP 686A ToN paid based on 24 monlhly payments of $366 plus $3 500 downpaymsnt plus tax =, $12,284 plus lax. Optional buyout at termination is $23292.53 plus tax. Security deposit 
$366/month based on 24 month teaSelred at ease I ionP License tax and insu ance extra Fretgh ncluded, A mdea' ge restnction' of 36 .O00 km' over 24 months applies, Vehicle must. be returned in good working condition with..no visible damage subject o nor-. 
($425)aedfirstmonlhpaymenttequ , , .r~po°.l' . -  '..,^.,~.,.,.., . . . .  =.~V,~t.,^~a~to,/;mi~,arlt;mnnff~,r Oeaters ma'qease or sell for lsss. Retail leases only, tAvailablsonapprovedcredlt, Somscondit=onsapply, Seedeaterfordetads, 
mal wear and tear, Limited supply may very oy oeeler, ~er  val~ on m.=,=.~. ,.,,o,,,u.~, ~.,T. -=~, - ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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• 4631 KeithAvenue ~ ~5.u~. 
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Kermodei study flawed, 
environmentalists claim 
Bears don't need 
big protected area, 
firm's report says 
By SALWA FARAH 
KERMODEI BEARS may not need 
protection fi'om logging to maintain 
their numbers, according to a new 
report. 
But environmentalists ay the 
review - -  paid for by Western Forest 
Products - -  is suspect because the 
company plans to log the mid-coast 
area home to the largest concentration 
of the rare white bears. 
"Having the logging company do 
the study is like having the fox guard- 
ing the hen house," said Wayne 
McCrory, bear biologist and coor- 
dinator of the Spirit Bear Park 
proposal for the Valhalla Wilderness 
Society. 
"The study down plays the impact 
of logging on bears and on salmon," 
McCrory added. 
The report, conducted for Western 
Forest Products by environmental 
consultants Donald A. Blood and As- 
sociates, suggests that the Kermodei 
bear population is not dependent on 
the establishment of an expansive 
park network. 
"Logging in its early stages is pro- 
ductive in tenms of bear food if it's 
carried off properly," said Blood, ad- 
ding that large areas are not necessary 
to ensure the survival of the bear. 
The report notes that precise in- 
formation on bear numbers is hard to 
come by. 
The province's black bear popula- 
tion is estimated lat 140,000, but 
biologists !~ave no precise count of the 
animals. 
Estimates of numbers of Kermodeis, 
one of 16 subspecies of the black 
bear, are even harder to establish. 
The white bears roam an area that 
s~'etches from the Princess Royal Is- 
lands on the northern; coast of B.C. 
and as far east as Hazelton, but the 
highest numbers are found on Princess 
Royal and Gribbell Islands and around 
Terrace. 
"There seems to be no rhyme or 
reason as to the distribution of the 
Kermodei," said Blood. 
Another complication is the wide 
variation in the colour of Kermodei 
Bears. Only a small number have the 
characteristicwhite colour. 
Of the about 150 bbears on Princess 
Royal Island, fewer than 20 of them 
are estimated to be white Kermodei 
bears, the review says. 
Blood also explained that there is no 
doubt that the advanced second stage 
of growth after an area is logged is not 
supportive to wildlife, including bear 
attd deer. 
The report also found that the black 
bear is adaptable in its choice of den 
sites, claiming stumps, and butts of 
non-yarded logs as home for the 
winter. 
As a biologist, McCrory disputes the 
findings and calls them speculative. 
Old growth trees are the bears' best 
den sites, claims McCrory, adding that 
there has been incidents of loggers in 
Terrace cutting down trees with new 
born bears till inside. 
Dr. Kermit Ritland a botanist with 
the University of British Columbia 
forest sciences depart;ment says the is' 
sue of logging and bears is a complex 
one.  
"It ultimately depends on whether 
forage is lost or gained," said Ritland. 
"The bear population may go up in 
the short term but then go down when 
the canopy closes." 
He added that it is difficult to get a 
Kermodei census from the'air because 
of the dense tree canopy. 
Rifland will be receiving a $70,000 
grant from Forest Renewal B.C. with 
additional money from Pacific Forest 
Products to do a more extensive study. 
The work will involve collecting fur 
samples from the bush and comparing 
the DNA of the Kermodei on Princess 
Royal Island to neighbouring black 
bears on the mainland. 
Princess Royal Island is within the 
tree farm licence held by Western 
Forest Products. It's also within an 
area of the coast that Greenpeace is
calling the "Great Bear Rainforeat" 
in an effort o get most of B.C.'s mid- 
and north coast preserved. 
The Valhalla Wilderness Society 
and the Western Canada Wilderness 
Committee are also eampaigning for 
the protection of more coastal rain- 
forest. 
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First Impressions Are Important 
day of school you want '?L..I 
to be sure to look your 
best with a great new i!i 
look from Images. ~ il/ 
We special ize in ...... 
precision cuts, styles, /-~..:.! 
colouring and perming ~::,: :, 
Back To School 
Feature 
Litre of Selected 
Shampoo & Conditioner 
5 
Make Those Back To School 
Appointments/Vow/ 
4653 Lazelle Alve. Terrace 
Ph: 635 J99 7 
: ! :  . : : : , . : . ' :" :  
if: U! 
i ; : JS ! : ! : : : ; i : : i  
:::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::: 
:::::::: 
. . . . . . . . : . . . .  
ELECTROHi  I:UTURES 
4710 Kelth Avenue, Terrace. 635.7767 
R I I-" ,, 
B Informed: Free phone and $25.95 a month cellular plan based on a 36-month transferable contract. New customers only, OAC. Home Free calls unIirnited in length - maximum 30 calls per monlh - local calls only. Home Free calls muff be to primary customer's 
BC TEL residential number and apply only to call made on the BC TEL Mobilily network. Two.in.One Ran: New 36-monlh contracts required on both primary phone and secondary $9.95 phone. Secondary phone shares primary phone plan and appears on 
pal,an/phone bill. Rate of 55¢ per mlnute during non-free daytime periods. AnnuaJ radio system access lee of $48, long distance charges and taxes extra. Eady cancellation fees apply on all 36-month contracts. Umited time offer. 
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Photo radar alerts vague 
RCMP SAY they are keep- 
big their promise to inform 
the public about photo radar 
sites through a toll-free tele- 
phone line. 
But the information is 
vague as to when and where 
the vans will be photograph- 
big passing motorists in the 
northwest. 
While the recorded mes- 
sage tells callers that photo 
radar will be in the area be- 
tween set dates, it doesn't 
give the exact location or 
time. 
That's because it's next to 
impossible to predict when 
they will be there, says Sgt, 
Rick Plantinga of the In- 
tegrated Traffic Camera 
Unit in Prince George. 
"Basically we've been 
going there (Terrace) every 
second week," he said. 
There are only two photo 
radar vans patrolling the 
area from Prince Rupert to 
Prince George. 
Unexpected road construc- 
tion or van maintenance 
could alter the schedules, 
says Plantinga. 
Weather conditions and 
the angle of the sun can also 
force officers to change 
locations, 
To insure that photo radar 
was not just an attempt at 
generating extra cash, the 
provincial govermnent 
promised to tell the public 
when and where photo radar 
is deployed. 
"We have to say where 
photo radar will be," said 
Piatinga. "It's a public rela- 
tions thing." 
But he doesn't want to be 
accused of giving out misin- 
formation, explaining that 
by the time the media gets 
the schedules things could 
change. 
"Eventually scheduling 
can get to be a nightmare," 
he said. 
Const. Douglas Leshures, 
also from Prince George, 
says that anyone can access 
the information from the 
toll-free number but adds 
THIS SIGN may be the only warning you'll get that photo radar is out and about. 
Const. J.R. Walker stands beneath the new sign erected on highway 37 just south 
of the four way stop sign. You can expect to see a van in Terrace this coming 
weekend. 
that people should assume outside of city limits and 
that photo radar could be you can expect o see photo 
any where at any time, radar in three locations 
"People should be under around Terrace. 
the impression that photo The most common one is 
radar could be there at any on highway 37 south by 
given time," he said. Williams Creek. Highway 
So far, photo radar vans 16 east by the city limits 
only operate on highways sign and Hwy 16 west are 
the other two spots. 
Consultation with the lo- 
cal RCMP detachment 
determines where the vans 
will be positioned. Loca- 
tions high numbers of acci- 
dents are the main targets. 
The toll-free number is: 1- 
800-772-8120. 
Western Canada's Favorite Pizza Maker invites you to get a Slice of the 
Action! Learn the Art of Great Pizza from the best, Panagopoulos Pizza. 
Panagopoulos offers comprehensive training, store opening assistance 
and marketing support o grow your business profitably. 
To schedul ean appointment orfor more information, call Stojan Ninkovic at: 
857-1568 Ext314 
mE mJlllCd/NI 
4647 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R3 
1-250-635-7281 
1-250-635-3410 
We will nowbe 
offering C.O.D, and i 
purchase order " 
services to all our 
valued cu.  
See store for details 
REMOVE UNWANTED 
UNSIGHTLY 
DANGEROUS 
STUMPS 
BB STUMP GRINDING SERVICE~~.~~. . .  ~! 
will be working in the Terrace 
area on Sept. 5 'h through 7 th. E ("'2..(~" 
For a free estimate to remove the 964 el 
annoying stumps in your  yard, call 1"250"  
0PEN 
SIX DAYS 
A WEEK 
(46 conven,ent hours) 
At Northern Savings, we want you , ,  FREE SAFETY  
to bank on YOUR h out 
most convenient for yo~ 
While we can't 
rearrange your busy 
schedule to gtve 
you more time, 
we can do the next 
best thing: be open who.. 
you're able to get here. 
DEPOSIT BOX 
Ope. a new acco.nt 
,fore September 10, 
and receive a FREE 
eposit Box Rental Jot" 
of 1997,* 
~C'tI,,,IOI he co,,Ibi,led with other 
,l'OlllOli,,,lal O ffel'S. 
That's why we're open six 
convenient days a week. Drop 
in to see us at the time that 
suits you best, z~f~lk j~'  
MONDAY- THURSDAY: 9:30- 5:30 
FRIDAY: 9:30- 6:00 
SATURDAY: 9:30.3:00 
NORTHERN 
SA V INGS 
Terrace Community Branch • 4702 Lazelle Avenue • 638-7822 
...,, . 
A SAFETY 
FOR ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS 
Interim restridions i sued by the Workers' Compensation Board of British Columbia require 
that unless owners and operators of elevating work platforms have documentation proving 
that their equipment meets the requirement of Industrial Health and Safety regulation 
32,36, the following restrictions apply: ~ ~ ~q] 
• the base of the unit ma on be re ositioned ~ 
with. '.he platf°rm in the ~ullyl~°were:°r sJ wed ~ 
I::I::;pUo :17:1 'shuerf::: ri°st ;ir ~:Sl :::i Irc;eed ~:~ 
of depressions or obstructions, and ~ , ,~\  
that wheels/outriggers are contacting I~  ~ 
the ground; . ~ 
• units equipped with outriggers have them fully ~ ~ ~ .  
extended and used according to the manu- ~ (~[~~ 
facturer's instrudions; 
• the equipment must be tested to ensure all safety ~",~ 
devices are fully functional; \ \ "  
• level indicators required by Industrial Health il I i 
an~Safetyregulation32.36(16) mustbe in (~(~ 
place and operating. 
The types of equipment affected by the restrictions include self-propelled boom-supported 
elevating work platforms, scissor-lifts, Z-booms and similar devices. 
The alert does not apply to equipment where the base cannot be repositioned by,he 
operator in the work platform, such as vehicle-mounted aerial devices, firefighting aerial 
ladders, manually propelled work platforms and forklift mounted work platforms. 
Further information on the restrictions and compliance requiremenls tan'be obtained by 
calling WCB Prevention Information at 276.3100 or toll free in B.C. at 1-888-621-7233. 
• . x~e~ WORKERS' 
COMPENSATION 
OF BNTISH BOARD (:oLu,,.~ 
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~OTEM FORD 
~ 4631Keith Ave. Terrace 
635-2341 Ph. 635-4984 
#2- 5008 Pohle Toll Free: 1-800-463-1128 
Dediluke Land 
Surveying Inc. 
4801 Keith Ave. 
Ph. 638-1449 Fax 638-9019 
m H m ~mm : ~: . m . . ~  :, 
m a m a  I ,~ l l i l  : : , l : i  
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle 
Ph. 635-6600 
Coast Mountains 
School District 82 
The Board of School Trustees 
3211 KENNEY STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 
VSG 3E9 
PHONE (250) 635-4931 
635 6935 
4760 LAKELSE e 
TERRACE 
ESSO 
4630 Lakelse 
Ph. 638-1168 
DRIVE @ SAFE 
® 
YOUR DECOR 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16W. 
TERRACE 
635-2976 1-800-665-1657 
4712 Keith Ave. Ph. 635-8148 
WESTERN 
  UIPMENT' LTD,, 
3011 Blakeburn 
Ph. 635-6567 
Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazeile Ave. Ph. 638-8522 
f .  • 
4652 Lazelle 635-4997 
Drive Carefully] 
WEST POINT 
RENTALS LTD. 
2903 Kalum 
Ph. 635-3038 
Dr. Hawes 
4748 Lakelse 
Ph. 638-8055 
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S~ 
SpeeDee 
Printers 
4554 Lazelle Ave. 
Ph. 635-7181 
BOARD 
SHOP 
4721 Lakelse Ave. Ph. 635-9404 
Twilight Spas & Pump 
® 4704 Kei th  Ave .  
"~ 638-0947 
Fax 638-0948 
School's back in session and in the excitement of 
the new school year, many school-age children, 
especially the young ones, may forget to look both 
ways when crossing the street or exiting the school 
blls. 
I Petland, 
4706 Keith Ave. 
Ph. 635-1600 
Overwa,tea 
4731 takelse Ave. Ph. 635-5950 
~) i :~?~i i  ~i:¸ '~':¸ ~¸  i i~¸!~i!i!i:~i~ili~i!¸  
That leaves it up to you as a driver, to be extra 
careful around school yards, neighborhood play 
areas, and departing school buses. 
So remember. . .  When you see yellow, be sure to 
see red - as in red alert. Let's all slow down and 
give our children the chance they deserve. 
e 
3202 Munroe Street ~ ' ~  ~ ..o,.0...,o~..,,~,, . F r~ I~ ~ ,",~ .Laa~M~ ._~t__ 
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~ ®  TERRACE @ Ter race&@ Columbia 
CO-OP District Autohaus Ltd. 
Credit Union 
4617 Greig Ave. Ph. 635-6347 
With all the excitement of the 1 st day 
We belong Lo___you__." of school, the kids may not see you. 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. It's your responsibility. 
635-7282 
4109 Substation Ave .  635-5717 
THE HEAD 
SHED 
4611 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 638-8880 
3race 
~rista 
4603 Lakelse Ave, 
Ph. 635-6939 
4740 Lakelse Ave. 
638-8830 
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3 -si  
idea 
adopted for adult of. 
fenders, Scott says that's 
up to the community. 
A case of arson, for ex- 
ample, was handled using 
this method in Australia. 
Scott is talking to police 
here about setting up a 
group, and says they're in- 
terested. However, noth- 
ing has been decided yet 
and their support is criti- 
cal, she says. 
In addition to the police, 
volunteers are also needed 
to help set up these 
groups. 
"But it's not a compli- 
cated, bureaucratic pro- 
cess," she says. "It 's very 
low-tcch, low-cost and 
close to home." 
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New lawyer brings energy, causes I 
NEW CROWNcounsel Rita Crown lawyers work with mainland had good repre- 
Scott brings a diverse back- 
ground to her new job pros- 
eeuting criminals here. 
She's worked as a nurse, 
teacher, social worker, 
probation officer, then 
celebrated her 50th birthday 
by going back to school to 
become a lawyer. 
She's also worked as a 
program director for the al- 
cohol and drug centre in 
Golden, is a founder of the 
Quesnel food bank and the 
Victoria rape relief centre. 
And in between causes, 
she likes to squeeze in a bit 
of kayaking. 
" I f  you live long enough, 
you get to do almost any- 
thing," she says, laughing. 
Before coming to Terrace 
Scott worked as Crown 
counsel in Fort St. John. 
She says she won't be 
Rita Scott 
focusing on any type of 
cases in particular, since 
Prosecutor heads for P.G. 
WHETHER HE was tossing 
knives and tomahawks or 
throwing questions at 
saspected drug dealers, Carl 
Gnstafson hit his mark. 
The 45-year-old lawyer 
has been serving as Crown 
Counsel in Terrace for the 
1~ast hree years. But last 
week he packed his things 
and headed off to Prince 
In Terrace's courtrooms, 
Gustafson represented the 
public, prosecuting those ac- 
cused of criminal activities 
in our community. During 
the past three years, Gustaf- 
son has put away his fair 
share of bad guys. 
The job of Crown Counsel 
is similar to that of the Dis- 
trict Attorney in the U.S., a 
George. ' j ob  popularized by the hit 
The move will make it television show Law and 
easier for Gustafson to visit Order. 
family in Edmonton and "It's a reasonable estima- 
Vancouver, but he says he'll tion (of the job)," Gustaf- 
miss Terrace. son says. "But what takes 
"I 've made a lot of good 40 minutes on the show 
friends in the northwest," takes weeks, months or 
he says. "I'11 be back to maybe years to accomplish 
visit for sure." in reality." 
Gustafson compares his 
job to a game of poker, 
pointing out that the defense 
has advantages which can 
prove very frustrating for 
the prosecution. 
"Crown Counsel has to 
show all their cards, but the 
defame doesn't," he says. 
"And they can evaluate 
their position based on what 
the Crown has." 
An active member of both 
Rotary Clubs and the Rod 
and Gun Club, Gustafson 
was also known for his 
prowess with tossing knives. 
" I  guess people won't be 
seeing me practicing with a 
• block of wood in my back- 
yard anymore," he says. 
Northwest Region 
Terrace 
E~(;L 3g~ - Romantic Literature 
FNST 137- Tsimshian Language 
I~ST 3o4: First Nations Environmental Philosophy &= Knowledge 
OEOO 3o~ - Political Geography (audioco~ffcrence) 
HIST406- History of British Columbia (audioconfemncc) 
esYc 3o~ - Social Psychology 
EDUC 60] - Educational Research Design & Methodology 
EDt'C 7~ - Group Counselling Processes 
Pr ince Ruper t  
ENGL 386 - Pre-20%Century American Literature (audioconfcrcnce) 
FNST 301 - Art & Material Culture o f  BC First Nations 
Kitamaat Village 
FNST 137 - Tsimshian Language 
FNST t35- Haisla Language 
Smithers 
~NVS ~03 - Environmental Policy 
Courses via Worldwide Web 
F~OL 43o - Canadian Literature (starting in October) 
UNBC courses begin in the week of September 8 th. They are 
scheduled on evenings and weekends for your convenience. 
To apply to UNBC or to register for these courses, please contact 
one of  the Northwest Regional Offices: 
• 624-2862 - inPrince Rupert 
• 638-5448, or 635-3888 - in Terrace 
The new Regional Chair is Dr. Marian Scholtmeijer, based in 
Terrace. 
Instructors are friendly, and classes are small. We want to 
serve your learning interests. All inquiries are welcome. 
whatever crosses their 
desks. 
But she says her own in- 
terests are domestic abuse, 
and offences against women 
and children. 
Domestic violence is 
endemic across North 
America she says, and she 
hasn't noticed any dif- 
ference in Terrace. 
In addition to her new job, 
Scott has also been named 
to the health minister's ad- 
visory council on women's 
health. 
Council members offcr 
advice on issues like breast 
cancer and screening mam-  
mography. They also help 
develop health care policies. 
Scott wanted to sit on the 
council to ensure women 
from outside the lower 
sentation. : ,i 
She invites women who i 
have arty health concerns to = 
contact her at the crown 
counsel offices, or leave a 
message for her at the Ter- 
race  Women's Resource 
Centre. 
School District No. 82 
(Coast Mountains) 
All playing fields at 
the Terrace/Thornhill 
area schools will be 
fertilized monthly. 
This program will 
run from May 
through Oct. 1997. 
Carl Gustafson 
The move to the Prince 
George law courts means 
that Gustafson will work in 
hat city's fancy new court- 
|OUSC. 
"Rumour has it that even 
he accused get cleaned up 
or their day in court there," 
te jokes. 
James W. Radelet ;',; 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers &Solicitom I,! 
Tax Law • Trusts• Corporate & Commercial ~, 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 30'9 Ill 
Phone:,604-689-0878 Fax: 604.~9-t386 
i. , , • , , , , , ,  • 
M ED,ITERAN E 
DANTE'S 
R ESTAURANTE 
Desser ts  on  us  
Now when you join us for lunch 
any day of the week, simply order 
any entre and dessert's on us. 
A simply delicious idea. 
4"606 Lazelle Ave. Ph: 635-7229 
NORTHERN HEALTH CARE I 
! 
Ask us about . . . .  S c o o t e r ~  .... 
indoors 
=deal 
CARE 
i:!iiiiiiii:ride. 
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• i~i;ii!;- You don't have to be a wizard to have a pre-owned carl Come into Totem Ford and we'll help you find just what you need at 
a price you can handle. Our quality sales people are committed to providing only the best in service. 
Lease any of these vehicles and you could be 
eligible to win $10,000 cash/ 
'95 Ford Ranger Extra Cab 
z~. x~, 
"t!h,: '  
~%<L. 
• 4.i;i" 
~i; 
~,.g;) '95 Ford Taurus SEaport= " '~~=~"'='=" 
I~ I  .~ I tP~ wir'd°ws 
~IIII:" Ii: < ~/- :~.':~,.'%:~i:. .. 
~ .  Cassette 
~ ~ ~-~ " , Power Seats & Mirrors 
~ 1  Lease For 
~.~::: .~ . =i! ........... 1 . : 5Speed ...... A~: ~ 
:;:i.i.:;..i...i=ii~,~ ~ .:~.!.~:.:~:,:.;.,.i Cassette >~.~,, 
Lease For ..,,;i}::.' 
;!~:;:'; $279/per me "?;;i:('" 
~.~:~:~, 
~::~L.!:. I I ""~"~" .,,.:,:~, '97 Ford Escort Wagon '96 Mercury Mystique ~,~:.,,.~ 
• ~:~;i~. , • Power Windows & I • Automatic I + ~'i~" 
]~'~:~" I I Locks [ ] l~i!ii~i~iii!;~!~@~;~!}ii::~ii~i~i!i~:~!!~i~i~;i~i!~!~i!}~ii~` • PowerW ndows &Locks ] 
.... !.=.. ] ~ .7~/~ ~ J. A# Conditioning J I ili!itliiit::i::!i i ° Power Mirrors I 
1 ~  • Tilt Steering & Cruise J ~i~ ~ 
~!~..~ ]" PowerSeats& Mirrors I I ~ •  Casse~e I ~!~( 
,"~.~,.-,.~,,~: i ~ ....... -- I Lease For I I ~ , ~  Lease For I ii,~, 
"~ ' .  '$279/p£r I .... =~=:' :~1i:, mo I ~ " "  "-' $349/.er  mo 
[ • Air Conditioning ] ";,+~:!:q 
I ~ ~ ~. . . . . . . .  . PowerWindows&Locksl 
II .,,~::~ ~ ~  ......... ,Power Mirrors I ;g!~il>,~ ,I 
. 4=/Y''':, ..~;: !' I t. . .4 ,~.~ :~}, - - .  , Tilt Steering & Crulse~| ":'I!I~!<~>IL~. I p i~;~ ,:.. :: : : ;~ ;~% o Cassette / I~~"~:"~!  Lease For ..,,.~+:- . ........ < < ;.::-::~i:~ ," !:.::;!:i ;::i:i~.:~:i:i~;~  >:? ". :':? i 
~., ::i -I!'.'' 
,..~i:~r.. y...~ 
~:.~ 
"Ji, i: 
:)::':k.. 
.... );~i 
*'u 
• Automatic • Power Locks Lease For "~':' 
'V '6  • P0werMirr0rs $399/9 "~:;;:~' : Air Co ndit!on]ng Tilt Steering & Cruise 
Power winoows : ermo ~ cassette ";i ' 
Prices based on 24 month lease wllh $2,000 down, plus 1st payment, ..,el<+, 
security and applicable taxes. .,,~'~'~ 
Ranger TPP $10,696 Taurus TPP $ 9,896 ....... ~; 
Escort TPP $8.696 ,,~ystlque TPP $t0,376 .~ 
Wlndstar TPP St 1,576 Saurus TPP $1 t ,576 '*"~ 
) ~  DLR# 5548 ~.;! 
 O':I'EM FORD  
1Keith Avenue (250) 635-4984 • 1.800.4M-1128 ]
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Child. injury rate has declined h eore ' 
THE RATE of child injuries 
in the northwest has 
dropped over the last five 
years from 2.2 times the 
provincial average to 1.6 
times the average. 
In addition, hospital ad- 
missions due to uninten- 
tional injuries have dropped 
by 37 per cent. 
The decrease in injuries 
comes as the Child/Youth 
Injury Prevention Project 
nears completion. It's run 
by NW Community Health 
Services, formerly the 
Skeena health unit. 
The project started in De- 
dents. Many communities significantly from the pre- 
vious year when $16,000 
was handed out for eight 
projects. 
Ester Brisch, injury pre- 
vention coordinator, thinks 
the drop in the injury rate is 
at least partially due to these 
acted on that information, 
starting programs like 
bicycle safety. 
There's been a big in- 
crease over the last three 
years in injury prevention 
activities, said a report 
In the northwest about 1,000 people 
have been involved in drinking or driving 
accidents over the last five years. 
recently released by Corn-" community projects. 
munity Health Services She says it's hard to pin 
Society. down why there's a higher 
This year northwest corn- injury rate ill the northwest. 
a helmet ~ it's hard to dren and youth at 164 a next leading year prevent 
detennine what the causes year. deaths for children and childhood injuries. 
are." Brisch says that in the youth are drowning, poison- E.T. Kcnny Primary 
According to provincial northwest about 1,000 ing and fire. school upgraded its 
statistics, 1,325people of all people have been involved Males are almost three playground equipment to 
ages died each year on aver- in drinking or driving aeci- times as likely as females to raeet safety standards and 
age from 1991 to 1995, due dents over the last five die from accidents, developed a Playground 
to accidents. Of those years. Young children are at a Safety Awareness 
deaths, 775 are people be- "That's quite high," she greater risk for falls and campaign. 
tween the ages of 0-24. says. Per capita, there are poisoning, while youth are Mills Memorial Hospital 
Accidents are the leading more drinking and driving 
cause of death in this young accidents in the Nass and more likely to have trans- plans Io code emergency 
age group. Hazeltons, than elsewhere in portation injuries, da'.a to provide better 
Transportation i juries led the northwest, shesays. In Terrace, a number of statistics for pla~ming huury 
as a cause of death for chil- Across the province, the projects were started this prevention programs. 
I 
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1 
SHIRTS 
*39.99 
Reg. $49.99 
FLEECE 
TOPS & 
BOTTOMS 
25% Off 
Assor ted  Sty les  & Co lors  
J J__ 
STORE HOURS 
MON. - THURS. • 9am-6pm / FRIDAY * 9am-9pm 
SATURDAY • 9am-6pm / SUNDAY • 11 am-5pm 
cember, 1992 with informa- 
tion gathering to find out munities were given "It  could be insufficient 
why children in the north- $52,000 to run 20 pre- supervision of children... 
west suffered more aeci- vention projects. That's up kids skateboarding without 
I 
Mon Mix Sept 8 9:00 p.m. 
! Mon Mens Sept 8 7:00 p.m. I 
I Men Golden Ages Sept8 1:00 p.m. I J EANS 
Tues Coffee Sept9 9'.15 a.m. ' 49  9 9  I Tues Mix Sept 9 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m. I 
Wed Coffee Sept 10 9:15 a.m. I 
J Wed Matchplay Sept 10 9:00 p.m. [ ]  
I Drop In Thurs Coffee Sept 11 9:30 a:m. I 
Thurs Non-Smoking Sept 11 7:00 p.m. Reg.  $54 .99  
I Fri Mix Sept 5 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m. I 
Sun: Money League Sept 7 6"15 p m & 8"30 p m: 
I ' ' "  " ""  I 
Youth aowlinQ I Stormrider Lined 
I Fri 14 - 18 yrs Sept 5 4:30 p.m. 
I Sat8-10yrs  Sept6 9:15a.m. ~ J I JAC  KETS Sat4-7yrs  Sept6 10:45a.m. , D N I  M 
I Sat 11 - 13 yrs Sept 6 12:00 p.m. ' 
. . . .  ---.l 99  
Sign up today/ [] 
For  More  In fo rmat ion  Ca l l  
~eg.$69.99 
• 4712 KEITH AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5Ki 
TEL: (250) 635-8148 635-5911 
27" Plus 1 
Compac Theatre ~ XXL TV 
Flat CPT 2.5B REG $1199 
• 1TunerPlP NOW$999 ~i  Invar Shadow Mask Dymanic multiple focus 
Omega Black Tint CRT 6 ~iece bedroom suite 3 piece coffee table 
*;" ....... O 
8 mm Hi-Fi stereo TFT-LCD Ca~, 
• 3" (76ram) LCD col0ur display screen 
• 16X optical zoom 
• 32X d=gita~ zoom REG $1249 
• Built-in speaker 
• Colour viewfinder 
;.~ • -;'~ ":" .... ~r i ~ ,~ 
| NewS997 Dining table & 4 :hairs 
• Built-in titler 189 See our complete selection of 
0.9 cu. ft. Mid-size mircowave oven ,, REG $400 NOW computer tables and,.~.~:~.~.~=furniture! 
900"W microwave output 39 mattress & box ~ :~::,~;~'~? ;~=~ ~.~. .- ~....,, ,~'~;~i"~::; ~-  ~.~~:~  ! Single mattress • 10 power levels . " "  $31" spring set ~; .~" /~!~:~;~:~i  
• 8 instant cook pads n=u oo. u REG $400 , . ;~;~i  ~/ :~;: ,:i::.~;~ REG $150 " ~: ~. 
• Helpscreen =, . , . I  =, , ,A , ,  $69 
• Ode m~n.te pa~ Ivuvv  ~,~'~;  . . . .  ~ ~ f ~  NOW ~~~ 
is a world wide parts provider and is 
~wil~hlp. nt Terrace Furniture Mart Fumituro May Not Be Exactly As ltlustrMed 
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Bizarre crafts 
S 
OME TIME ago, in Nova Scotia, 
my husband and I were invited to 
this other pilot's place for dinner. 
His wife and I were tryhlg to find 
• some point of connection while the men talked 
about turbo props or line indocs or codfish 
stocks or whatever. 
She asked me, "Do you crochet?" when I ad- 
raked something she had made. 
"No, no, I don't," I said regretfully. 
"How about knitting?" 
"No, I, no, I never really, no," I apologized 
again. 
Embroidery? No, well, once sort of. Sew? No, 
not really. Tole? Papier macho? No, no. 
I think then she cast about, wondering what on 
earth I might do. She had not yet hit upon read- 
ing, which we would discuss later with some 
satisfaction. 
In the meantime, while I was frantically 
scrambling around in my brain for something 
more positive and interesting to say, she asked, 
"Do you have any hobby?" And right at that 
moment I had been thinking about a creative 
craft I had completed just that day, as a matter 
of fact. 
You see, my sister had mailed me an intrigu- 
ing letter full of romance and conflict on the 
back side of a photocopy. The paper was legal 
size. The photocopy was of my sister's head. 
In profile, eyes squeezed shut tight an d coy z 
ered with hang-nailed thumb and finger, she had 
laid her head on the photocopier at work, closed 
the lid as much as possible, and pressed 8 1/2 x 
14 and 100%. 
Perhaps he had an accomplice. This activity 
was something the graphics department at her 
work did for fun, I understand. She probably 
wrote the letter at work, too. 
Naturally, I was pleased as punch in that 
foggy and foreign land to receive a love letter 
instead of an electric bill, and was moved and 
entertained by the written part and amazed and 
charmed by the photocopy. So I framed it and 
put it up on the wall. 
You take four thin strips of balsa wood, two 
,short and two long, or one board of balsa wood 
and cut it appropriately if you already have an 
Xaeto knife. You measure the wood to match 
the photocopy of the head first, of course. 
Glue the wood directly onto the photocopy. 
Use white glue it has held admirably for 
many years so far. 
To further dramatize the black-and-white, 
porea-and-ali gritty realism of the piece, you 
may wish to draw a black line along the middle 
of each strip of wood. Use a ruler and a felt pen. 
Do this before you glue, or you may get a 
lumpy line like I did. 
Finally, attach wire or string to the back of the 
frame with something and hang it n an existing 
nail. 
But I felt I didn't know our dinner hostess 
well enough to explain this craft to her. And is it 
really a hobby7 
Whenever anyone asks me now if I have a 
hobby, though I can reply with all sincerity 
"Well, whenever my sister sends me a 
photocopy of her head, I frame it." 
Here's another bizarre craft you may want to 
try at home. You will need: 
[] a smallish house with some unfortunate inte- 
rior views 
[] drop cloth made out of canvas (get it at a 
paint store, not an art store) 
[] an illegal (pre 1990 or so) crib, specifically 
the ladder-like frame that held up the mattress 
[]  a pot of strong tea 
[]  pencil, ruler, paint, brushes, good music, na p- 
ping toddler, ability to ignore dirty dishes, etc. 
Now you are ready to make a screen that 
looks like a fake book case to hid your washing 
machine from the living room. 
First, sweep the kitchen floor. Next, lay the 
canvas down on the floor and put the frame on 
top of it, Measure, sketch and paint the fake 
books on the canvas. Cut and trim the canvas to 
fit nicely and attach it to the back of the frame 
with staples or thumbtacks or little nails or 
screws .  
Note: if you paint the canvas with tea first to 
better match the colour of the wood frame, you 
must remeasure the canvas before you cut it. 
Tea shrhtks canvas, who knew? 
Finally, lean the lightweight yet sturdy fake 
book case against he washing machine. Voilal 
Inner peace has been achieved and those 
awkward silences at dinner parties vanquished, 
in a few easy steps. 
Pounding out a drum beat 
By SALWA FARAH 
THE DEER hide stretched 
around the circular cedar 
frame resonates with the 
heartbeat of Mother earth. 
The Uaditional native 
drum symbolizes the circle 
of life - -  continual and in- 
terconnected. 
Caroline Daniels ex- 
plained this basic philoso- 
phy behind the drum to a 
group of people during a 
two-day drum making ses- 
sion. 
About a dozen people 
made their own personal 
drums at the workshop held 
on August 27-28 at the First 
Nations Resource Centre at 
Clarence IClichiel 
Elementary. 
The first step in the pro- 
cuss is to make a circular 
cedar frame on which to 
stretch the hide. 
David Rattrae, principal 
administrator f the Slikine 
school district, made the 
frames. He was also the one 
who taught Daniels and Bar- 
bara Toye-Walsh the drum 
making technique. 
PAUL CORCORAM adds the finishing touches on a 
deer hide drum. He was one of the participants in a 
drum making workshop lead by Caroline Daniels. 
"Next on our agenda is to 
make the frames our- 
selves." Danieis explained 
'that the woodworking shop 
will probably be making the 
frames that require a process 
of steaming and bending the 
wood. 
The frame has to be 
smoothed out at the joint, 
but must remain rough 
enough to grip the hide. 
The size of the frame as 
well as the tension that the 
skin is stretched etermines 
the tone of the drum. 
"You have to do the ten- 
sion according to the 
weather - -  for wet weather 
you have to make it a little 
tighter to allow for stretch- 
ing," said Daniels. 
The type of skin used also 
detenilines the tone of the 
drum. They use deer hide 
from Alberta. 
"Skins of •different 
attimals vary in thickness - -  
personal drums use deer 
hide and pew-wow drums 
use moose hide which is 
thicker." 
The skin is then held to- 
gether with sinew that 
crisscrosses the back of the 
drum like bicycle wheel 
spokes. 
The hardened and dried 
sinew .is first soaked until it 
has the consistency of a wet 
noodle, explained Dawn 
Martin, enthusiastic 
participant and principal of 
Uplands elementary. 
On the second day of the 
workshop participants 
decorated their drums by 
sketching or tracing their 
own choice of designs. 
Many chose traditional 
coastal native designs; some 
painted their own personal 
clan designs and some chose 
to combine traditions to 
reflect heir personal beliefs. 
While acrylic paint was 
used, traditionally colours 
would have been derived 
from nature. 
"Greens and browns are 
from lichens, reds from ber- 
ries and black from suet," 
explained Danieis. 
The drum sticks were 
made from cherry wood and 
were tipped with hide, tied 
on with sinew. 
Some of the drums will be 
used in the school's music 
department for both tradi- 
tional and contemporary les- 
sons. 
A gift beyond measure 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
SMOOTHING HER hands 
over a slight bulge on her 
stomach, Kendra Rootham 
shows off the kidney her 
husband gave her. 
"At first it was a big 
bulge, then the kidney snug- 
gles down and makes a little 
bed," she says. 
She sticks her hand nearly 
a foot out from her stomach, 
showing how big her right 
side was, after the Uansplant 
operation. "It's like being 
half pregnant." 
Now, three months later, 
the kidney is just a small 
bulge on her petite frame. 
Her husband David is a 
tall man, and his kidney was 
also large. Doctors had a 
hard time squeezing his kid- 
ney in, she says, laughing. 
It's very rare for spouses 
to be able to donate kidneys 
to each other. Normally 
doctors find a match Erom a 
close blood relative. 
If it weren't for David's 
kidney, Kendra says she'd 
probably be dead by now. 
"It's such a wonderful 
thing my David did.'" 
Having a living donor 
makes the liklihood of get- 
tiug an operation much bet- 
ter. 
There are people who've 
been waiting over two years 
for a kidney to be donated. 
And some die before the op- 
eration. 
"She was almost 
dancing down the hall 
with her IV poles." 
David on his wife 
Kendra, the day after 
her kidney operation. 
Kendra nearly didn't make 
it to her operation, which 
took place June 2. 
Just before the operation 
David said she looked "like 
a cadaver." Her body was 
rejecting dialysis - -  the pro- 
cess by which machines are 
used for four to six hours a 
day to manually clean the 
blood, That's the job the 
kidney would normally do. 
Kendra had more dif- 
ficulty than most kidney 
patients do, since her kidney 
failure was due to a stroke 
which happened in Decem- 
ber, 1995. She was 39 at the 
time. 
Kendra nearly died after 
the stroke, and when she be- 
gan recovering she had lost 
her eyesight and was 
paralyzed on one side. Her 
kidneys also began to fail, 
That June David went in 
for testing to see if he'd be a 
good match for Kendra. 
"I  just had a feeling I'd be 
a good match. I felt like it 
was going to happen that 
way." 
Tests came back positive 
and Kendra's condition 
started to improve. Her 
speech, memory and coor- 
dination - -wh ich  failed be- 
cause of the stroke - -  all 
started to come back. 
"Kendra was so intent on 
recovering," says David. 
" It  was amazing to watch 
someone work that hard." 
But Kendra says she 
didn't do it for herself, she 
did it for David. 
"David was so broken he 
couldn't help me. I said I 
couldn't do this to hhn." 
That attitude made a 
tremendous difference in 
her recovery from the 
stroke. When she started 
therapy, Kendra found she. 
couldn't walk forwards, 
only backwards. So she'd 
end up taking two steps, 
then would fall down. 
Her physiotherapists 
would rush forward to help 
her, she says, but she'd be 
on the floor laughing. It 
seemed hilarious to her to 
have to relearn something so 
simple a two-year-old could 
do it. 
Unfortunately the positive 
attitude wasn't enough. In 
January this year Kendra's 
c mdition started to 
deteriorate. 
"She started to go really 
quickly," said David. 
At St. Paul's hospital in 
Vancouver, they were told 
the earliest hey could have 
the transplant operation 
would be August. But David 
feared Kendra wouln't live 
that long. 
They were elated when 
they learned a time for the 
operation opened in June. 
It wasn't until David was 
on a gurney in pre-op, that 
he started thinking about his 
role in the operation. 
With kidney trnnsplants, 
the operation for the donor 
is usually the more major of 
the two. 
In order to remove a kid- 
KENDRA AND DAVID Rootham share more than a marriage - -  now they also 
share a set of kidneys. David gave her one of his kidneys when hers both failed 
after a stroke. Having a living donor made a big difference - -  Kendra probably 
would have died had she been on a transplant waiting list. If you'd like to be an 
organ donor, make sure you let your family know your wishes. 
poles," says David. 
Just twelve hours after the 
operation Kcndra's blood 
toxins were down to norntal 
levels. They had reached 
nearly critical levels prior to 
• the operation, 
"1 had no idea I 'd have so 
any pictures up without 
Kendra's okay, and she was 
too ill to offer an opinion. 
Between the trips down to 
Vancouver for doctors ap- 
pointments, and the three 
mo=~:hs they lived there in 
the summer, they've barely 
very grateful for the caring 
help they received from the 
medical community, partic- 
ularly in Terrace. Help 
which went beyond what 
their jobs required. 
"You don't have to f:el 
isolated," says David. 
He goes back to work at 
Alcan this week, but the 
recovery process is still 
ongoing for Kendra. 
Her eyesight is erratic, and 
that affects her balance and 
progress. They just 
came back to Terrace two 
weeks ago. 
Now they sit in file living 
room of a townhouse they 
purchased last year It still 
looks l i ke  someone just 
moved in - -  there are no 
pictures on the wall yet. 
David didn't want to put 
hey doctors must break 
apart ribs and enter the ab- 
dominal cavity. 
But when doctors put a 
kidney in someone, they 
don't need to go in as far. their 
Instead they leave the exist- 
ing kidneys alone, and just 
hook up the new one. 
The day after her surgery 
Kendra came to visit David, 
who was recovering down 
the hall in another wing. 
"She was almost dancing 
down the hall with her IV 
tionally, it's tough to do it 
yourself," he says. Families 
tend to try and struggle 
through a crisis like this by 
themselves, and he thinks 
that's the wrong choice. 
"You may not realize it, 
but there's so many good 
people out there." 
David and Kendra are 
much encrgy attd health," lived ht the townhouse. 
she says. The help of family and 
David attd Kendra had to friends during a crisis like 
stay in VancoUver for a few this is very important, David 
months following the opera- emphasizes. 
tion, so doctors could watch "Financially and emo- 
how well she walks. 
"I  think I feel so well, but 
then I can't cross the street 
on my own," she says. 
So she's relied heavily on 
David. He in turn has 
relished the time spent with 
Kendra, and says the opera- 
tion made their close rela- 
tionship even more intense. 
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MUSIC 
CITY SCENE 
A ROSSWOOD MUSIC  JAM-  
BOREE takes place Sept. 6 at the 
Rosewood Community Grounds from 
• noon till midnight. There's a full day's 
:;area. There's no pets allowed on site 
:~and alcohol is restricted to camping 
:i areas only. Bring your musical instru- 
:.: ment. There will be an open mic Sun- 
"i day. Rosewood is about 40 km north of 
i.~ Terrace, so get in your car and follow 
'.; the signs. (Gates close at 10 p.m.) 
',. • GEORGE'S  PUB features boxing 
:! fight De La Hoya vs Camacho on Satur- 
',: day, Sept. 13. Cost is $5. Georges 
',, brings you live country rock, and the 
,: 50s and 60s every Thursday, Friday and 
;;Saturday night. Plus there's karaoke 
every other Wednesday. Karaoke also 
takes place every second Sunday, 
alternating with jam sessions. 
• AUGIES LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Roy Sluyter on Wednesday 
night with a jazz trio. Human Nature 
plays Thursday to Saturday, from 9 p.m. 
till midnight. Esensual plays in GiGi's 4538. 
Pub nightly. 
• READING ~ Caroline Woodward, 
i 
Jackpine. Medieval garb will be sup- 
plied for those who don't have their 
own. All are welcome. For directions or 
info call Morrigain or Roudrick at 635- 
,worth of entertainment, plus lots of author ofAlaskaHighway Two-Step and 
.~' food, craft vendors, limited on-site T H E A T R E  . Disturbing the Peace will be at the Ter- 
.;camping and children's entertainment race Public Library for a reading on 
• • TERRACE L ITTLE  THEATRE is 
looking for four women and three men 
between the ages of  17 to 50 to audition 
for an upcoming play called Better 
Living. Auditions will be held on Sept. 
15 and 16 at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl 
Playhouse located at 3625 Kalum 
Street. For more information call 
. Marianne at 635-2942 of 635-2268. 
Thursday, Sept. 25 at 7 p.m. Admission 
is free. For more info call the library at 
638-8177. 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
will be exhibiting works by Kitimat art- 
ist Collette Goutier called Dulling the 
Issue and will be on display from Sept. 
4 to 27. Opening night reception is on 
Sept. 5 at 7 p.m. Gallery hours are noon 
to 3 p.m. from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights 
from 6:30-8:30 p.m, Sat. from noon to 4 
p.m. and Sun, from 1-4 p.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
• THE THORNHILL  PUB brings 
back karaoke every Friday. 
ETCETERA 
A FEAST OF  FR IENDS - -  Take in 
this medieval event featuring a woods 
battle, bardic tales, candle making and a 
potluck feast for just $2. The event, 
sponsored by the Terrace chapter of the 
Society for Creative Anachronism, 
takes place all day, Sept. 13 at an 
acreage on Will iams Creek Ave. in 
[ (, IIIWJE ..,,,,.,.,.,., 635.TIPSl 
Saturday Sept. 13 
Watch World Welterweight 
Championship 
De L a Hoya vs. Camacho 
on our lOft state of the art TV screen 
Tickets $5.00 
Tuesday Sept. 16 
For One Special Nite Only 
Country Comedian Kenny Shaw 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Thru 
Saturday Nite 
Wing Nite & Free Pool 
Pool Tourney Nite Starting Sept. 9 
Karaoke-"Sing & Win" a 10(] bucks 
Dance the night away to Georges 
Awesome house band playing the best 
live country rock, 50's & 60's 
Sunday Sept 7 Come out and support local Terrace 
Talent It's Jam Nite 
3086 Highway 16 
Ph: 635-6375 
Wednesday, Sept. 3 ister at the library by calling 638- 
ONE DAY REFRESHER diabetic 8177. For more info look at their 
clinic will be held at the hospital, website at http://tpl.osg.net 
Phone 635-2211. 
Monday, Sept. 22 
Sunday, Sept 7 JOURNEY OF HOPE - -  BC 
FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL at the Schizophrenia Society offers 
Terrace Alliance Church begins classes for families who have a rel, 
today at 9:45 a.m. Nursery care for ative suffering with severe mental 
kids under age 3. Classes for ages illness. Next class starts at 7 p.m. 
3 and up in recently enlarged on Sept. 22 at 3302 Sparks St. Call 
church. Worship is at 11 a.m. and Brenda at 638-6366 or Heather at 
• includes supervised nursery care 635-8206. 
and children's church. AIFtakes . . . .  
~place at 4923 Agar. Info: 635-77271 Saturday, Sept. 27 .... 
TERRACE PUBLIC UBRARY will 
Monday, Sept. 8 be holding a week,long booksale 
NW REGIONAL FAS committee until Oct. 5 during regular library 
holds afall planning meeting from hours. For more info call the library 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Kermode at 638-8177 or check out their Web 
Fr',andship Centre. This is for any- Site at http://tpl.osg.net. 
one interested in or affected by Fe- 
tal Alcohol Syndrome. For more WEEKLY  MEET INGS 
info call Maggie at 635-9330. 
Tuesday, Sept. 9 MONDAYS 
TWO DAY BASIC diabetic clinic SKEENA SQUARES ~ Join them 
will be held at the hospital. Phone for square dancing Mondays at 7 p.m. 
635-2211. starting September 8 at the Carpenter's 
Hall 3312 Sparks St. Begim~ers wel- 
Wednesday, Sept 10 come. For info call Jim at 635-6724. 
TERRACE SCOUT DISTRICT 
COUNCIL will be registering new SENIORS GET together for Five-Pi" 
volunteers and members at E.T. Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Kenney School gym from 7 to 8:30 Meet at 1 p.m. 
p.m. Ycu can register for Beavers, 
Cubs, Scouts, Ventures and TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
Rovers. They are also looking for meet the fLrst and third Monday of 
adult volunteer leaders. Call Karen each month. New members welcome. 
Ruth at 635-6912 for more info. For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
Saturday, Sept. 13 
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
ANACHRONISM is holding a pot- sociation meets the second Monday of 
luck dinner and tournament at Wil- every month at 8 p.m. at ThomhiU Jr. 
liams Creek Ave. in Jackpine Flats .Secondary in the library. 
from 10 a.m. till midnight. Call 635. ) 4538 and ask for Morrigain or ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURl LE 
Roudrick, meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Tuesday, Sept. 16 Hall. Call 635'2415 and 635-9228 for 
TERRACE WOMEN'S CENTRE more info. 
holds its annual general meeting at 
7 p.m. at the centre at 4542 Park. BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
Guest speaker is Caroline Daniels first Monday of the month in members' 
on the matrilineal kinship system, homes on an alternating basis, For in- 
All members and new members formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
welcome, Call 638-0228for more 635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
info. " Birthdte offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
TERRACE PUBUC LIBRARY Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
celebrates the moon festival this hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
afternoon with stories, crafts and Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
festival treats. Program is free and hour hotlh!e at 1-800-550-4900. 
suitable for kids aged 6 and up. 
Register at the library by calling ARE YOU HAVING trouble seelag 
638-8177. your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
B.C. SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY 
SUPPORT GROUP is holding its MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
sharing and caring meeting at 7:30 iary meets the third Monday of each 
at the Stepping Stone Clubhouse month in the board room at 8 p.m, 
located at 3302 Sparks Street, Call Everyone is welcome. 
638-2202 or 635-8206 for more 
info. TUESDAYS 
Wednesday, Sept. 17 PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
TERRACE PUBUC UBRARY is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
starts registration for fall programs p,m, Information and counselling on 
at 10 a.m. by phone or In person, birth control and birth control supplies 
Programs include Babytime, Tales at reasonable cost. Drop in, They're at 
for Two's, and Pre-school the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
storyUme, Also registration for Early go to the back door; For more hffo or 
t Uteraoy Fun - -  a one-on-one read- to volunteer call 638-2027, 
ing program for kids aged 3-5. Reg- 
"D, VIN'S CLUB PLAYFIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8- 
1863, 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high School. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. , ,~., 
STRETCHING CLASS ~ The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1'-2 p,m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
Coast Inn of the West at room 328 to 
learn about public speaking in a posi- 
tive and encouraging environment. 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more info call Andrew Webber at 
635-5776. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info 
phone 635-3455. 
Dana room from / to y p.m.L.all JllIl at 
635-4089 for more info. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys and girls ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
WEDNESDAYS 
PARENTS DROP IN to weight 
babies takes place Wednesdays from 1- 
SCI]IZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 3 p.m. at the health services society 
:,the third Tuesday.ore, v ry month from .. . .  (foLrnerly Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 
September toJune at 7:30 p.m. at Step- Kalum St.) Public health nurse on hand 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-1t CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
to answer questions. 
The Terrace Standard offers the' 
comrm4nity calendar as a public ser-'" 
vice to its readers and" comnmnity or- 
ganizations. 
This colu~hn is intended for non- 
profu organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed o, 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia Printed neatly " 
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°' SILVIA WEIDNER and Paul Jackson are spreading the word of the First Annual 
Rosswood Jamboree starting this Saturday. It promises to be a real home-grown 
~' event jam packed with music, food, kid's play and a good time. 
Rosswood festival a first 
:. IT'S HARVEST time and what better way 
: to celebrate then with a jamboree. 
. And that's exactly what the folks in 
Rosswood ecided to do when they planned 
the first annual music festival. 
"We planted a seed and now we're 
seeing the harvesting of the first of the 
.7. fruit," said Silvia Weidner, one of the 
" many organizers. 
" While the idea of the music jamboree has 
been brewing for a number of years now, it 
was just two months ago that Rosswood 
" residents decided to get the ball rolling. 
The  jamboree will be held at the 
~ Rosswood Community Grounds on Sep- 
: tember 6and 7. 
"We've got an awesome lineup," said 
: Paul Jackson, another spokesperson for the 
: jamboree. 
,~ Every thing from folk, blues, rock, gospel 
and Celtic music will fill the covered per- 
" formance area. 
And it's the universal language of music 
that has united the small community of 
' about 125 people. 
"The group effort has just been 
phenomenal - - people have come out of 
' the woodwork," said Jackson. 
They've been doing their research by 
visiting some music festivals around the 
northwest ~ like the Buildey Valley festi- 
vals and Kispiox. 
This music fest faces its own unique set 
o f  challenges. Rosswood doesn't have 
hydro or running water. 
Electricity will come from generators and 
drinking water will be readily available. 
Volunteers have also built public facilities, 
concession stands, and an expanded park- 
ing lot. 
"The community is unique - -  everything 
is back to the basics," said Weidner about 
the rustic lifestyle. 
The festival is family oriented and there 
will be lots of activities for kids. 
A children's play area, a story telling 
teepee and jugglers to keep everyone 
amused will be set up. 
Amongst he jam packed roster perform- 
ing am Low Budget Blues, guitarist Brad 
North, plus rock bands Rictus Grin and 
Rumor Red. Blues musician Ole Johnson 
from Smithers will be wrapping things up 
by midnight. 
"Bring guitars and bongos," suggests 
Jackson. "There'll be designated campfire 
settings to jam." 
There will be a pancake breakfast and 
gospel music by Dizzy Stings. 
Tickets are $11 in advance and $15 at the 
gate. Family passes go for $25 and youth 6- 
15 get in for $5. Seniors and children under 
6 get in for free. Campsites are available. 
You can also get a refund if you volunteer 
four hours of your time. 
Tickets can be purchased at Misty River 
Books, Kristine's and the Rosswood Gener- 
al Store. 
Memorial tea to be held 
By YVONNE MOEN 
THE HAPPY GANG is hosting an 
afternoon tea on September 13 in memory 
of Janet "Young" Felber. 
Janet passed away on June 3 this year in 
Victoria to live with her son Sydney. 
While she lived in Terrace Janet contrib- 
uted greatly to the town. She was a piano 
teacher and many of her former students 
went onto study music. 
Victoria, B.C. The memorial afternoon tea will be held 
Friends, acquaintances and former music ,  at the Happy,Gang, Centre, 3226, Kalum St. 
pupils are all in~,ited to attend, and to bring on Sept. 13 from 2-4 p.m. 
their memories of Janet with them. Please call Mamie Kerby at 635-2508 or 
Janet Felber was bum in Terrace on Dec. Yvonne Moan at 638-0423 if you are able 
9, 1913. She lived here until moving to to attend. 
• ~ ~ ' ~ - ^  "" ' ~ ~ . ~ , ~ ' ~  - ,~- ,~ - ' : , : , :  . . . .  : : : . .  : :  : : , i~  . . . . . .  ~ ,~,  
t ..... FOR A 
~i  ~!~, .... 
Se:nYOUr Polaris dealer for big sav!ngs 
many models! For example: 
• { 
Xplorer  500 features: 
Powerful, liquid-cooled 
four-valve, four-stroke 
= Four-wheel shaft drive 
• Automatic transmission 
• Fully independent suspension 
• Full floorl6oards 
Save up to 
s450 °° 
off M.S.R.P. 
Whether hunting or harvesting, 
Polaris has the ATV for you. 
4641 Keith Ave.  • 635-6334 
The ~ for p'ychologkyI 
~ervim ore, on,ca ~;overp..y 
exlegded heo lh benelils '
Dr. Tom St rong 
' H£/~3" 
AND Sl"ROK£ 
FOUND~ON 
Registered Psydnb#st _ 
IMotiomhip &~ 1Mropy 
Full Range o| Indi~luol I~cholherupy 
Training and ~minars 
Brid rcsu~ orienl~ 
• ~ronic poin & ~ness tomultation~ 
Ask about the couples consultalimm 
r~ .w.  I ,knm~ t, t, k~ qt. lmm~ #tin =It 
1-800-456-7733 _ 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C, Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VSG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
CAN/',DA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
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i 
Looking For Something 
A Little Different For Your 
ildren's Birthday Party 
Birthday Party Package folio Ch~ 
Inc ludes : .  
, ~..our tn ~ ~utmter ~i~l l l :  t l~  
q l  i i i i  i : i i  : :  : ' " "<:  
MULUGAN S l iOMERUN ~-~ ~' - '~  
4818 Hwy. 16, Terrace . . .~k  
(Behind Home Hardware) , .  ~v"~' ,~- f l  
s3s.l~so ~,l )"¢~ "" 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF 
PERFORMING ARTS 
308 - 4722 Lakelse Ave 
I OPEN HOUSE & REGISTRATION 
SEPT 6, 1997 1 - 4 PM 
Meet thA toachor~ of ndvato Diane. vioiin: flute, auitar 
SKEENA VALLEY GOLF & C.C. 
BACK NINE FUND-RAISER 
LAURIE THAIN 
in concert 
in conjunction with the 
Rick & Paul King Foundat ion Auct ion 
Saturday Sept. 20, 1997 
at The Terrace Curling Rink 
Cocktai ls at 7:00 p.m. 
Door Prizes & Finger Food 
Cost: $40.00 per ticket. 
Tickets Available at 
Skeena Valley Golf Course 
All Season Sports 
Totem Ford 
Cedarland Tire 
For more information phone Bruce or Kevin 
at 635-2542 
,B '  
Fresh Halibut 
& Chips! i 
Available every day of the .week. 
4702 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6302 • Fax 635-6381 , 
Formerly Terrace Slumber Lodge 
{~ Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13 - Terrace 
II m i i  i i I II I II II II II II n l II II II II n 
First Friday of Every Month 
I ,  ic,; ql -~lc - R~kor~ Pnhfn  - .C;al~d 
- -  
N 
c~d 
$ 
0 
POLRRI5  
RIDE THE BEST 
"Manufacturer's suggested relail price, At your participating dealer only~ Offer available 
August 1 to October 31, 1997. Offer good only Io residents of Canada and at participating 
Polaris dealersl WARNING: Potaris ATV's may not be ridden by anyone under 18, and all 
riders should take a safety course. For safely and training {nforrnation see your dealer or 
call Polaris at 1.800.342-3764. ATV's can be hazardous to operate, For your safety always 
wear a helmet, eye proteclion, pro ec ive clolhlng and never carry passengers, ©1997 
PoJaris Induslrtes Lid, 
B4 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 3, 1997 
Farmers marKel is a family affair, Environmental Healthlssues:Swimmer'sltch 
A FARMING lifestyle is 
hard to let go of. 
That's what Ruth 
Hayward discovered when 
she and her husband Gordon 
moved from their farm in 
Cedarvale into town. 
It was while they were on 
the farm that Ruth and Gor- 
don first discovered the 
farmer's market. They 
brought an abundance of 
~ oduce and bedding plants iL 
'.But the years go by arid 
l~ow Ruth and Gordon live 
iO L~n, However, they still 
br, ing garden vegetables into 
the market from their tow.- 
sized lot, 
',Ruth is a long-time Ter- 
race resident. She and her 
first husband, Lorne, came 
to Kitimat from Mcrritt in 
1957. 
iLorne was originally from 
Nova Scotia. He met Ruth 
i0 Merritt where she was 
born and raised. 
fin 1959 Ruth and Lorne 
moved to Terrace. Lorne 
spent the next 11 years 
Working for Canadian Cel- 
l,ulose. 
, ;-.uth worked for the post 
6ffice. She took time out 
when the children were 
I!ttle, but worked in some 
capacity until the early 70s, 
Sadly, Lonte passed away 
ifi 1972, Gordon Hayward 
was Lorne's closest friend 
and a good friend to Ruth 
and her three daughters. 
',hi 1973 Ruth and Gordon 
',here married and they 
nhoved to Gordon's farm in 
C edarvale. 
' But now Gordon and Ruth 
find it necessary to live in 
town. Their three girls have 
grown up and they have 12 
grandchildren. 
• Now that their time isn't 
taken up by the farm, Ruth 
and Gordon have gone into 
RUTH AND GORDON Hayward bring produce and crafts to the market on Satur- 
days. The couple used to live on a farm in Cedarvale, and miss the natural life- 
style. 
the craft business. Bu't they 
still miss the farm very 
much. 
Gordon took up wood 
work and has corn6 up with 
some very clever gift ideas. 
One of their biggest sellers 
is au old fashion weeder. It 
consists ofa Y shaped hand- 
le of wood, with a semi cir- 
cle of metal strapping, at- 
tached to the cud of the 
handle. It works very well 
and sells t'or only $2.50. 
Gordon also snakes tiny 
little mosquito huts on a 
wooden stem, that resemble 
a bird house, to stick in a 
planL 
Gordon is always coming 
SUNDAY ' .  MONDAY " TUESDAY WEDNESDAY'II THURSDAY I ' .  FRIDAY .... i SA:rURbkY 
~ ' ,  ." r .T J  [ 
Welcomes Rissv: 
Back from maternity leave 
in September. 
Her hours of work are Tuesday, 
Wednesday, & Friday 11:00 to 7:00 
Phone to book your  Esthet ic 
appo intment  now. Ph: 635-4997 
up with new ideas. The 
grandchildren like to help 
out at the market. Some- 
times they have rabbits for 
sale. 
Ruth loves to quilt and 
would like to find more time 
for thaL 
Ruth's beautiful rose gar- 
den is her pride and joy. 
Summertime energies are 
devoted to the flower beds. 
The Hayward household is 
usually filled with grand- 
children and lots of activity. 
Ruth says she loves her 
grandchildren to feel at 
home in her home. 
Market days are a family 
affak. Ruth enjoys being 
down at the market and 
meeting people. 
You can find the 
Haywards on the west side 
of the market most Saturday 
mornings from 9-12. 
Don't forget, thc market is 
open Wednesdays from 4-8 
p.m. as well, until the end of 
the market season (at the 
end of October). 
V R F ~ U  RRACE UNTEER 
CHALLENGING & REWARDING 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
< ~  HELPING HANDYMAN PROGRAM 
handy persons needed la help (senims and people with 
disnbilities, ona limited income) ~th: fall yard ean-up, 
washing oulside windows, small house repairs ' 
VOLUNTEERS FOR SENIORS PROG 
need volunteers lagive rides I0 frail seniors far dealer's 
appoinlments, shopping and for friendly visils 
BABY CLINIC- North West Community 
Health Services Society 
.. assist wilh the baby clink (orienlatian given ad time 
commilmenl small (URGEIfl)). 
Register as a volunteer with the 
above programs by calling 
638-1330 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
4621 101 B LakelseAve. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P9 
(Other volunteer opportunites also available) 
Baby's Name: 
Kish;md~ Usa May 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
Aug 14, 1997 at 2:27 p,m, 
Weight: 9lbs9 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Gord & Usa Lawley 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Marlee Victoria Malin0wskl 
Date & lime of Birth: 
Aug 19, 1997 at 12:58 p.m. 
Weight: 9lbs 3oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Joe & Maya- sister for Kayia 
o 
Baby's Name: 
Shane Daniel 
D;tte & Time of Birth: 
August 16, trY)7 at 6:33 a,m. 
Weight: 91bs I oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Bill & Tracey- sister Mlkayla 
Baby's Name: 
Natbew Robert Cos~n 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 6, 1997 at 2:27 a.m. 
WaiSt: 91be 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Rebecca & Bob Cos~n 
Baby's Name: 
Nathan CLi~on Ryan Chapman 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 21, t997 at 8:24 p,m. 
Weight: 71bs 5oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Catherine &Rya~ Chapman 
Baby's Name: 
(;are~ I)aHd James Clark 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 26, 1997 at 6:31p.m, 
Weight: 7lbs 1 oz Sex: Male 
PaPeats: Gordon & Melaide 
Get A 
Free 
Baby Gift. 
Just see ou! sS~Pldee:k fho?mho~! information 
Overwa tea 
I 
Each year around this 
time, and this year Is no 
exception, swimmer's 
start complaining of 
unpleasant itchy rashes. 
This usually takes place 
after a hot spell like the 
one we've just enjoyed. 
Of course I remember a 
time, before moving to 
this region, when I had a 
different idea of what con- 
stituted a "hot spell". Back 
to the subject at hand. 
The rashes are caused by 
small worm.like parasites 
called Schistosomes 
found in many lakes and 
ponds throughout British 
Columbia. 
Their complicated life- 
cycles include time devel- 
oping in the bodies of 
snails and then the blood 
stream of aquatic mam- 
mals and waterfowl. They 
leave their snail hosts 
(after thanking them for a 
lovely time), and float on 
the surface waiting for the 
opportunity to burrow into 
the unsuspecting mam- 
mal or bird that is to 
become the secondary 
host site. 
Through purely a case 
of mistaken identity, the 
snails can accidentally 
burrow into the skin of 
human swimmers. Unlike 
some of their more power- 
ful cousins in Africa, they 
die soon after penetrating 
our skin, (our immune sys- 
tem is capable of kicking 
their tales). The rash is 
sort of an allergic reaction 
to the little corpses. 
Children playing at the 
beach tend to be the most 
likely sufferers of 
Swimmer's Itch as the 
worms float into shore 
where the children frolic. 
The children are constantly 
getting wet, then drying off 
and the worms soon begin 
to burrow after the water 
starts to air dry. 
This leads us to the 
major control measures, 
Short of killing all the 
snails (a bit extreme and 
the snail-rights people 
would probably be after 
us), There are some easy 
ways to prevent the rash. 
The best thing you can do 
is dry off thoroughly and 
change out of wet bathing 
suites as quickly as possi- 
ble. You could talk to peo- 
ple who know the area 
well to see if any-swim- 
mers are getting rashes. 
Look for warning signs 
posted by the 
Environmental Health 
Department. Apparently 
even applying waterproof 
sunscreen (which is 
always a good idea any- 
way), will reduce the 
worm's ability to penetrate 
the skin. 
Finally, report any 
cases of Swimmer's Itch 
to the Health Unit. It's the 
only way we can know of 
its presence since the 
boss won't let me go out 
and swim in all the 
lakes...for scientific pur- 
poses of course~ 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG MART 
m.,  
4635 Lakelse Ave. Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitimat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
SEPTEMBER 1997 PALACE SEPTEMBER 1997 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
Kermode 
Fdendship 
Socie~ 
Terrace 
Community 
Volunteer 
Bureau 
4 Teoace~e 5 ~BtOthm&, 
Tena~/~. i Nisga'aTdbaiCoen~ 
Poverty Group Te~ace 
so~ 
Teeze Y0~ 
Scce~ 
Kmtte ClubefTefface 
Le~a~c~#~3 
7Thomhill 
Junior 
Secondary 
School 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
AssociaUon 
9 Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
14 
Caledonia 
Sr, Sec. 
School 
15 
Terrace 
Minor Hockey 
Association 
16 
Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Association 
10Terrace 11 0r~ 
Blueback ""R~Puq~e 
Swim Club Terrace P aks 
GymnasUcs Club 
17 Ree~ve Orde 
Terrace 0f Bks #4~5 
Bluebeck Terrace/~.P0~erty 
Swim Club G~p Soae/ 
112 13 S Jr Se~S~ 
~ Terr~e Y0~ 
N~'aT~lC0~d S0ceer~ 
me,ace L0cal Temce Sl~g Club 
190 a  L 20T ce   "&Drum S0da 
~k~scc. I(¢sm~um Siste0ml 
Nisga'a Tribal g0yalCam#= Legim 
Council Branchi13 
21 
RA.C.E.S. 
Daycare 
Society 
22 
Terrace Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
23 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Soceity 
24Te~ 
Pea~ Gymnas~cs Club 
Shames MoutOn 
~aob 
5Terrace 
Terrace Little 
Theatre 
Pa~/~ 
Nisga'a Tdbal 
Council 
TeI~ ¸ 
~mmen Club 
Tin=Scant, lie= 
28 
Skeena 
Jr. Secondary 
School 
29 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
30 
Kerm0de 
Friendship 
Society 
Sat.Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:O0 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon LastWednesdayofthe month le DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Lepn, Terrace 635.2411 
+ CAPTURE today****** 
++ before it slips away, 
We say YES to all your 
portrait needs! 
' ES l  View & Approve your portraits 
immediately on a colonr monitor 
T I I ] l [ [ ] l l [ i ] i l l l ] ] )  I 
q~S l  Order only the portraits yo II want, 
in the pose & size you want " 
ht l l l t ] l l [~ lZ l l i l t l  i 
~PES~ 0nly ONE SESSION FEE 
per lamily 
l i~ l l l l l l l l i l J l ] l l ]  I } 
~Sl  accessoriesBrlng your favorite prop& 
"~ i i t l l ] t l l l i i J l l l l l l l  1 
Session Fee ~ '~'~t.~ I Custem'::::'r't'h': p;;t'r'a*,:; you 
ONLY ,...,..4 34~ • &;J~l want Ior one law price 
~ ~ ~ l ~ - '  ~ * PER SHEET - $10.00 "~" Y 
L~] i  b at Terrace Co-op I { 635~6"347 
The Terrace Standard Wednesday, beptemoer ~, tuu/ - ,",:~ 
DAVE "I'AYLOR . . . .  PORTS 
! I 
638,7283 
I 
SK,E E N A::A N G'.LE R. 
ROB BROWN 
Atlin 
T 
here's more North to this province 
than most people think there is. I 'd 
been as far as the Dease River 
where Webb and I spent a 
pledsurable afternoon floating tiny fraudulent 
gnats over grayling. I remember feeling then 
that we'd almost reached the northern extrem- 
ities of B.C., but now, as mile after mile of 
highway takes us through mile after mile after 
mile of stunted forest, past ponds, tarns and 
lakes, over streams and rivers, I start to ap- 
preciate the great sweeping distances this land 
contains. 
It's ten-thirty and darkening as we drop down 
to the town of Good Hope Lake. There is no 
movement, and no lights. The Islands in the 
lake are outlined in alkaline white. The build- 
ings sag. The aspect of the place is more of 
hopelessness than hope; we're glad to climb the 
hill out of it and glad, a short time later to find a 
camping spot in Boya Lake Park. 
We're up early. There is urgency to the trip. 
Webb, who has taken time off school to become 
a scientist, Micheile Lynch, who rinds herself in 
a similar situation, and I have to meet Glenn 
Grieve, the CEO of Biolith consultants, and his 
second-in-eomunand, Melinda Bahr, who are 
flying North by helicopter. Their ETA is 2 p.m. 
After convening, the plan is to rind a campsite 
within striking distance of the watersheds of the 
Pike, Oladys,-and O'Donneli rivers wherethe ...... 
Biolithians~are to do some biological inventory 
as per the terms of a contract awarded them by 
the Ministry of the Enviromnent. 
The land flattens; the trees get progressively 
smaller. Webb spots a bull moose browsing 
water plants in a roadside tam. I can't see it 
over the gear crammed to overflowing in the 
box of the pickup. 
Michelle divides her time between studying 
streamside guides and taking cat naps. By 
eleven I 'm at the wheel playing around with the 
cruise control, and marveling at the passing 
power of the big V-8. 
"Man, my feet's nowhere near the floor and 
I 'm up to 1201" I shout over the roar of the 
engine as we pass a RV at warp speed. 
Webb looks up from his manual and squints. 
"Don't do anything risky," he says. 
The land stays the same. The signage changes. 
We are in the Yukon. 
While my fellow travelers are having coffee in 
the Canadian/Chinese restaurant a Teslin Lake, 
I interrogate the young man at the pumps. 
"Yon live here all yer life7" 
"Uh-huh." 
"You like it?" 
"Yeah...sure." 
"What about he winters?" 
He flinches. He hesitates. 
hWell...They get pretty cold. But it's a dry 
cold." He scrambles to add the last phrase, like 
all people who live in frigid climes do, as if to 
apologize for weather and somehow justify the 
fact they choose to endure it. 
"Do you ever yearn for the excitement of the 
big city?" 
"Naw," he shakes his head. "I  get to go to 
Smithers every winter." 
One man's village is another man's city. 
Creek names are endlessly fascinating. I 'm al- 
ways taken with them. We've crossed Logjam, 
Partridge, and Spencer, all easily explained I
away; but it's a lot harder to account for 
Seagull, Screw, Smart, and the Rancheria River, 
while Tarfu and Snafu Creeks prod the imagina- 
tion. 
At a corner named for Jake we make a steep 
turn and head south on a gravel road, past a sign 
proclaiming Atlin Lake is B.C.'s biggest natural 
water-body. 
For most of the trip we've traveled under a 
canopy of high, lead coloured clouds. As we 
cruise alongside the large body that is Little At- 
iin Lake through the Valley of the Lubbock 
River - -  named by a Texan, no doubt ~ the 
clouds break up and shafts of starlight light up 
and highlight parts of the landscape. 
There has been a marked change in forest 
which is now dominated by lodge pole pine. 
The forest floor is open and carpeted in gray, 
blue, green, red and brown mosses interspersed 
with brittle, gray rock. Atlin Lake is an inland 
sea spreading out before us, disappearing into 
the distance. 
We will arrive in Ailin soon. I expect a typical 
small nurthem town, like Dense Lake, with 
buildhng and machines cattered helter skelter, 
with joey-shacked trailers, oil drums, and no 
evidence of planning, ...continued next week. 
I:Locals could reunite in Utah 
Hockey stars head 
south for season ;iiii!ili !iiii : i : 
TWO TERRACE athletes 
who played hockey together 
here as youths may be on 
the same team ouce again 
--this time in Salt Lake 
City. 
Jeff Sharples and Wade 
Flaherty, who have been 
back in their home town for 
the past few weeks to teach 
hockey school, both say 
they're looking forward to 
the potential reunion. 
"That would be a lot of 
playing for the San Jose 
Sharks since his pro career 
started. "It 's pretty exciting. 
I'm looking forward to a 
different atmosphere." 
But with several goalies in 
the Islanders' lineup, 
Flaherty might find himself 
moving down to the their 
farm team for a while 
which happens to be the 
Utah Grizzlies. 
And that's where Jeff 
Sharpies has been playing 
for the past few years. 
"Hopefully I won't see 
him," Sharples ays of his 
friend. "But if it works out 
"I would love to get 
back to the NHL, even 
if it's just for a cup of 
coffee." 
- - Jef f  Sharpies--- 
Wade F laher ty  
fun," says Flaherty. "Two 
local boys together again." 
The potential match-up 
came about when Flaherty 
signed a two-year contract 
with the New York Is- 
landers this Spring. 
" I  was really happy," 
says Flaherty, who's been 
that way it would be fun." 
This is the last year of 
Sharpies' contract with the 
Grizzlies and he doesn't pull 
any punches about he driv- 
ing goal of his career. 
"I would love to get back 
to the NHL, even if it's just 
for a cup of coffee," he 
says. "That's what every- 
one's playing for. The day 
the dream ends is the day 
you stop playing." 
However things turn out, 
Sharpies ays he's been very 
happy playing with the 
Skateboard park 
plans on hold 
THE DREAM of building a skateboard park in Terrace 
has suffered amajor setback. 
A grant of $25,000 expected to come from Ca.-.ada- 
BC Infrastructure Works has been withheld - -  at .~q:ast 
for a year. 
City councilor Rich McDaniel, who has spearheaded 
the project since its inception more than a year ago, 
says he got the bad news last week. 
"Apparently there's no more money in the pot for 
this year," he says. "And we were counting on that 
money." 
McDaldel says it's a tremendous blow to have 
worked so hard for the project, only to have it put just 
out of reach. 
"It 's a sad, sad situation," he says. "These kids 
smile at me every time I see them, and 1 smile back 
thinking 'The cheque's coming,' but now it's not." 
Much of the estimated $140,000 in work and 
materials needed for the park have been donated by 
area businesses - -  everything from pavement to fenc- 
ing. 
' And while McDaniel says the project is still eligible 
for a grant next year, he's worried that some of those 
many donations-in-kind won't be available then. 
"Given the economic situation who knows?" he 
says. 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht is more optimistic. 
He points out that the grant actually hasn't been turned 
down, and may still come through this year. 
Meanwhile, McDaniel says he plans on meeting with 
the businesses involved this week to find out what im- 
pact the setback will have on them. 
WADE FLAHERTY'S goalie school finished up last week. Flaherty now plays for 
the Islanders, but there's a chance he might wind up in Utah with Jeff Sharpies. 
Grizzlies. Now he just 
hopes to stay healthy for the 
coming season so he can 
play his best. 
And he says his turning 30 
this year isn't as big of a 
deal as it used to be for a 
hockey player. 
"Mossier's 36 and he just have to work extra hard to 
got a three-year contract," keep up with the young 
Sharpies notes. "The NHL guys." 
is getting older. You just Sharpies says the hockey 
"The day the dream 
ends is the day you 
stop playing." 
~ Je f f  Sharples-- 
school went well this year, 
and he once-again saw 
plenty of potential in young 
players. They just need 
more exposure. 
"It's a tough pill to swal- 
low, but the lack of ice time 
is the biggest problem 
here," he says. "Hopefully 
we'll see something happen 
within the next five years." 
Fitness champ heads 
• .to Canadian Finals 
OUR OWN BC Fituess 
Champion is off to Montreal 
this week t6 vie for the Ca- 
nadian title. 
Bemadine Drake - -  all 
5'8" and 137 lbs of lithe, 
muscular grace m is set to 
compete against the nation's 
best SepL 6. 
Three other competitors 
from B.C., all from the 
lower mainland, will also 
compete at the 
championships in this 
increasingly-popular sport. 
" I 'm really excited about 
being held alongside the 
huge Canadian Bodybuild- 
ing Championships. 
But coach Laurie Monture 
says Drake's ready. 
"She's put on a few 
pounds of quality muscle 
and she's really lean," she 
says. "She looks great." 
Drake will be USing all of 
the allowed two-minutes for 
her set, which requires her 
to do gymnastics and high- 
energy moves to show off 
her strength and form. 
"The gymnastics i a little 
painful," Drake says. 
"Starting that at age 25 is 
"The gymnastics i  a pretty difficulL" 
little painful. Starting But Drake says her routine 
that at age 25 is pretty is mfique and hopefully that 
' will make her stand out. 
difficult." And Drake is certainly 
mBernadine Drake 
going," Drake says. "And 
it's nice to represent he 
north." 
This year will be especial- 
ly big because the event is 
being noticed. There's a 
mLui-profile of her in this 
month's MnscleMag Inter- 
national, one of North 
America's premier body- 
building magazines. 
"It was nice to have that 
little extra boost of con- 
Bernad ine  Drake  
fidence going into the Na- 
tionals," she says. 
MuscleMag says Drake 
really stood out from the 
pack at the BC Fitness 
Championships, pointing 
out that, "...her superior 
overall conditioning could 
not be ignored." 
Let's hope the judges in 
Montreal feel the same way. 
Women's soccer scores big 
1997 proves to be a banner year for the fledgfing league 
"Phenomenal." 
That's how Terrace Women's Soccer 
spokesperson Jennifer Bums describes the 
league's success this year. 
And she's not exaggerating. 
In previous years, the league had trouble field- 
ing a full team of 11 players. 
So this year, Burns and other organizers 
strove to achieve the modest goal of getting 
enough women involved for two teams of 
seven-aside soccer. 
They ended up with more than 80 players. 
"It was really incredible," Bums says. "We 
couldn't believe how successful itwas." 
The league nded up with five full teams of 17 
players each, which played the whole season - -  
culminating in the championships two weeks 
ago. 
Burns says news of the league spread largely 
by word-of-mouth, as more and more women 
signed up. 
, ,'We put out the word that it was open to 
everyone, from beginner to advanced and every. 
thing in between," she says, "And we con- 
tinued to welcome newcomers all season. We 
never closed registration." 
Burns says that kind of flexibility probably 
appealed to many women. They even went as 
far as to allow friends to play on the same team. 
The league also didn't have age.limits, so 
while the youngest player was 19, there were 
several in their mid-forties. 
"A lot of them seemed to be mothers uf chll- 
"It was some excellent soccer. We 
were like, 'Wow, this is coming from a 
rec league1"' 
-- Jen Bur:t~--- 
dren who played soccer," Bums says. "Some 
had never played before, but they had watched 
plenty of it so they figured they'd give it a 
shot," 
Teams were divided up into approximate 
equal strengths at the beginning of the season. 
After that, they were on their own to £md 
sponsors. 
Those sponsors provided team uniforms, help- 
ing to boost both team spirit and competition 
between clubs. 
And the competition continued to heat up all 
year, especially in the playoffs. 
"It was some excellent soccer," says Bums. 
"We were ilke, 'Wow, this is coming from a 
rec leaguel'" 
The league-leading Back Eddy squad was the 
favourite going into the finals, with The Renais-, 
sauce and A&W's Kermode Kickers vying for 
second. Mother Goose and All Season's Begin- 
ner's Luck also weren't out of the picture. 
And in a rousing filial, The Renaissance 
blasted to the front of the pack to take the 
championships, with Mother Goose slipping 
into second place, The Back Eddy had to settle 
for third, 
Now organizers are hoping to keep some of 
the momentum going into the fall with an in- 
door league. 
"We want to keep the enthusiasm up," says 
Bums. "It's been such a great season," 
The indoor league will start in October. 
: ?  
J 
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COTTAGE AT THE LAKE 
Beautiful, private setting in trees and flowers around a 
meandering creek provides a peaceful atmosphere 
which surrounds a cozy three bedroom updated home. 
Priced to sell at appraied value of $104,000 MLS 
~iCa l l  Laur ie  or Shaunce  a t ~  
P. A/II  o f  Terrace 
"~ 638-1400 
IRE /MAX OF  TERRACE 
638-1400 
638-8198 ]Res idence  
Ca.l.l SUZANNE for 
reliable service today! 
4642 Walsh Avenue 
Great fami ly  home within wa lk ing  d is tance  
to town and schools.  Features  th ree  
bedrooms,  two bedrooms,  full basement ,  
carport ,  and an es tab l i shed  garden.  
Reduced to $136,500  MLS 
~ ~:~!~ 
4728 Walsh Avenue 
Excel lent  s ta r te r  or rental  home.  New vinyl 
s iding, new twin seal  w indows,  new 
carpet ing,  and lino. Includes four  
app l iances ,  large 81 '  x 132 '  lot zoned R-2 
Pr iced at $109,900  MLS 
#100-3616 Larch Avenue 
WHAT A DEAL! 
3 bedrooms, 1,200 sq. ft., n/g 
fireplace, built.in buffet and 
hutch, Available now. 
$73,000 MLS 
~!! i i  i::!iii!~:  if:: ;~i REVENUE PROPER'r~I! 
.... bedroom3 bedroOmsuiteSUitedown,Up-vacant,renting for2 
$690/month, 4 appliances 
5148,500 MLS 
2208 Evergreen Street 
~ ~  i ~  ARCHITECTURALLY DESIGHEDI! 
~ ~ ~ 1 , 7 1 5  sq. ft. rancher, high 
" . ~.~ . ceilings, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
~ ~  private yard. 
~ ~ ~  $152,000 MLS 
4837 Scott Avenue 
Lakelse Lake 
MAKE AN 0FFERll 
A-framed cottage, 931 sq. ft., 2 
bedrooms, skylights, wrap 
around deck, 86' frontage, 
sandy beach. 
$195,000 MLS 
PILLARED CHARMll 
1,690 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 2 
baths, sunken livingro0m with 
crown mouldings, full unfin- 
ished basement. 
$279,000 MLS 
5403 McConnell Avenue I ~iiai,,  I 
Sheila Love 
635-3004 
of Terrace 
2400 SQ fl, 3 bedrooms and in- 
law suite. Hospital area, 2 pa- 
tios and sunroom, n/g heat, 
large carport, concrete drive- 
way. Lots of storage, beautiful 
landscape. No through road. 
Must see. Call 635-9058. 
26 ACRES with 1656 sq tt 
home in Terrace, park like set- 
ting, year round spring, ideal for 
horses and/or trucker, c/w wired 
barn, 30 x 40 wired shop, 
$335,000. 6 - 10 pm or wee- 
kends, 638-1080. 
3800 SQ ft 2 storey highly func- 
tional 4yr  old home on a no 
through street. Near a park 
close to schools, 2 min from 
town, fenced and fully land- 
scaped, has a full basement, 5 
bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, master 
bedroom features 6 piece ensu- 
ire with walk-in closet. Extras in- 
clude: 12'6" x 32' duradeck, cen 
vac intercom sys, security sys, 
electronic air filter sys, cent a.c., 
triple paved driveway, huge 
laundr, sew. craft room, built-in 
office, 18' x 9' fully ser. heated 
shop attached playhouse, zon- 
ing R2. More extras must be 
seen, asking $250,000. Call 
635-5868 for more into. 
AWESOME VIEWl Just under 
11 acres. Home with 5 
bedrooms, 3 baths, cool room, 
sauna, barn, sheds, just 7 
minutes to Houston. Call 1-250- 
845-0002 John Fennema. 
 Sherry Anderson % 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 4 ! Conveyancing 
wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, ! 
Morlgage 
Do<umen~otlon, 
Nolarlzafions Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fc=x: 1250)635-5926 J
I I 
1 . . . . . . .  
New house for sale in cul-de-sac off Cmy 
Drive. Large deck, bosemen160% 
complete. Rancher style front, slor ~y ant 
a half in beck Nice doylight besel zent. 
Apptoised ot $201,000 
Asking $195,000 
35250rr Place 
635-17'05 
For sale by owner; beautiful park like setting, 
(2) 10 acre parcels and (1) 35 acre & (1) 41 
acre parcel lots. Must be seen. Just 10 km 
north of town. 
635-5868 
Sunday, Sept. 7 2-5 pm - 4 years old 
::~. ,'~.] :.,:~::,:: . . i: ii:~i! i  ;;: , :~ !:~!:: i~i i !ii ii  ~ i:i:~i %~ 
.~ ::~:~.;::i:;;; i ~/: : i~ ~::~:!!ii~.~ ~'i 
4310 North aoorks St. 
638-0937 or 638-0703 
- over 2.3 acres 
- four bedrooms 
& den 
- hardwood floors 
$279,000 
- radiant floor heat 
- full basement 
'11 
2.7 acres fenced, riding nng with new renovated two storey home. Offers 
over t,700 square feet of bright modem decor, hardwood floors, and open 
bright kitchen provides ample cupboards and counter space. Three large 
bedrooms, den, and two full bathrooms. Wrap around eck, located on the 
Bench north oltown. Well priced at $t 69,900 MLS _ i 
~ Call Laurie or Shaunce atl ~ J  
~d RE'/Hi~ of Terrace I~ J  
638-1400 
G R EAT VALU E 
Over 1 500 square.fee! with ground level entry and a full basement. 
Beautifully decorated with man), exlr.n and sppriol |eqtures which make lhis 
home o musl to view. Location is o plus- on lhe gen(h in o new subdivision 
near Uplands Elemenlory ~hool. Just Reduced lo S193,500 ML$ 
~ iCa l l  Laurie or Shaunce at ~ 
RE'/I/II~ of Terrace I ~  
638-1400 / 
4 TO 5 BEDROOM home in 
cul-de-sac close to school. 
Fridge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer, dryer, central vac and 
freezer included. Recently reno- 
vated inside and out. Asking 
$119,000 obo. For more into 
call Sandy or Dale 1-845-3198 
or 1-250-845-8248 anytime. 
4110 TEMPLE Street. This cus- 
tom built luxurious home 
features, 4 bedroom 4 bath- 
room, 2 family rooms, a huge 
kitchen with oak cabinets, 3 gas 
fireplaces, a large fiberglass 
sundeck and hot water in floor 
heating on both floors. The 
main floor is also set up for in- 
law accommodation. Lot Size 
77 x 127, asking $289,000 or 
best offer. For more information 
please call 635-3409 or 250- 
624-3271. 
5 ACRE lots, beautiful view, 
water, hydro, phone. Located 
13 km Buck Flats Rd. Call 
Houston 845-7728 from 9 ant to 
5:30 pm. 
5 ACRES with 14 ft. wide trailer 
on Lund Road. Call 695-6969 
for an appointment to view. 
80 ACRES RURAL setting?'5 ' 
1/2 kms down Kitselas Road, ~ 
15 minutes from town, excellent 
hobby farm potential, good 
timber value, year round water 
supply. To view call 635-6910, 
leave a message. Vendor will 
finance, terms neqotiable. 
BEAUTIFULLY RESTORED 
HERITAGE home in Old 
Hazelton. Brand new custom 
kitchen, 5/6 bedroom, 2 1/2 
baths, large, well established, 
landscaped grounds. Very pri- 
vate yet minutes from down- 
town. Must see $189,000. Call 
842-5498 to view. 
FOR SALE BY BUILDER, new 
home 3540 Cory. Complete 
Aug. 30th, 1191 square feet fin- 
ished living area, full basement, 
large single garage with door 
opener, 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, garden window in kitch- 
en, large sundeck, vinyl siding 
and brick exterior finish, all con- 
structed with quality and care. 
Phone Doug Brewer, 635-4568 
evenings $182,000. Includes 
GST. 
FOR SALE: Lot in new subdivi- 
sion on corner of cul-de-sac, 
Cory Drive, $44,900. Phone 
638-8052 evenincls. 
HOUSE FOR sale in Horseshoe 
area, 1300 sq fi, n/g heat, 2 
bath, 3 bedroom up and full 
basement, f/p in living room, 
carport, covered sundeck, 4927 
Scott Ave. Asking $134,000. 25 
years old. Phone 635-4760. 
LARGE FAMILY home close to 
schools. 6 bedrooms, 3 bath- 
rooms, large family room, sepa- 
rate dining room, private back 
yard, double carport, Lots of 
character asking $175,000. 
View by appointment only. Call 
after 6 pro, 635-5027 or leave a 
messaqe. 
LOCATED AT 3332 Gillespie in 
Mountalnvlew subdivision in 
Houston. 3 bedroom home, ga- 
rage, deck, fenced yard, new 
carpets throughout, 2 baths, 
master ensuite with hardwood 
floors and jetted jacuzzi tub. 
New switches and fixtures 
throughout. Comes with frldge, 
stove, washer and dryer. Call 
Rvan to view. 1-250-845-7755, 
LOT FOR sale, 77 x 126, zoned 
for duplex or legal suite, Pdme 
location on Mtn. Vista Dr, 
$51,900. Call 635-4162. 
NEW HOUSE, 3 bedroom, 
rancher, n/g, skylight, 5 year 
warranty, carpod, 1150 sq ft, 
Mills Ave. Asking $139,000 in- 
cludes GST. Call 635-0080, 
NEW TERRACE/SMITHERS 3 
bedroom, 2 bath, rancher on 
city lot, $125,000. Rent to own, 
may apply. Phone 1-604-534- 
2571, 
PRICED TO selll Well main- 
tained 3 bedroom home on 
quiet, dead end street in Thom- 
hill, Large Insulated porch. 
Large lot with creek running 
through property, $106,000, For 
appointment to view I~eaee call 
635-5295. 
PRIVATE LOT about '1/3 acre 
with plum and cherry trees. 2 
bedroom house, solidly built, full 
basement, natural gas furnace, 
fireplace. 32' x 25' attached 
heated 2 bay garage, wired, 
and fully insulated, 12' x 16' 
shed, wired, zoned 
residential/industrial, great for 
home based business. 
$143,500. Call 638-1389 
evenin.cls.h 
SPLIT LEVEL, 4 bedroom 
house, 1 1/2 bath, oak cup- 
boards, built in vac, totally reno- 
vated in past few years, n/g hot 
water, heat and fireplace, 12 x 
16 insulated shed, fully fenced 
gardners delight. Good revenue 
property, asking $112,900. 636- 
8745 or 962-0507. 
TAKYSIE LAKE lot 300 ft of 
lake front, ideal for RV or small 
cabin. Contact Jerry at 694- 
3403 $17,900. 
THREE BEDROOM home on 
private deeded one acre near 
Babine Lake. (Granisle area.) 
Priced to sell. $59,900. Includes 
satellite dish wood working 
shop plus many other extras. 
Call 1-250-697-2582. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are:  
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal  635-3531 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
 o  Siness, just give e of us a call. j 
10 X 48 Parkwood mobile 
home, 1 bedroom, 4 applianc- 
es, ng heat. C-t2 Skeena Val- 
ley Trailer Park. Call 635-4894 
to view. $18,000. 
10 X 56 mobile home, c/w 10 x 
4 expando (living room), 10 x 4 
storage, 2 bedrooms, 3 ap- 
pliances, ng heat, good condi- 
lion. Some upgrading, close to 
an amenities. $13,500 could be 
open to offers 638-0832. 
14' WIDE mobile homes start- 
ing at $17,900 in Burns Lake. 
No tax on our B.C. registered. 
homes, Delivery can be ar- 
ranqed, 1-250-692-3375. 
1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition, $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available, 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Joanne. 
1981 MOBILE home, situated 
at Boulderwood Trailer Park, 2 
bedroom, 14 x 60, asking 
$35,000. Phone 638-8681. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Joanne. 
1996 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
factured home. 6 year warranty, 
2 bedrooms, 2 full baths incl. 
ensuite with jacuzzi tub. 5 ap- 
pliances, full drape and blind, 
free standing Regency n/g fire- 
place. Newly landscaped in 
adult section at Timberland 
Park. $95,000. firm. 635-1821~ 
26 X 56 mobile home, 1994, 3 
bedrooms and den, deck, shed, 
in mobile home park. Lots of ex- 
tras, $115,000. Phone after 6 
pm. Call 638-1181, 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated and as is 14' wide homes. 
Low prices. Will deliver and 
block. Jandel Homes, Edmon- 
ton, Alberta, 1-403-478-1404. 
PAD AV~I~p, BLE for .new 
home Bo0]i:tb~0bd MHF. To 
order your new home call Gor- 
don 638-1182. 
1 BDRM BASEMENT suite. 
Quiet single working person. 
Southside. No pets, Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired. $450 per month includ- 
incl utilities. For appt 638-1425. 
2 AND 3 BEDROOM DOUBLE 
wides, in adult park, 4 applianc- 
es, ng heat, no pets, no child- 
ren. References/damage de- 
posit required. $550/650 per 
month. Call 635-7411. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, f/s, 
no pets, references required. 
Available Oct. 1/97. Call 635- 
3796. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
$600 per month, available Sept 
1/97. F/S, no pets, ref's re- 
quired. Phone 635-6824, 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite, quiet tenants, f/s, w/d hook 
ups, n/s enviro, no pets, refs 
req'd. $500 per month. Phone 
635-5081. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Walking distance to town, no 
pets, damage/lst month rent, 
Call 635-9691 or 635-2292. Ask 
for Anqie between 1-5 pro. 
2 BEDROOM SUITE for rent, 
c/w w/d f/s ng fireplace, cable, 
non smokers, no pets. $675 per 
month. Available immediately 
638.8093. 
GIVE YOURSELF 
A RAISE 
THE BEST RATES 
AVAILABLE 
THE BEST VALUE FOR 
YOUR MONEY 
"KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT APTS. 
632-4899 
Kitimat, BC 
r i l l  I 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
Now under New Ownership and New 
Management. 1,2, and 3 Bedroom 
Apartments are immediately available. 
Contact Richard Stanton 
250-635/0039 
30. FOR RENT 30. FOR .RENT 
I 
EXCELLENT HOT tub, almost 
new, powerful 33 .ets, 2 - 4 1/2 
hp motors, easy lift lid, plus all 
supplies. Asking $6000. Origi- 
nal price $7900. Phone 635- 
9544. 
2 BEDROOM suite in well 
maintained adult orientated 4 
plex, Quiet dead end street 
close to downtown, F/S includ- 
ed. Non smokers. No pets. 
Ref's required 635-7391. 
2 bedroom unit in 4 plex. 5 ap- 
pliances, n/g fireplace and mini 
storage. No pets, References 
, required, Please call 638.2071 
o¢ 635-4954 evenin.qs. 
3 BEDROOM home on the 
southslde, c/w f/s, dishwasher, 
$900 per month. Available Oct. 
1/97. Call 635-5321. 
3 BEDROOM house on bench. 
Available Sept. 15, large fenced 
yard, garage, close to school, 
n/s, references, $850 per 
month, 638-0029. 
3 BEDROOM house, ng heat, 
w/d, f/s, no smoking, no pets, 
available immediately, refs re- 
quired, $700 per month and 
utilities. Call 635-1971. 
3 BEDROOM TOWN ~ouse in 
Terrace with basement, walking 
distance to downtown, no pets, 
references. $850 per month. 
Leave message at 632-5918. 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, new 
townhouse units, on Kenney. 
NG, heat/water, carport. 635- 
2932. 
3 BEDROOM, available 
September, 4820 Lazelle, no 
pets/smoking, fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer, blinds, storage, 
security entrance, $870 per 
month, Phone 638-0046. 
3 BEDROOM, no pets, c/w f/s, 
hookups for w/d, $725 per 
month. $360 damage. Call 635- 
2479. 
AVAILABLE SEPT 1 st, 3 bed- 
room house with garage, close 
to school and hospital, no 
smokers, no pets, no parties. 
$750 per month and deposit. 
Call 638-8436. 
FEMALE HAS 4 bedroom 
house to share with another fe- 
male. Close to town, $500 per 
month, includes utilities, Call 
635-3873, Available Sept. 1. 
FOR RENT: furnished 1 bed- 
room in private home, available 
Sept. 5, $350 per month in- 
cludes utilities and use of kitch- 
en. Prefer working person(s). 
Call 635-1553. 
FOR RENT: main floor 3 bed- 
room house, w/w carpet, fire- 
place, fridge, stove, washer & 
dryer, large yard, quiet location. 
Available Oct. 1st. $625 per 
month. Phone 638-1505. 
FOR RENT: One bedroom 
house in Thornhill. No pets, no 
parties, available Sept. 1. 
Phone after 6:00 evenings, 638- 
8052, 
HOUSE FOR rent. 3 bedroom, 
fridge, stove, ng heat, $750 per 
month. Pets welcome, referenc- 
es please, damage deposit. Call 
635-3498 leave messaqe. 
MOBILE HOME: E0R rent. 2 
bedroom, 12 x 6~ with 8 x 10 
addition, suitable for non 
smoking, professional couple. 
$615 per month plus utilities. 
Phone 638-1660 after 5 pm. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
NEW ONE bedroom suites with 
f/s, ideal location in Terrace 
across from Coop, available 
Oct, 1/97, references required, 
$525 per month. Call 1-250- 
632-7502. 
" ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $500 per month, Call 
638-7725, 
ONE BEDROOM duplex, f/s, 
close to downtown, no pets. 
Phone 635-5464 or 635-3796. 
References required. 
TERRACE 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhitl, single 
occupancy only, Sorry no pets. 
References required, $360 and 
$180 security deposit. Call 635- 
2065. 
ONE BEDROOM, no smoking, 
no pets, very clean, $645 per 
month, phone 615-9116 even- 
in q.s and weekends. 
ROOM FOR rent, shared ac- 
comodation, includes kitchen, 
laundry, fridge freezer, basic 
phone, full cable. Available ira- 
mediately, for more information 
call 635-6321 ask for Jim or 
Paul, 
ROOM FOR RENT Ta single 
female. Leave message 635- 
3927. 
ROOMATE WANTED to share 
a new 2 bedroom mobile home. 
Have own bathroom, non- 
smoker, references required. 
Phone 635-7125 and leave 
message, 
ROOMMATE WANTED, to 
share new 2 bedroom suite, f/s, 
w/d, all utilities included $350 
per month. Down town location, 
638-0214. 
ROOMMATE WANTED. New 
trailer, private bath, utilities, 
phone, w/d, cable, all utilities in- 
cluded. Call 1-250-842-6553, 
New Hazelton (student orienta- 
tion). 
SUMMIT SQUARE apartments, 
2 bedroom, available Sept 1, 
and Oct, 1, clean and quiet. 
$575 Der month. Call 635-7058. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Summit Square Apart- 
ments. $800 ~r  month, avail- 
able Sept. 1st, no pets, call 
635-7607 after 5 pm. 
TWO BEDROOM immaculate 
trailer. Also a two bedroom 
home. Details: Call B and D 
Property Management. 638- 
6797. 
VERY BRIGHT clean 3 bed- 
room trailer on two acres, Jack 
Pine Flats. horse corral with 
shelter. All appliances, $750 per 
month. Available Sept 15th, 
635-3940. 
I~ I 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Unit~ 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Call: 635-4478 
STREET LEVEL retail space 
available September, excellent 
downtown location. Approx 600 
sq It, call 635-2195 and leave a 
message. 
WAREHOUSING 50 x 80. 
Downtown. Call 635-1166. , 
OFF ICE~~SPACE AV ILABLE I 
450 square feet, $595/month I
all inclusive in the I 
ALMARLiN BUILDING, I 
3215 gbySt, Terrace, BC I 
635-7191 I 
For Lease in J 
Thornhill J 
897sq. ft. of warehouse . J 
or storage space. , _. ,.i : 
Good location, reasona'bi~ r nL 1"" 
I 
Phone: 849-5080 J 
MATURE BUSINESS woman 
wants house or duplex to rent 
long term. Excellent references 
will take good care of your 
home and property. Please call 
635-3625 evenincls weekends. 
HAY FOR sale, Round bales, 
Al.cl-tim mix, no rain, $35. Call 
845-2569. 
ng 
ol 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
o Graduat ion.~ 
Assessments (~ " )~ 
• ~auafion, ~_ .~/~ 
T~,  K~mo~, /FI// 
Prince Rupert ~ 
Tell Free 1.8e0-665.7998 
PH/FAX 635-7532 
~@~ 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
For Lease 
998 sq. ft. new office/store front 
5008 Pohle Avenue 
951 sq. ft. warehouse/office 
c/w OH door 
5002 Pohle Avenue 
1,700 sq. ft. retail/office space 
Renovated to your 
specifications Ground level, 
H/C access 
Emerson & Greig 
IT 15P, YS TO LOSE WEIGHTI 
You look good, feel great and 
are healthier. With the Herbalife 
calorie-controlled plan. Call 
Mary in Burns Lake 1-250-698- 
731g, 6 - 9 pm. Free Delivery 
Anywhere. 
KIMBALL ACOUSTIC piano, 
Roland and Yamaha electric 
keyboards, El°clone organ, fax 
machine, Canon PC, 6RE photo 
copier, telephone, large assort- 
ment of music books, 638-1183. 
CLINTON UPRIGHT grand pia- 
no. In very good condition, new- 
ly replaced keys, $1900. Call 
638-1323. 
CLARION AUTOMOTIVE 
sound system: 18 pack C_,D 
player, 300 watt amp. deck with 
remote control. Rockford fos- 
gate, speaker box, all equip- 
ment never been used. sacrifice 
sale $1000 ~irm Serious inqui- 
ries only. Call 635-1714. 
COIN OPERATED heavy duty 
Inglis washing machine. $250. 
Also, an apartment sized port- 
abte Kenmore washing ma- 
chine. Uke new. Features ~n- 
clude 4 water levels and 4 wash 
and rinse temperatures. Like 
new condition, Call 8,15-2890 
(days) or call 845-3260 before 9 
Dm. 
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FIREWOOD FOR SALE cut to 
length, call 635-7764. Please 
leave messaae. 
BUY OR SELL 
' l uooerware  
KAREN MA'rrEIS 
635-7810 Pacific LAWNMOWER, USED only 6 
,... 70: FoR SALE , 
(M!SC.) 
FIREWOOD CURED Alder with 
some Cedar. $80 p/ll load un- 
split. $100 p/u load slit and 
stacked, 635-5321, 
LARGE WOODEN rabbit cage 
(2 compartments) $20:10 gal- 
lon aquanum with lid, light, filter 
and accessories $30, wire ham- 
ster cage $20, plastic hamster 
cages $10 each hamster • 
wheels and cage access, girls 
figure skates (Daoust) size 4 
1/2, $15, girls 12 speed bike 
$40, boys BMX bike $10, phone 
638-1514. 
times. $150. Call 635-1611. 
LOOKING FOR A HERBALIFE 
DISTRIBUTOR? For all your 
weight loss and nutritional 
needs call Lorraine Andrews. 1- 
250-845-2370. FREE DELIV- 
ERY ANYWHERE, 
NOW IN Stock! Franwood - As- 
pen Paneling. T & G. end- 
matched. 1/2" x 3 1/2" or 5" cov- 
erage. Clear or Knotty Grades. 
While stock lasts! Francois 
Lake Woodworking, Phone: 
695-6405 Fax: 695-6550. 
ONE EAGLE ID 6300. Depth 
sounder, ro~ and reels. Call 
635-4196. 
~.":.,~ ,~[~k~g,..ar~ "u.~t ~%:' . ,% ..,y,.~.'.., v , a , ~ " "  . • 
>4, ", .Vr, ~ . ; : . . I~ . .~L~ " , e ~ " ~ ~ - . : . .  -- ~ ~ . . ~  ~ 
' , _ ,  ___ ,~_ : " - - - ' - '~ - ' -~  "_" _~ ' - - -~  . -~ . :  
P 
Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems, 
improves air quality, and furnace fficiency and reduces 
allergies. 
We als0 do Septic Cleaning & Wet & Dry Vacuuming 
Insured and Bonded. We work weekends, 
Serving the Northwest ince 1980. ~ , ~  
Ph:635-1132 
i[ 3207 Munroe, Terrace i111  
635-6273 
This spot could be yours, 
Call Tracey Tomas at 
i _ 
Ii =:~: ;,:,%o= !~;  -~= ,-~ c I ~,~-~-]~ ~ ~ ,*o-o- I ~ ~ I ,NDUSTR,AL COMMERCIAL i ~, 
" ,"  I~ '0 ,  i - -  ~,~.",~ i ~ I RESIDENTIAL I 
" ~  ~ [ ~ l  ,!'!o,'!. ,~!o ,~ ' . . .  .: . . . . . . . . .  J~  II i I ~ 1 ~ ,  Sheet MetalWork I 
etOROOU eto,oou ' ..... ii i I .Installations l i ~ l l I  L IE  I !1 '  Licensed Gas I 
,,, ,, ,,, ,r : : i Fitters ~ - - - -~- - . .4  ] Repairs i~,~.i  I I l : l l l  ~ ' i 
i11. i; Conversions • Fireplaces 
_.  _ _ ' TOTAL 1480 SQ.. rr. (1~7.4 M') J 3115 River Drive. ~ Iq  
DEFIH: 31'-0" (9.5 M) J 
HousePlans Ava,lable Through Toot  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " '  . . . . . . .  EnterpriSeS :]::j~ iMor lnw~s l  l l l e  W I~aro le~ 'L'm'ace Ltd. 1-1 SALES AND INSTALLATIONS 
Residential ~ ( ,~ IL~ ~ Ceramic Tile, Marble ,nd  Glass B loc .  
Gener.l Contracting ~ ~-~. '~l  Ph. & ,,x 6 ,35-9980 
NEW ~ HOME ~ ~,,,,L-'~" GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
638-7283 
STANDARD 
• Ceromiclile 
• Lamps 
Leading the way in ¢g~;~'~ 
homedecora.ting" 
Window(overings Hardwood ° Wallpaper 
. Reproduction Furnilure .Pictures • Mirrors 
• Home Accessories and ...Inlerior Decorating Services 
635-7466 
N A R R A N r Y 
ome I 
Pr i t  Pau l  Toor  
Ph.  (250) 564-4330 
3702 Goheen P1, 
Prince George, B.C, 
V2N 4Z4 
WE AlE 11111 ~ i1~01 I'OUl HOME 
4423 Railway Avenue ~J  
Terrace, B.C. VBG 1L9 
Ph: (604) 635-2B01 _.~ 
Fax: (604) 635.3612 
YJE~ 
KITCHENS 
ffLLINI'SIGNAIURE<ANAC CABINETS 
~]~ Site 41, R.R,2, Camp 18, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
For all your decorating needs 
• Carpet ~ .  • Lighting Fixtures 
• Linoleum ~ • Hardwood 
• CeramkTiles • Window 
• Area Rugs ~ Coverings 
YOUR DECOR 
Free Estimates 
JQuicki Clean, Professional Results 
For all your drywalling needs call: 
638-7934 
Ask for Les 
WARKENTIN CONSTRUCTION 
i t R°b Warkentin ~~ 
Specializing in all aspects of __  
• 1 Roofing, Framing., Siding, Renovations \ 
i~  and Finish Carpentry 
.1 Home or Bus, Page # 361 ~1~ 
2p-6.3.p?,89 
' . . . .  I Free Estimates 
f [ STUt  
P 
Servia 
. . . .  638-1 ¢ 
~ Fully Insured 
Environmentally 
• Safe 
t 
Hi-.Q mFmGIOAIR.E 
Exter io rs  ms  i l  1'2..,-,, Panason ic  
5" Continuous Glitters 
FREE ESTIMATI~ LvwmL~]'J ? NN'A IR  
Sen'ing Terrace & Kitintat 
"The Appliance Experts' 
I ~  Totem Countr~ide Furniture 
6 3 5-1 898  Lo o.,e Ave 638-"68 ,-8o0-, -l,sa 
BRICKWAY 
DESIGNS 
FULL iNSTALLATION OF 
BRICK DRIVEWAYS, 
WALKWAYS & PATIOS 
?dso specializing in modular 
retaining walls, 
IIENRT & J&NICE CRAVEIR0 
~ 6__35-2483 ,%-, %-, 
, ii:21!iiii!i ~ 
!i~iil;iiii~: ~ , :~ ~ii~ii , ii~ :~!!i!? 
r 
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TERRACE 
CHRYSLER 
'96 Dodge Avenger 
2 Door Coupe, 5 Speed, 
Cassette/Stereo, 25,000 kms 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cossette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 sale $17,995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows 
& Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 
club cab, 4x4, V8, auto 
Laramie SIT, loaded - $26,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
V-8, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 sale $21,995 
'93 Jeep Cherokee 
Country 
4dr, 4 Wheel Drive, 6 Cyl., 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $14,995 sale $13,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $14,995 
'95 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee Limited 
Leather, Sunroof, Loaded 
- $31,995 
:ORD 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, NC, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise - $13,995 
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, A/C, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 sale $19,588 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto,, NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, 28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $16,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
6 CyI., Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $14,995 sale $13,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stere0, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'92 Fo[~i;~liier 
Edd le~oaded 
~,~35 
'93 Dodge Caravan ES 
V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power windows & Locks Plus 
More- $14,995 
: RECREAT ION ~ 
::-;,VEHICLES'.:." ;i/ ; 
~':~ ' ~ i .  ' :  " ;  - ' '  . :  
'85 Pontiac Sunrunner 
Convertible 
only 8,700 kms, 5 Spd. - 
$12,588 
'95 Chew Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'90 Chev Suburban 
Silverado 4x4 
V-8, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Power Windows & Locks 
$16,995 
'90 Chew Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto,, NC, Cruise, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $14,995 
'89 Chev Celehrity 
6 CyI., Auto., A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Stereo- $4,995 
IMPORTS 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, was $42,995 
n0w- $39,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
was $32,995 sale $31,995 
'95 Nissan Ext, Cab 4x4 
6 CyI., 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass./Stere0, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette, 
P0w0r Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
was $24,995 now $22,995 
'93 Toyota 4 Runner 
4 dr., V-6, Auto, 50,000 km 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, SR5, 4x4- $22,588 
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Air Conditioning 
- $14,995 
I TER c E 
4916 llwy, 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLIL 5958 
PRE-FABBED WOOD constr. 
backyard sheds and utility 
bldgs. Do it yourself kits from 
$500. Phone Dirk Bakker 638- 
1768 after 5 pro. 
RENOVATORS DREAM: New 
pre-hung "classic style" doors, 
never used. 2(L) 32", 2(R) 32" 
$80 each. Just Doors, 2(R) 32" 
$50 each. 1 door frame (L) $20. 
All are high quality doors. Call 
635-4233 for more information. 
'ROUGH CUT cedar and pine 
for sale. Call PMG Sawmilling 
at 638-1439. 
SATELLITE SYSTEM: c/w re- 
ceiver dish and remote. Call 
635-2734 in the am. 
SLEEP YOURSELF thin. Prov- 
en results. Call Linda at 1-888- 
438-1222. 
STEEL ROLL-up shopl Door 
10' wide x 8 high: 1st run grape 
juice by subscription. Phone 
Scotties 635-1166. 
Blanket j 
Yellowheadl 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free 
• Press 
• Houston Today 
= Bums Lake Lakes District 
News 
• Vqnderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kitimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communities 
for [our weeks. 
Call Classifieds at 
638-7283 
co'rroNWOOD LOGS want- 
ed. Phone 842-6247. 
WANTED: SCRAP batteries, 
highest prices paid. Will pickup. 
1-250-562-2171. 
WANTED: SKI cabin to buy or 
lease on Hudsons Bay Moun- 
tain. Phone 1-250-632-2227 or 
632-2033. 
1987 MAZDA B2200 pickup for 
sale. Good condition. Asking 
$2900 obo. Phone 638-7745. 
1990 GRAND Dodge Caravan, 
V6, automatic, 3.3L engine tilt, 
cruise, roof rack, over head 
console, ERC, 112,000 kms. 
$9000 obo, 638-1323. 
1991 EXPLORER XLT, fully 
loaded, sun roof, tow package, 
excellent condition. $15,000. 
Call 638-1505. 
1991 EXPLORER, 4wd, V6, 
128,000 kms, p/s, p/b, a/c, CD 
player, excellent condition, 
$13,000 obo, Case 547-4777 
847-1978 (eves). 
1992 JEEP Cherokee, auto, 
a/c, tilt, stereo cassette, power 
everything, sunroof, trailer tow- 
ing package, roof rack, $16,000 
ol3o. Call 635-5616. 
1993 GAS crew cab $14,000. 
1996 loaded Supercab short- 
box, 13,000 kms, $27,500. 842- 
5389. 
1994 FORD F150, 4x4 with off 
road package, automatic, a/c 
cruise, tilt, cassette, low miles, 
excellent condition. Why buy 
new for $29,000 plus tax's or 
with no options at $25,000 plus 
tax's? SAVE the DEPRECIA- 
TION and get the extras 
$15,900 obo. Call RICK 846- 
5965 or 846-5060. 
1994 FORD Sport 78 passeng- 
er automatic, c/w a/c, power 
windows, power doorlocks, 
$15,000, Call 635-6768. 
FIBRENE'W IND ..... We Repair, 
Restore and Re.dye... leather, 
vinyl, plastic, and fabrics. Auto- 
motive: cigarette burns in 
leather, plastic/vinyl and carpet, 
cracked and split automobile 
dashboards, door posts, mold- 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, 
armrests and door panels, 
cracked and dry leather car- 
seats, faded fabric car seats 
and cabriolet roofs, broken rub- 
her and hard plastic bumpers, 
we deodorize all pungent odors, 
rockchips in windows. Com- 
mercial & Residential: homes, 
offices, restaurants, bars, thee- 
tres, transportation companies, 
scuffed and torn leather desk 
tops an dear tops, scratched, 
worn and faded leather furni- 
ture, patio furniture, etc. theatre 
and restaurant seating, doctors 
tables, dentists's chairs, aircraft, 
bus, train, and taxi interiors. 
Marine & Recreational: boat 
tops, seats and covers, snow- 
mobile and motorcycle seats, 
recreational vehicle interiors. R- 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. (We do not use potentially 
harmful lacquers or lacquer- 
based products). Our dyes are 
FAA approved for use in air- 
craft. Fibrenew Technicians Io- 
cared in Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Smithers. Servicing the entire 
Northwest. Call for free es- 
timate, in Terrace 638-6197 or 
call toll free 1-888-624-6214. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635-8200. 
1984 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88 
Royal Brougham, air condition. 
Phone 638-1219. 
.1986 DODGE sedan, 108 K 
one owner, garage kept, $2500, 
635-2234. 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun 'roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500.00 obo. Phone 635- 
8200. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1988 MUSTANG, 5L, auto, 
convertible, pw, ac, pal, 85,000 
kms, $10,000 obo. Call 635- 
1703. 
1989 FORD Aerostar Van, run- 
ning condition, $3500 or best 
offer. Call 845-7537. 
1989 FORD Topaz 4 door 5 
speed, stereo, new muffler, ex- 
cellent mechanical condition, 
190,000 kms. $2900. 849-5489, 
1990 CHEV Sprint for sale, 4 5- 
speed, 4 door, well maintained. 
$2500 obo. Call 846-9859. 
1992 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass 
Supreme SL - 4 doors. Sporty 
luxury features with 3.4L - V6 - 
DOHC - 24 valve engine. Auto 
with overdrive. Fully loaded plus 
power sunroof, seat, leather in- 
terior, remote keyless entry and 
trunk release and much more. 
Too many options to put in ad. 
Hard to find this model. No ac- 
cidents. Mint Conditionl Only 
70,000 kms. Asking $15,900. 
No GST. Serious inquiries only. 
Phone 638-0050. 
1994 JEEP YJ (black), alloy 
wheels, low mileage, mint con- 
dition, transferable warranty, 
$15,000 obo. phone 638-6357. 
1995 MUSTANG GT - low kil- 
ometers, extended warranty, 
fully loaded, leather, CD cas- 
sette, 460 watt stereo system. 
Phone 1-250-845-7146 Hous- 
ton, 
HEAVY DUTY car dolly for 
sale. Phone 635-3697. 
'85 MAZDA RX7, GSL auto. 
Sunroof, new Sony deck, a/c, 
cruise, p/w, excellent condition, 
160,000 kin, $4300 obo. Phone 
635-7566. 
1980 35 passenger school bus, 
1977 one ton crew cab with 12 
ft camper, 1979 three quarter 
ton 4x4 service truck with 300 
welder and air compressor. 
already to go. Call Houston, 1- 
250-845-2289. 
1993 27.5 ft 5th ~'heel, expan- 
do, living room and dining room, 
awning, a/c, fully loaded, like 
new. Asking $19,500. Phone 
635-5278.. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free t-800- 
668-1447 or Internat www.voya- 
fler-RV.com. 
FOR SALE: 1978 26 11 Em- 
press A class motorhome, gen 
air awning, new interior captain 
chairs, carpet, new beds, near 
new tiros, new exhuast, battery, 
must be seen, low mileage, Che 
U sys, Ron Ruffell $14,200 obo. 
Call 692-3683. 
1979 CAMPER, 9 tt6 inch, fully 
loaded, bathroom, hot running 
11' AVON inflatable with fiber- 
glass hard bottom, c/w wheels, 
air pump, and patch kit, new 
cost $4700. For sale at $2500. 
Avon with trailer and 25 hp Ya- 
maha. $5500 1-250-627-9203 
Prince Rupert. 
17 FT 1984 K & C Thermal 
glass. 80 hp Mariner, excellent 
condition. On a Roadrunner 
trailer. Call Houston. 1-250-645- 
2298 or 845-2248. 
18' CHESTNUT freighter 
canoe, flat stern, good condi- 
tion, $1500 firm. Call 635-6203 
days, 635-3303 after 6 pm. 
18' FIBERFORM tri-hull fiber- 
glass boat, front centre window 
entry, full canvas. 1986 140 I'p 
oil injection Suzuki, 300 - 400 
hrs, eo, s. steel, prop, 15 gal !n- 
board tank plus day tank, Cul- 
• kins trailer, very safe, excellent 
family and ski boat. $6000. Call 
635-5639 or 635-5109. 
19 FOOT fiberglass river boat 
and trailer with 115 Mariner jet, 
excellent condition, asking 
$7000. 21 foot fiberglass river 
boat with tunnel and trailer, m 
motor, excellent condition, ask- 
inq $4000. Phone 635-2568. 
1978 19 1/2' Silverline, inboard, 
350 Volvo, 280 leg, on a 1995 
tandem trailer. $10,500. 842- 
5389. 
1994 STARCRAFT 1810 Be- 
wrider 4.3 litre, V6, Merc cruiser 
comes with EZ loader trailer, 
$14,000. Phone 632-7736 ask 
for Randy. 
1994 STARCRAFT, 1810 Bo- 
wrider, 4.3 litre, V6, Merc cruis- 
er comes with EZ loader trailer 
$14,000. Phone 632-4436 ask 
for Randy. 
19" REINELL 305 inboard with 
new leg. Onboard head;depth 
sounder and VHF recite. ~ j~, 
where is. $5000 firm. 635-1543. 
24' WELDED aluminum jet 
boat, sounder, 460 Ford in- 
board motor, 3 stage Hamilton 
jet, sliding canopy, tandem trail- 
er with brakes and electric 
winch. $23,000 firm. 1-250-635- 
6203 days, 635-3303 after 6 
Dm. 
'93 CALAIS 19' cuddy cabin 
1980 HIAB model 650 A.W. re- 
cently certified $3500. 8 x 15 
gravel box, c/w hoist cylinder 
end tailgate $600. Phone 1- 
250-845-7799. 
1994 HITACHI 200-3, 3600 
hours, guarded thumb, OC and' 
2 buckets, riper and rake. 88 
Western star 4 1/4 Cat, 15 
speed, 46 rears with locker and 
30 ton low bed. All fort 
$200,000. Phone 790-2424. 
JD 350 cat c/w bucket/blade, 
$9500. OC 3 c/w buck- 
et/blade/parts, $4500. 12' FG 
Travel trailer, $2250,Marine en- 
gines with volvo legs, $4000 
each. Aluminum boats/trailers. 
1-250-697-2474. 
FOR SALE: farm machinery. 
New Holland 320 square baler. 
Good condition. Yellow Rose 
Ranch. Call 1-845-7419 or 1- 
250-845-2498. 
JD COMBINE w/14 Foot 
Header $3000.00, IHC 620 Dnl 
Press $1,700. JD 4010 Tractor 
$7000. All in great shape. 1- 
250-567-4179 Dave. 
CKC REGISTERED Golden re- 
triever pups out of champion 
stock. First shots and vet 
checked. To approved homes. 
1-250-847-4635. 
16' 2" 4 year old T.B. mare 
CWB, approved by Amazing 
Sulton, well started fiat, fences. 
Reserve champion hack, Prince 
George Sunland Show. Elegant 
free movement. Talented over 
fences $5500. 847-3439. 
2 EACH - YEARLINGS & 2 
year old horses, very quiet, ex- 
tensive handling and ground 
work training. Prices starting at 
$500. Phone 847-5101 ask for 
Anqelika. 
2 EACH-yearling & 2 year old 
horses, very quiet, extensive 
handling & ground work train- 
ing. Pdcas starting at $500. 
Phone 647-5101 ask for Angeli- 
ka. 
EARLY CUT, high protein, alfal- 
fa, brome, alsike, timothy mix, 
1400 and 800 Ib round bales, 
$70 per ton. Can deliver. Call 
Vanderhoof, 1-250-567-4307 or 
cellular 1-250-613-8608. 
HORSE AND TACK auction 
Sunday Sept• 7/97 11:30 am, 
Consign your horses and tack 
early. Phone B.C. Auctions 1- 
250-992-9325 (Quesnel). 
HORSES, USED for lessons 
-an~ trail~i quiet and reliable. :,. 
.,P, ri,~s'~"s~ing at $600. Phone ; 
847.5101 ask for Anqelika. 
• PUREBRED ARABIAN horses 
for sale. Good breeding and 
conformation, plus action and 
stamina. $2500 and up. 1-250- 
846-5052 for information. 
SANDY DOME QH Poker Ride 
$25.00 per hand played, dinner 
included. First Prize: Reg QH 
starts at 11:00 Sept 20th. 
"rB BROODMARE by Canadian 
horse of the year. Traveling 
Victor, 8 years old, 15' 3"  
sound, backed, trailers. Top 
performance bloodlines, off 
spring available to view $1600. 
847-3439. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Spring orders nowl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
WELL BROKE horses, used for 
lessons and trails, quiet and re- 
liable, Prices starting at $600. 
Phone 847-5101 ask for Angeli- 
ka. 
CRAFT & Sewing supplies, 
Weiser exerciser, canning jars, 
misc. items. 4822 Loan Avenue. 
Sept. 6, 8 am - 12 noon. 638- 
1219. 
DID YOU know that....? When 
he or she's been hurt, a preborn 
child protests just as violently 
as a baby lying in her crib, by 
flailing his or her tiny arms, 
wriggling the body, and crying. 
Terrace Pro-Ufe, Box 852, Ter- 
race 635-9552. 
FINANCIALLY SECURE SWM, 
25 years, 6 feet tall, slim build, 
brown hair, blue eyes, enjoys 
music, walks and outdoor 
sports. Is looking for SWF, age 
22 - 27 with similar interests for 
friendship/relationship. Reply to 
File 70 c/o Terrace standard, 
3210 Clinton Ave. Terrace V8G 
5R2. 
FINANCIALLY SECURE, sin- 
gle white female, 5 feet tall, 
brown hair, brown eyes, enjoys 
the outdoors, life and traveling, 
dancing, camping, is looking for 
single white male between 43 - 
55 for companionship. Please 
send photo and phone number 
to File 64, c/o Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St• Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 5R2. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus ;Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
WHITE MALE couple looking 
for other guys for intimate en- 
counters." Discretion' : assured 
and, expected. Call 635-3626 
even n qs and weekends. 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSmON HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe sheltor to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
L 
Happy 34111 B.D. 
Dale... 
From family 
& friendsj 
Lordy Lordy 
Joe is 
401. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink - reglaze ill Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-reglaze ill Color chang- 
es and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. 
HAVE YOU got projects to 
complete that you just can't 
seem to find time for? Call San 
Del Construction for a free es- 
timate. Construction, home ren- 
ovations, cabinets, landscaping, 
fencing, sidewalks, siding, roof- 
ing, drainage.phone 635-2628 
or Phone/fax 635-2297 or Email 
cdelwo@kermode.ne~ 
HOME AND Pet care. Going 
out of town? Call "Keep Them 
Alive." One visit/day $7.00, Two 
visit/day $10.03. Lawns and 
gardens $10/watering day. Ref- 
erences available, 638-8089. 
MOVING?? COMPETITIVE 
rates to move you across town 
or across the country, fully en- 
closed trailer protects your 
goods or vehicle. Call 635- 
2126. 
water. Redecorated. $3500 with Mercruiser 30 litre on '93 Phone 1-250-567-9345 or 1- Battering is not o.kt ~ . I 
obo, excellent condition. Call 1- Highlinar trailer comes with 250-567-3000. It ls not o.k. for someone J'-[ ~ " I 
250-845-2069. depth . . . .  sounder. VHFand more. ~ =  . . . . . . .  .~"~--- tohityou / \ NORTHER'  N~'  I 1989 SOUTHWlND by Fleet- Asking $13,500. Phone 692- ~,--.~,=nt lR/ 'QT"l l- . .~n am 
~-,, -~ .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " or push you . ~  "C~d'..~ "f E¥  b; 
wood,half basement27' class A model,meter home,454 7671 after 6 pro. ' 250-992-9325 (Quesnel). .~ or yell at you ~MAT[~[~ o. II 
a r , ors-- ou , 
cruise, Onan pen., C.B•, T.V., =A E TIIB I ! You cen be sa fe ,  ENVIRONMENTAL= = 
Micro,, new brakes, six new There are safe places., . 
" ' "  ooa ' l l ra , "  I TESTING I Mich, tire, queen rear bed, new - - -  - - -  - - - - - - '~  ~ ~ ~ - - -  ~ 16' add a room, $39,900 846- TERRACE TRANSITION 
5541, J HOUSE: . I 
1992,34 1/2foot ~ ~7 J 1 800  990 9522 I
washer/dryer. DoubMexpando, it s your mo e i 635-6447 " " Deluxe model, ffi axle, hard- J 24 HOURS ADAY Prince Rupert I 
wood floors, rubberized proof, 
Only 1200 km. Asking $28000 @It  
obo. 1-250-635-7424 or 1-250- 
638-8377__~_~._~__  
NEW TRAILERS: 95 Rustler 
RT290 rear bed, 96 Drifter 180 
sleeps 6, 96 Bigfoot 21.6 air 
rear bed, 97 Rustler RT190 rear 
bed, 97 Rustler RT235 bunk 
model, 97 Rustler RT235 hard- 
'wall rear bed, 97 Drifter DT185 
rear bed, 97 Rustler RT250 
front bedroom, 97 Drifter DT230 
rear bed, 97 Bigfoot 21 RB rear O B I T U A R Y  
bed. USED TRAILERS: 89 
Okanagan 26 ft hardwall. NEW Phllpot, Annte Gordon Noel (Arthur) of Duncan, B.C. died peacefully ofnatural 
5TH WHEELS: 95 Rustler RW 
252 hardwall, 95 Aristocrat 25B 
bunk model, 96 Travelaire 
TW260 hardwall 97 Travelalre 
TW220 hardwall, 97 Citation 28 
RDS sUde out. USED 5TH 
WHEELS: 94 Citation 29 RKS 
, slide out loaded, 92 Terry 29.5 
front room model, 92 Travelalre 
"rvv225 rear I/r, 91 Citation 24 ft 
hardwall, 91 Okanagan 27ft 
hardwali. NEW TENT TRAIL- 
ERS: 97 Coleman Bayport 
elec/brakes, 96 Coleman 
Cheyenne elec/bmkes. USED 
TENT TRAILERS: 95 Coleman 
Avalon elec/brakes, 79 Bonair 
1200 stove/fridg/heat. 83 Cole- 
man redwood $1995.00. NEW 
CAMPERS: 96 Snowbird 8 - 10 
awning, 97 Snowbird 7 - 11 
best buy, 97 Bigfoot 10.6B 2500 
loaded, 97 Bigfoot C.9.5F nice 
options, 97 Oakland C9.11F R- 
brecora, 97 Oakland C10.11 Fi- 
bercora, 97 Bigfoot 9.6B well 
equipped, 98 (2) Columbia river 
8,10 new model. USED CAMP- 
ERS: 95 Snowbird 8 - 10 
frldge/heat, MOTOR HOMES: 
_97 Travelaira 30 tt loaded 
"pen/set, 97 Travel home Dodge 
318 auto. All unit priced includ- 
od, special sale units. Trades 
welcome, No reasonable offer 
refused. Chinook Sales Ltd, 
Hvw 16 west 635-2033 D6101, 
MUST SELL: Excellent condi- 
tion. 1989 Ford Elite 27 fl, mo- 
torhome, dual air, 4000 Onan 
generator, 3 way frtdge, 4 bum- 
er stove. Microwave, full bath. 
Sleeps 8, $24 ,900 (obo), 
Calt/evenin.qs 1-250-845-3338, 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
To listen to these area singles describe 
themselves and to leave them a message. 
At a charge of $I .99 per minute. 
You must ba 18 ,/ears or older to use this seMce. 
CAN WE TALK? NO GAME PIAYERS NO GAME PLAYERS 
SWI', 21, 5'7". blue eyes, SWF. 30, 5'I,. l~onde holt, SWM. 44, 5'I0". 2001be.. 
student, enJoysgolngout, blue eyes, employed, security guard, enjoys 
seeks truthful, outgoing, caring, loving, fun. fishing, hunting, comping. 
fun SWM. ADO.7846 humorous, enjoys read* traveling, seeks honest, 
Ing. hcrsebock riding, sincere SF, ADS.2000 
SAVE IHE DAYI outdoor aclMtlas, seeks 
SWM, 23. 5'7", t501bs., coflng, honest, dncere NICE SMILE 
medium build, brown SVvML Ad#.~86 Outgoing SWM, 47, 5'I0". 
brown holr/eyes. 
hair/eyes, fun-loving, I'M SrlLLWAInNG employed, enjoys the 
employed, enjoys fishing, SNCM, 35, logger, enjoys outdoors, writing, moun- 
comping, seoklng Inler- biking, works, long drives, toln biking, guns, seeks 
estlng, fun, active SF, seeks nice. hon(~st. Intelligent. Independent. 
Ad#.7294 attractive, easygoing adventurous, humorous 
SWF. Adl,9592 ¢ SWF, N/S, Ad#.9382 
• SHARE MY UFE SEEKS NICE LADY SEEKING COMPANION 
SNCM, 28, 1601be., brown SBM. 40, 5'10', 1551be,, 
holrleyes, employed, employed; enjoys Generous, sen,dtlve SWF. 
enjoys skl]ng, hlklng, squash, chess, the out- 48, S'7*. 1101bs,, btonde 
hockey, outdoor actM. doors, flshlng, seeks hen- holr, blue eyes, enjoys 
ties, seeks honest, cor~g, est, oflroctlve SF, danclog, rJnglng, walks. 
oosygolog SWF, Ad#,4268 Ad#.C~.25 seeks otlroctlve, kind. 
gentle, humorous SWM. 
HAPPY & OUTGOING FUN-LOVING Ad#.1981 
SWF, 30. 5'I*, furl.figured, SWmom,42.S',brunefle. 
blonde holt, blue eyes, blue eyes, olh'actlve, GOOD DRESSERT 
loving, caring, enjoys employed, humorous, SWF, 48, 5'7% 1101bI.. 
creative, enjoy= outdoor attractive, klnd, outgo- 
horseback ddlng. 4- acflv~tles, tousle, movies. Ing, humorous, enjoys 
wheeling, outdoors, seek- dancing, wolk~ booting, sewlng, knlfflng, donclng. 
Ing famlly-orlented SM, seeks honest, humorous, slnglng, seeking on 
who loves chlldren end personable SWM, N/S.  aflroctlve; well.g~oornecL 
animals, Adi.9053 Ad#.4655 humorous SM, Ad#.5789 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE od in Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for today's successful singles. 
Questions? Call customer service at 1-800-647-378Z 
See the Touch Tone Personals each 
, week in the Weekend Advertiser. 
causes, Tuesday, August 5, 1997 at Mills Memodal Hospital in Terrace, B.C. 
Bum in An Ping, Formosa (Talwan) December 24th, 1906, Annie was the eldest of 
four children. With her parents, Ham/and Elizabeth Arthur, uncles Haw, Bob, Chadie 
and aunts Sartha nd Winnle Hastings as well as sislers Betty, Ivy (Jan) and brother 
Bill, Annie migrated toBritish Columbia n1913 arriving first in Victuda. 
With the premature passing of her mother in f 923 Annie dropped out of Victoda 
High School to help her father raise her sisters and brother, Right from thair arrival in 
Canada the family owned property inthe Cowichan Valley but it was not until the loss 
of her mother that Annie and the other children were able to join tholr father on the 
family estate near Stratford's's Crossing on a permanent basis. 
Annie worked for the telephone company as an operator unlit her maniage to Fred 
Philpot in 1938. Fred lunior arrived the naxt year. Fred senior enlisted in the Cansdian 
Army alongside his brothers Roy and Guy tha day war was declared in'39 and thor- 
eafter Annie and Fred Jt. were to follow him to camps in Patdcfa Bay and latterly 
Pdnce Rupert before they agreed on Nagie Street in Duncan as a permanen base of 
operations when it becamo apparent that Fred sr. would be sent ov0rseas. 
Elizabeth arrived in 1943 and Jack in 1947. When Fred returned home in 1945 he 
tried a couple of abe before settling in to work at Bruce's Grocery where he s eyed 
un hispassng n t973.Meanwhile, Annie had bean a busy mother aod by that ime 
a grandmother. Ronowned for her cooking ardening and story telling sha hod made 
her home into a sanctuary for both er immediate fanlily and an ever widening ctrde of 
loyal friends who in her later years would return time and again to aid and more par- 
ticulady in tho final few years to protect her as sha continued to live contentedly 
among her flowers and trees. 
Tdsha and Ted Craig and their children were notable among a host at others 
whose kindnessas to Annie continued unabated to the end. In between Annie took 
tima to help Freddie, as she always called him, raise his three children Tdsh, Rod and 
Val when sha was needed. The loyally of her grandchildren being raphlca lydis- 
played when Vai and husband John Burke along with Rod, wit0 Debbis and their son 
Carneron (b.Feb 18,1937) flew home from New Zealand to oin Tdsh and husband 
John Labossiers of Langley, B. C. and their cous n David Edinger of Vancouver along 
with Elizabeth end Fred and his wife Myra in a wonderfully happy our generation 
reunion in Terrace at the beginning of July. It was Myra who had spent e full six 
months at Annie's ide in Duncan when tha first of a series of small strokes began to 
limit her abilities. 
In Juno Annis moved to Tan'ace to join Fred and Myra in their home and from that 
point on she enjoyed remarkably good health. Physically and mentally Annie was as 
well as she had been for yeats. 
Predeceased by her husband Fred and grandson Ben Edlnger, Annie Philpet ia 
suMved by her son Fred (Myra) of Terrace, daughter Elizabeth Edlnger of West 
Vancouver and son Jack (Kathy) of Fort St, John, B.C,, Fandsons Duncan Philpol, Fort 
81, John, David Edinger, Vancouver, Red Philpot (Debble) and great grandson 
.Cameron of.Au.cklpd: Naw Ze~and, and grand aughters Tdsh (John) Labasstere of
Langmy ano vmese (Jann) BurKe of Dunedin, New Zealand, 
The family would like to aspedally thank Dr. Kenyon and Dr, Feuds and hie nurse 
Jennifer as well as the staff st Mills Memodal Hospital in Terrace for their kindness. In 
lieu of flowers the family suggests donations to the 8anJamln John Edlnger Mernorlel 
Award for Masters tudents in European French I.flaralure, C/O UBC Development 
Office at 6253 NW Madne Drive, Vancouver, B.C,, VST IZI, A memodal ser~ce con- 
docted by Roy. Ore9 8hoop was held at SL Peters Churchi Duncan st 2:00 P.M. 
ThursdayAugust 14111. Interment followed, 
A memodal mess for Annie will be held el 8ecrsd Head Church, Terrace at 7:00 
p.m,, Sept, 9, t997. 
Ili I I I 
i 
A Cozy Bed & 
Breakfast 
In the Scenic Nass 
Valley 
.~i::i!!i!:.ii:~;::~i::ii!i:CA~ ~ OAY~:!~iii ::i!::i ~:.i:: ::i
EDNA TAIT - owner 
244 Wright Boulevard 
New Aiyansh 
Phone (250) 633.2920 
i 
Enrollment available for ages 4½ to 12 / /~\  
Variety Within Classes of Jazz Ballet, k#///~'~Ir L.~ 
Ethnic Character & Tap "q "~ ~ 
at Parkslde School Gym Sept. 11 3:45 to 5:30 
For information and ~"~_,ej~l~ A IOe ' j l  ~ L  
preregistration phone UO~J l " / s ' l 'O~,~ 
Great buslnesa opportunity. 
1996 skid steer loader with 
many attachments, trailer and 
truck, 2 year warranty, will train. 
Call 635-2957. 
LAW PRACTICE for sale: sole 
practitioner wishing to retire has 
thriving law practice for sale In 
South Central Interior of B.C. 
(south Cariboo). Reply in con- 
fidence evenings only to 1-250- 
396-7235. 
TAXI COMPANY FOR sale in 
scenic Fort St. James, B.C. 
Complete business with three 
cars, five radio's exclusive 
motor carrier rights, much more, 
very profitable. For more info 
call 1-250-996-8844. 
THRIVING DOG AND cat 
boarding and grooming busi- 
ness. Owner retiring. 17 pen 
heated kennel with large exer- 
cise area. Separate facility for 
cats. Room for expansion. 5 
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, well main- 
tained house, located on 155 
acres. 100 ac arable, remaining 
marketable timber. Horse barn 
with power and water corrals, 
stockwaterer, numerous out- 
buildings, ~and ~i~ewiced traiie[ 
pacl. Excellent.,~ter supply. 
School bus, paved road, central 
B.C. fainting area. Vanderhoof 
B.C. Asking $260,000. Vendor 
financing possible. 1-250-567- 
2378. 
FOR SALE in Stewart. Fully op- 
erational bakery a..'¢d dell, must 
sell. No reasonable offers re- 
fused. Must be prepared to 
work hard, 7 months of the 
year. Phone 1-250-636-2435 for 
more information. 
FOR SALE: Tanning salon. Call 
635-3071. Serious inquiries 
only, 
OPEN. YOUR own business. 
retail gift store.. Northern Ughts 
Studio's owners are going out 
of business and retiring. Call 
638-1403 or 638-0413 evenings 
in Terrace. 
STAY HOME and Make Money 
doing simple assemblyl No ex- 
periencet Training provided. 
Full/part ime. How to start?. Self 
- addressed stamped envelop 
to W.B. Enterprise, 4611 Scott 
Ave - $23, Terrace B.C. V8G 
2B1. 
NEW AWM~H AD~IN~l lON BUIU~ 
8KAI"B~ AVENUE. NEW ArfAI~H, B.P~ V0J 1~ 
PHOflg 13.1~1S 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
INTERIM 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/ 
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATOR 
GITLAKDAMIX Couttcil 
Under the direction or the Gltlakdamlx Chief Executive Office of the Gltlakdamix 
Council Administration, 
Ensure that maintenance of all financial nd budgetary procedures, policies md 
regulations, 
Update and keep cu rant the financial mgulatlom and policies of the Band. 
Produce regular and timely financial statements, variance r ports, program budget 
statements, and oilier ~ounting d~cumentatlon. 
Ensure the maintenance of fire code accounts. 
Mmlnister the accounts payable and accounts receivable of the Band in an orderly, 
Umely and efficient manner 
Mrninlster mfl interpret the Band's benefit plan. 
~mure the orderly and timely admlnLstration of the Band's payroll. 
Manage Band bank accounts and ensure that regular bank ~onclllaUons are 
prepared. 
Exercise expenditure approval uthority as directed. 
Supervise the preparation a d pubiteation f the Band's annum audiL 
Ensure that all policies, procedures and regulaUons are in force at all times. 
Ensure the maintenance of all Council administration fi ancial nd accounting 
regulations and procedures. 
Ensure the maintenance of the Council operating and project budgets and the 
preparation d monthly financial statements, 
Supen'ise the recruitment, hiring and orientation f all full,' part ime and casual 
personnel, asdimctM by Council, 
Ensure the maintenance of all Pe~nnelPolictes andRegulations of the Council and 
of applicable F deral nd Provincial Laws. 
Periodically monitom shafting levels and workloads, and conducts annual written 
perfum~ance reviews ofall pennanent full time and vegular part ime staff of Council. 
Undertake special projects nfa.mlgnments from time to Ume as din.~ted byCouncil, 
Minimum educaUon i~lulrements includes succ~ful completion f3 ~ ye~t Certffied 
General Accountant or 3" level @allied Management Accounting, ora Bachelor of 
Commerce or Busin~sAdmlnistratlan degree [mm a recognized university. 
Preference may Ix given to candidates who meet university gra4uatlon requirements, 
Computer literacy would be required. ~toderat~ travel out of the community and some 
v~ekend and evening work would be required. Must possess a valid B.C, Ddvers Uceese. 
SALARY: Commensuote n ducation ,and expedance. 
Applications anti resumes to be forwarded to: 
61TIAKD,~IIX Council 
PO BOX 233 
NEW AIYANSH, B,C, VOJ IAO 
(PROOF OF SUCCF, SSFUL co~lPl£i'lON OFCOU.EGE mD UNIVERSITY GPJ~DUATION MUST BE 
INCLUDED WITH YOUR APPLICATION.) 
DEADUNli FOR APPLICATION= SEPTEMBER 12, 1997 
5:00 PM 
,~BL~Y R~I61~: $~5,000.00 - $~0,000.00 ANNUALLY 
Required for 
Permanent Full time Position 
COUNTERPERSON 
for automotive parts jobber retail 
wholesale store. 
5 years minimum experience. 
Previous work references required. 
Offer excellent benefits and working 
conditions. 
Salary based on experience. 
~~, ,  Burns N(e Native 
SMALL BUS]NF.,SS DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
3LNDC invites applications for the position of Small  
Business Development Officer. The SBDO will solicit and 
assess small business loan applications from within 
BLNDC's serv~ee area, monitor loan accounts, provide on- 
going consult ing servlees to clients, m~d asslst clients 
prepare app]tcatlons to other funding sources. 
Desirable gualiflcatlens 
• successful  experience in credit decision making, small 
business censult lng or small business operations, 
• degree/dip loma in business administration, accounting, 
finance, etc. or equivalent experience. 
• work experience in aboriginal communit ies,  
• good verbal and writing skills, 
• proficiency in Lotus I-2-3 and WordPerfect, 
• traveling capabillty and durable vehicle. 
Only applicants selected for interview will be contacted, 
Please send resume to: 
GENERAL MANAGER 
Burns Lake Native Development Corporation 
P.O. Box 1030 
Burns Lake, B.C. V0J IE0 
Fax: (250) 692-7483 
Deadl ine for applications: Sept. 5, 1997 
17•RRACE 
m f VOLUNTEER 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
One-year renewable contract position 
QUAUFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE: 
> Minimum 5 years management or supervisory 
experience. 
> Excellent communication skills. 
> Public speaking and advocacy. 
> Training and organizational skills. 
> Minimum 3 years budget, bookkeeping, an 
word-processing, in a PC environment. 
> Fundraising and proposal writing. 
Start date: Monday, November 3, 1997 
Tuesday, - Friday (28 hrs. per week) 
Salary dependent on experience 
Job Description available at: 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
4621101 B Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P9 
Contact Person- Lovina Tyler 
Phone: 638-1330-  Fax: 638-1331 
Closing date: Friday, September 26, 1997 
At least wo reference htters are required 
(Only those selected for interviews will be contacted) 
NORTHERN FOREST 
PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION 
The Northern Forest Products Association (NFPA) acts on behalf 
of some fifty sawmills and value-added operations, located In 
Northern B,C. NFPA Is the largest lumber producing association 
In Canada and represents its members In the areas of forestry, 
quality control, community relations, aboriginal affairs, 
occupational safety & health, market access & trade and 
government relations, 
FORESTRY/  
ABORIGINAL  AFFA IRS  
MANAGER 
Reporting to the General Manager, Forestry and Aboriginal 
Affairs, the successful candidate for this newly created position 
wll work closely with senior forest industry staff in the north to 
represent the association on various committees and to 
government and community groups In land and resource 
matters relating to forestry and aboriginal affairs Issues. 
Specific areas of responsibility will include representation on 
issues Involving the Forest Practices Code, Timber Supply 
Reviews, Appraisals, Forest Renewal B.C,, treaty negotiations, 
treaty Regional Advisory Committees and Interim Measures 
Agreements, Some travel will be required, 
Desirable qualifications include university graduation with a 
minimum of seven years experience In forestry/resource 
management or aboriginal affairs issues, superior written and 
oral communication skills and strong Interpersonal abilities. 
Registration In the association of BC Professional Foresters 
would be an asset, Energetic and self-motived, applicants must 
be able to work independently and in a committee- driven team 
environment. 
NFPA offers a challenging and pleasant work environment and 
attractive benefits package. Compensation will be 
commensurate with qualifications and experience, Interested 
candidates are invited to forward a detailed resume in 
confidence to: 
Douglas A. Routledge, RPF 
General Manager, Forestry & Aboflglnal Affairs 
Northern Forest Products Association 
#400- 1488 Fourth Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. V,,.L 4Y2 
Fax 1-250-564-3588 
E-nnell routledg@nfpa.cofi,or8 
Applications should be received by September 22/97 to ensure 
conslderaUon, 
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..¢570 ~/VEEKLV making jewelry, 
(bracelets, earrings, necklaces) 
year round at home, no experi- 
ence, Send self-addressed 
stamped envelope to: 6alan 
Jewelry, 15- 4025 Dorchester 
Rd. Suite 126, ext: 906 Niagara 
Falls, Ontario, L2E 6N1. 
HAZELTON FIGURE Skating 
dub is requesting resumes for 
certified Level 1 or higher 
coach. Please send resume to 
box 336, New Hazelton, B.C., 
V0J 2J0, fax to 1-250-642-6361 
or phone 1-250-842-6122. 
HONE WANTS female 
roommate who will do light 
house keeping duties in ex- 
change for rent of $400. In- 
cludes utilities. Available Sept. 
1/97 eveninqs 635-1794. 
INTERIOR COMPANY: Accept- 
Career Opportunity 
Store Manager 
Opportunity in Prince Rupert with an 
International retail Company. 
INTERESTED? 
We are looking for a customer service 
orientated, career minded individual. 
Must be outgoing, and have excellent 
communication skills. Please Submit 
applications by September 10, 1997 to: 
File #71 
c/o The Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St. 
ing Resumes for: Labourers: Terrace B.C. 
Burns Lake - Houston imme- 
diately. Saw experience an as- V8G 5R2 
set. Operators: Excavator Cat 
Hydro - Ax. min 5 yrs. Fax 1- 
250-992-5226. 
long distance driving, male or 
female, to travel with a working 
clown, non drinker, or smoker. 
Call by Sept, 10. Call 635-0134, 
CHAMBER MAID/DESK clerk 
needed at Costa-Lessa Motel. 
Apply in person with resume 
between 5 prn. 7 pm. I E ~ I  the supp~s to .stack 
CONTRACTORS WANTEO: I your-lst "Aid Kit to WCB standards. " 
Skidder operator, buncher op- I W~, ,d / ,Mn~rctnmn/nrnt~n¢ 
erator, process operator, need- 
ed. Fax resume or info to 1- j ~ ............... $75 
250-774-6167. : I ~ .  " . "8_:O0__am.4)OOpra 
ECE/INFANT TODDLER certifi- I ~ )  :Oq~m-4:0_O_p,. 
cate, Send resume to Contact I Fr'doy,~t~12 ~ " 8:00am-4:00"~m 
Women's Group Society, Box 
4094, Williams Lake, BC V2G I T R F I N ~ C B )  ............... $75 
2V2, Closing 4:00 pm Sept. 11, I Solur~oy,~epL 13 &OOom .'d:OOpm 
199 . I .............. 
ENUMERATORS WALK for I ~it~ngdon ly  . . . . . .  Tuesdqy.Thursday 7:OOpm- lO:OOpm 
$,%$ nowH Update your ter- Saturday 9:00am.5:OOpm 
race/Kitimat City directory in Sept. 15.26fferrace) 8:00am-4:OOpm 
your home area: No selling, no 
experience necessary. Paid WIll'IS (An)time via computer,) ....................................... $40 
weekly approx. 3 weeks work Friday, Sept. 12 
starting approx. Sept 08/97 pre -  I"RANSPoI~rI~rl01~I of DANGEROgS GOOI~ .............. $80 
pare to work minimum 32 hrs Thursday, Sept. II 8:00am-4:00pm 
per week. Apply in handwriting 
giving street address, phone TRflFFI¢ COlffROL .................................... $150 
number, etc, to B.C. Directories, Fri., Sept. 26 & Sat., Sept. 27 8:00am- 4:00pro 
file#67 c/w Terrace standard, 
3210 Clinton St.. Terrace B.C. 
V8G 5R2. 
EXPERIENCED BUNCHER op- 
erator required in Burns Lake. 
Send resumes to fax 1-250- 
692-7920 or phone 1-250-692- 
1834. 
CAMP MAINTENANCE 
PERSON 
:lequired for relief work only. 
Diesel and out board motor 
knowledge would be helpful. 
Please drop off resume at 
3474 Old Lakelse Lake Rd: '~ 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A6 
or Fax to 635-5896 
Closing Date: Sept, 16, 1997 
Babine 
Employment Opportunity 
Babine Forest Products 
Company is now accepting 
applications for general 
employment. The ideal 
candidates will have a grade 
12 education and experience 
working in a sawmill 
environment. Lumber 
grading experience, coupled 
with a valid grading ticket is 
considered an asset. 
Qualified candidates should 
forward a current resume by 
September 12,1997 to: 
PERSONNEL MANAGER 
BABINE FOREST PRODUCTS 
COMPANY 
BOX 4000 
BURNS LAKE, B.C. V0J 1E0 
FAXt [250) 6924595 
A LITTLE LOW ON CASH? Human Resources Development Canada 
. . . . . . .  ;., ,.,uh ,h . . . .  ~ ~r MI ,i, . . . . . . . .  
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Part. Time Instructor 
Applied Computers Program 
TERRACE CAMPUS 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, has an. 
opening for a temporary part-time instructor to teach TCON 
"101 - Introduction to Computer Hardware (60 hours) !n the 
Applied Computers Program. This position commences 
September 9, 1997 and will terminate December 20, 1997. 
The salary will be in accordance with the Collective 
Agreement between the College and B.C.G,E.U. Instructor 
scale, 
TCOM 101 - Introduction to Comouter Hardware - An 
introduction to microcomputer hardware with the emphasis on 
the installation and use of components that make up a 
modern personal computer such as the mother board, disk 
drives, printers, plotters, monitors and modems. 
Qualifications/Skills: Combination of formal training, 
teaching and practical experience with the course content is 
required, Bachelor of Science in a related field, Bachelor of 
Education, or a two year Computer:Tech diploma will be 
considered. Those with little formal education or teaching 
experience but having at least three years of practical 
experience are encouraged to apply. 
Demonstrated knowledge and expertise in the theory of 
computing as well as current knowledge and expertise in 
various operating systems, applications and hardware. Ability 
to work in a team environment as well as independently; 
strong interpersonal skills and the ability to communicate 
effectively are essential. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. Resumes should 
be submitted not later than September 5,1997 to: 
Competition 97.063B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
BabineEnhancedFOrest FoPr°ductS~es ManaC°mpanYeme /s seeMng an Indlvid 
proJec.ts in th,, p, ,vlnc~ fh nt Pilot Project (EFMPp Ual to coordinate our 
• ,,,~uvarlv • e v~/ucrlves P). As on= uf ! e to res management etra,o~,a.re.ptest and im~le,,._r, nr_ ee pilot 
. . . .  • ,~u,=~ mat malntal,, ~- ,'-"='='~ new aria 
oupply and enhenc= "~" ur mcrease timber 
- ,  ,,=uurce stewardship. 
Enhanced Forest Management Coordinat, 
Reporting to the Woods Manager, you will manage and ad or  project In conjunct/on with Ihe w 
prepartn an orking rou minister all 
enhanc~g annual business lan .g P and company personn aspects of lhe d_f_orest manageme p , develop,ng a.d i e!-puIies nclude. 
develop inu a communica ion nt program; establishin mplemen~ng a multi, e ' 
gove.rnment a encle s ~an, developin a g an organi,.ational st y a.rj 
rnonttorin , me g s, aborlg~l grou s g p rtnerships and tlalsln ructure, 
, , g asuring and reponln P , consultants aria th g with .FRBC, 
J '~ registered p ,-,r~..J . . . . . .  g projecl resulls, e communlly; ana , r~.~oo,u.u~ forester Years resource mana"eme-, in BC (or ellgib e for renl .... 
I Bablne Forest Products Cam any Is a Joint-venlure belw Development Corporation, 
Bab!ne also has Interest n ~,, I_dwO, d_ot Canada /m een,.t.he Barns Lake t~o,,.^ 
fucare(~ w , uUHI~LFH¢~ -- OJ IU was  , ,  | fvu  
est of Burns Lake." Speclalffy Woocl'Lld ,. a re-~-Fra-s,er,Mllf.S~td,,,,=.u,actunng rat ty 
Babine is located near Burns Lake, 230 km west of Pdnce Lakes District The communi o 
• sho " f Burn Gear e P in f s Lake o g in the heart of tad P gaci I es, with a ffere excellent rff°r~Vable housing, ecreallon, education and 
Interested and qualified candidales should forward 
lhan September 19, 1097 to: a resume, in confidence, no later 
Personnel Manager 
BAB/NE FOREST i 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Box  4000 
Burns Lake, B,C. VOJ lEO | 
Fax: (250) 692.4595 I Babine 
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LICENSED OPTICIAN - Dyna- 
mic, energetic, licensed Opti- 
cian required for full time posi- 
tion in Smithers with a growing, 
NEW TO B.C, Artfully Yours fast paced Optical company, 
Home Decor beautiful prints, Must possess a positive, pro- 
plants, crafts, candles and dec- fessional attitude and enjoy 
orating accessories. Call Sandy working with the public. Wage 
1.403-963-1346 for information, negotiable depending upon ex- 
perience. Please forward re- 
EXPERIENCED PICKER truck sume with references to: 2280 
operator. Salary negotiable. A Leckie Road, Kelowna, BC 
Working in Prince George and V1X 6G6 or fax to: 1-250-861- 
Kamloops area. Call 1-204-725- 3166. 
6685. 
. . . . . . .  i i 1  . . . .  : 
LOSE WEIGHT:  Boost energy, 
improve health. EARN extra income. 
WORK from home. 
For more information call:  
1-250-635-6959 
APPLICATIONS WILL BE 
TAKEN FOR FULL TIME 
POSITION 
with earning opportunity of $400+ per week while in 
training. Age is not important providing you are 18 
years of age or older. If you are selected, you will be 
expected to start immediately. 
TO ARRANGE A PERSONAL INTERVIEW, CALL  
635-3066.  
PROJECT 
SUPERVISOR 
We are looking for a highly motivated individual 
with extensive background in the logging industry 
to be responsible for on-site management  of our 
helicopter logging operation. Compet i t ive benefit 
package. Wage negotiable based on experience. 
Please reply to Box 72, Terrace Standard 
| ASK YOURSELF  : 'hi *1 I 
. • Are you a self starter able to work effectively 
,," with little supen, ision? ~ 
* Could you be comfortable call ing on farmers, 
" ranchers, and small businesses? 
| , Would you be prepared to work flexible hours 
| to promote a cause you could believe in? 
| • Are you confident enough to work on a 
, commission basis? 
| • Do you have a vehicle and are you prepared to 
, " travel and spend a few evenings away from ~ 
,u ii; 
| homeif required? 
| If you can see yourself fitting into this role we 
| are looking for you. We are a federally and 
| provincially incorporated non-profit organization. 
We can offer part-time, full-time, and career ~, 
| opportunities. , 
No related experience is required as full training ~ 
is provided. Fore more information call (250) | 
| 308-9205 between 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. only 
| please. 
INCOME 
working part'time while 
children are in school, 
earnings opportunity of 
$300/week. Flexible 
hours, bonuses, as well 
as advancement 
oppor tun i ty~ 
BARB'S HOME AND Office 
cleaning has openings for 
weekly and Bi-weekly cleaning. 
Phone 635-6197 or 635-4529. 
We will watch your pets, water 
your plants, make your house 
look lived in when your not able 
to do so yourself. Reasonable 
CONTRACT OPPORTUNITY 
Part-t ime Superv is ing  Lawyer  
Fami ly  Law Program 
The Nisga'a Tribal Council is currently seekin 9 to retain a sole 
practitioner to work as an independent contractor in supervising the 
Family Law Program. The FLPis funded by Legal Services Society 
of BC and administered by the Nis~]a'a Tribal Council. The position 
allows a sole practitioner tosuperv=se the office as part of an inde- 
pendent practice, , , 
This position involves the full range ef family law practice, incluo- 
ing separation, divorce, custody/access, property division and child 
protection matters. It also involves ome criminal matters and pov- 
erty matters. Primary responsibilities include individual case repre- 
sentation, summary and legal advice and information. 
It also provides an unprecedented opportunity for counsel to 
develop experience in dealing with legal issues under the prospec- 
tive Treaty, 
(]UALIFICATIONS: 
: Member of the Law Society 
. Prefer 1-2 years experience in smaller family/criminal practice 
Some supervisory & office administration experience with sup- 
por t  staff . : 
RATED REQUIREMENTS', 
. Knowledge of family & criminal law practice 
. Familiar with LSS Policy & Procedures and tariff 
. Ability to develop resourceful solutions to legal problems of 
clients 
: Ability to work independently and as part of a team 
Experience demonstrated interest in family issues 
. Must be proficient in a computerized environment 
, Must have excellent interpersonal &communication skills 
. Must have expedence working in a First Nations community 
Salary: To Be Negotiated 
Deadline for receipt of applications: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26/97 
@s:O0 P.M. 
Please forward you resume and covering letter to: 
Nisga'a Tribal Council 
Human Resources Manager 
P.O. Box 231 
New Aiyansh, B.C. 
V0J 1A0 
Pacific Cotton Candy 
"::::: i:~::,: !!;:: ;:: .::. Back Yard Birthday Parties 
:~ e Evu l l$  
• h:: 1. Fairs 
~ !  porting [vent~ 
Fund Roism 
: (0mmunity Evenls (ptivole/~ublk) 
Contact: Jeff Town 
3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
Ph: (2S0) 635-3259 Fnxi (2S0) 635-0186 
Black Bear  Pottery 
~ '{ JIA,\D.~L,~I~, IIEEL-TIIllOWN I'OTTI~RT 
~%".Saturdays  at the Skeena 
.~ , f¢ .  "'Valley Farmers Market 
" ART POWELL 
(250) 632-2136 
II I I  I I I I I 
P/T SALES merchandiser im- 
mediately req'd to call on gro- 
cery and drug stores. Related 
or cust. service exp an asset. 
Call 1-800-788-9577. 
STEP AEROBICS Instructor re- 
quired immediately. BCRPA 
certified, competitive wages and 
bonuses. Drop resume off in 
person at Effective Fitness. 
4545B Lazelle Ave. 
WANTED: 2 NURSES to carry 
pagers on weekends or during 
the week and respond on call to 
provide in house Care to con- 
valescing clients. Phone Ter- 
race Home Support Services 
635-5135. 
WANTED: CARING depend- 
able persons who enjoy working 
with people and who have the 
Home Support Worker certifi- 
cate or 1st year nurse's training, 
Apply at Terrace Home Sup 
port, #1 - 3215 Eby Street, 636- 
5135. 
EARN FULL 
TIME 
ON-SITE 
LUMBERMILL WORK 
I will come to your land 
and cut your logs 
with my 
Wood-MizeP ( 
portable sawmill. 
Most Lumber 
perLog! 
P.M.G. Sawmilling 
Ph: 638-1439 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
of the 747 Royal Canadian Air Cadets, Terrace on 
rates, references available, 
bondable. Call now to book for 
your holidays 632-6421 ask for 
Unda. 
MOTHER OF ONE REGIS- 
TERED WITH family place is 
providing LNR childcare Men - 
Fri on small farm, Kiti K Shan 
area, 2 space available. Phone 
635-5472. 
NORTHERN HAND-E-Man 
Services. We do renovations, 
repairs, plumbing, siding, dry- 
wall, paintinq. Call 635-3486. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
For professional work, low 
rates, interior/exterior. Special 
rates for seniors and free 
estimates. Call 635-3783. 
PIANO LESSONS, adults, 
teens, children. Have fun while 
learnlng, Self-paced method in- 
corporating theory. Call 635- 
3624. 
Richard Thornton 
Construction 
Fully experienced carpenter available 
tar construction, renovations or repairs. 
Call 638-8526 
Becker's Alpine Cedar Products Ltd., with the 
assistance of Forest Renewal B.C., is working 
on having Fir (Balsam) qualified as an 
alternative wood roofing material. We are 
requesting the public's assistance in locating 
existing structures that may have used Fir 
roofing materials in their construction. If you 
have a wood roof on your home or 
outbuildings or know of someone who does 
and are uncertain of the species used or 
hink that it might be Fir, please contact us at 
250) 847-5551 
~ ~  ~tb~lr ~r0b , r t ,  ~tb .  RENEWAL B¢ 
l e '~ 'W V '~'qP'~IW V 'V  ~r  "V  V "~l~'~. VV l "VV '~I  
!i LooK ing  for  ~4 : 
)'4 )'4 , ,  Chi ld  Care?  " 
~,~Skeena child care supportS: 
~ <J program can help you make the .)44 ~dght choice for your child, Fort4 
1,4 information o  choosing care and 1,4 
~ available options, call H 
~4 )'4 , H Coco at 638-1113. H 
H P 4  Afree service provided bythe H 
~'4 Terrace Women's Resource Centre I'4 
),4 and funded by the Ministry of IH >4 Women's Equality. kq  
) " (~ '  v v  v ' v  ' v  ~ v ,v '~  'w  v 'w '~"  ,~  v"w '~1~ 
PIANO LESSONSl Learn to 
play piano for funl All ages 
including adults, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6. 
Register ASAP as spaces are 
limited. Call 638-1512. 
NIRVARA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
"AS NATURE HARVESTS. 
HARVEST YOUR GROWTH" 
Beginning toAdvance 
Medita~0n/Melaphy~ics Sell Healing- 
Spiritual £~0wttl - Nightly Season W0r ~k.~.op 
Program N~ Available Rare!lister Now 
3611 Cottonwood In lhomhill • r~5-TTr; 
II 
, . .  
S ~ G  
TKUST I~JND 
no~,~Tzoz~s zo ~ 
I~IJND.~I'ION 
Ministry of 
,BRITISH environment, 
(~,OLL I J~ I~ Lands and Parks 
Knox United 
Church 
, 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday 
School 
and Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael 
Hare 
BACKCOUNTRY RECREATION 
TENURE 
Consultation is being undertaken by the Ministry of 
Environment, Lands and Parks on Crown land issues arising 
from the Nisga'a agreement-in-principle. 
In March, the Ministry advertised a Commercial Backcountry 
Recreation management plan proposal prepared by the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council. This advertisement is notification of 
an amendment o the original management plan to include 
an area in the vicinity of Amoth Lake; The amendment o the 
management plan, which determines the boundaries and 
the operational activities of the backcountry recreation 
tenure, is available for viewing at the Government Agent 
offices in Prince Rupert, Terrace, and Stewart, or at the 
Ministry office in Smithers. 
Written comments concerning the amendment may be sent 
to the Senior Land Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands 
and Parks, Land and Water Management Branch, Bag 
5000, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. The deadline for written 
submissions is October 10, 1997. 
Any response to this advertisement will be considered to be 
part of the public record. 
An operating licence will be issued only when a Nisga'a 
treaty comes into affect. The operation of a licence issued to 
the Nisga'a will be subject to Provincial laws and policies. 
The Nisga'a agreement-in-principle was signed in March 
1996 by the Province, Canada, and the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council. The final agreement, once concluded, will be rat- 
ified by the Nisga'a, the Provincial Legislature and the 
Federal Parliament. 
•'  ............... '   !i!i!i!ilili i!i!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiii ii !i ! 
~JI, I " , ............ i
~'4, xc~ Reduce Costs 
Recycle Printer/Cash Register Ribbons, 
Either Inkjet or Bubble Jet. 
I iServ!ng Terrace~:K3timot Smit}~rs & Prince Rupert :j 
,,2! I 
"'11 /I 
John & [leather Austin 
l)tstrlbutor 
IPio e / c=,/spic0sfc0nqlorn/c0c0nut Oil I
481 S Scon Avenue 
Tetroce B.C. ViG 285 (250) 635.2365 
%J 
(~%~.~,q Desktop Publishingphone 638 877bY Lee Burki t t  
"% '~ Business Image Design • Small Volume Publishing 
/ } )  Computer Tutoring 
Ton P. HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
Passenger & Express Service 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to Terrace 
return, and all points in between. Pick up and delivery of 
goods in'Terrace, C.O.D. and courier service. 
P.O. Box 217 Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 635-2622 Fax: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
PIONEER UPHOLsTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
3901 Dobbie St. 
635-9434 Claudet te  Sandeck i  
INDUSTRIAL' COMMERCIAL a RESIDENTIAL 
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATIONS 
OVERHEAD & GARAGE DOORS 
1-888-638-1036 
• tfomeo~trf . getoxific~on, ~ . Nutri~onal 
• ~A l le rgy  Testing Progm~mes ~ Consultation 
. Vitamin & Botanical for appointments, call: 847-0144 
Supplementrdon Stez 11-1188 Main St. Smlthers, aC. 
340. LEGAL 
• , NOTICES 
340.'L:EGAL 
• NOTICES 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A48437 
Take notice that, pursuant to 
Section 20(1) of th8 ForestAct, 
sealed tenders will be received 
by the District Manager, North 
Coast Forest District, 125 Market 
Place, Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 
1B9, not later than October 6, 
1997 at 3:30 p.m., for the sale of 
"limber Sale Licenc9 A48437, 
authorizing the harvest of timber 
located in the vicinity of Cuthbert 
Creek, 
VOLUME: 28,891 m ~, more or 
less 
TERM: 1 year 
SPECIES: Hw 42%, Ba 28%, 
Cw 5%, Sp 23%, Cy 2% 
UPSET PRICE: $54.55/m' 
LOGGING METHOD: Overhead 
cable system 
Applications will be accepted 
only from Registrants in the 
Small Business Forest Enterpriss 
Program (Category 1and 2) 
An informal explanation of the 
contents of the particulars pack- 
age will be held at the district 
office on September 23, 1997, at 
1:00 p.m. Attendance is optional. 
Tender opening will be in the dis- 
tdct office on October 6, 1997, at 
3:30 p.m. 
Full details of the proposed 
"timber Sale Ucance and appli- 
cation packages may be 
obtained from the District 
Manager, at the address above. 
NOTICE  
WAREHOUSE LIEN ACT, 
INCLUDING 4(4) 
Notice to Carl Schmldt, 
Box 181, Terrace, British 
Columbia 
The following goods shall be 
sold at public auction commenc- 
ing at 10:00 o'clock in the fore. 
noon of September 20. 1997, at 
the North 1/2 and the Southeast 
I/4, Lot 436, Coast Region 5, 
Egan Road, Rosswood. British 
Columbia: 
power saw parts, wood burn- 
Ing cook stove, miscellane- 
ous parts and tools; three 
motor vehiolea (for parts only) 
being a white 1980'=; Dodge 
1/2 ton pick.up truck, • 1980'a 
F150 4x4 with wood flatdeck, 
and a red medium size 
Neufeld tractor with a loader; 
mlecelleneoua batteries, lum- 
ber, scrap equipment and 
equipment parts; an older 
holiday trailer (approximately 
12 feet long) and three mov- 
able buildings plus contents. 
A brief description of the 
building contents Is ae fol- 
lows: power saw, brush saw, 
trap thrower, motorcycle, 
dresser drawer, wood stove, 
miscellaneous boxes and 
trunks of household goods 
and books. 
Auction rules will be announced 
at the auction. Sealed bids may 
be sent by registered mail to 
Barrle Davis, RR#3, Douglas 
Road, Site 7, Box 42, Terrace. 
British Columbia, V8G 4R6, and 
must be received by September 
20, 1997. All items sold are as- 
is-where-is. Payment is by cash 
or negotiable instrument on sale 
day unless other arrangement is 
made. No warranty is expressed 
or implied. No item sold is 
intended to be fit for any pur- 
pose. No vehicle or equipment 
is warranted to be legal or road- 
worthy or capable of operation. 
It is a condition of sale that all 
items purchased must be 
removed from the property by 
8:00 p.m, on September 16, 
1997. If any item sold is not 
removed by that date, any 
deposit or purchase money paid 
is forfeit and the item may be 
disposed of without further 
notice. 
The fallowing items are offered for sale by sealed bid on behalf of John S. 
Beverley & Associates Inc., Trustee in Bankruptcy, by Caledonia Bailiff 
Services.. 
Model 668C Sk;dder S/N 507C-785.C.AC (No Winch) 
One 32' Steelhulled Tug with wooden upperstructure C/W 4 cylinder 
Cummins diesel power, approx. 400 hours (No Starter). 13 ton 
displacement. 
Sold in an "As is, where is" basis, no guarantees or warranties implied or 
given. 
Sealed bids along with a 10% deposit of the bid will be accepted up to the 
hour of 12:00 noon, September 15, 1997. The balance of the bid, plus any 
applicabla taxes to be paid immediately upon acceptance of the bid(s), fai- 
lure to do so, may resuh in forfeiture of deposit. 
Removal of sale items to be accomplished with 7 days of bid acceptance. 
For further information and appointment toview, please contact the under- 
signed at (250) 635-7649. 
CALEDONIA BAIUFF SERVICES 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1 $2 
250-635-7649 
R. Smith 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
A S S O C I A T I O N  
British Columbia and Yukon 
AUCTIONS 
UNRESERVED TRUCK & 
Construction Equipment 
Auction, Man. Sept. 15, 
1997, 8a.m, Selling on be- 
half of City of Calgary, 
TELUS, TransAIta and 
other consignors, Partial 
listing includes: Cat D6H; 
93 Cat 973: Linkbelt 
LS2700; (2) Cat 14G's; 91 
Cat 140G; (3) 95 
Freightliner FL112 T/A's. 
To receive a coIour 
brochure or to consign to 
this sale please call CPA 
at 1-403-269-6600. Visit 
our home page at: 
http://www.bmlive.com/CP 
A. Our e-mail address is: 
cpa@ bmlive.com, 
AUTO 
TRUCKS - 4X4'S - CARS, 
Lease or Purchase All 
makes and models, new 
or used. Free delivery in 
B.C, Access Leasing 
Corp. D#10387, 1-800- 
330"0299r (604)821" 1118. 
ORDER NOWl 1998 Ford 
F350, F250, F150. 
Regular, Super, Crew 
cabs. 4x4's. Call Danny 
Mcdonald for preapproval 
1-800-993-3673. Free 
B.C. del ivery Totem 
Lease. 
LEASE REPOS. Returns 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys. Take 
over lease. G.M., Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel, Marly Kozak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525- 
0408. 
AUTOCLASSIC COLLEC- 
TOR Car Show & Auction 
Sept; 12-14, Seaforth 
Armories Vancouver, For 
consignment/bidder Infor- 
mation call (604)983-2662 
or 1-888-883-8853, 
D.9614. 
RICK FORD Auto Lease 
& Disposal. Ford 4x4's, 
New & Used, GM 4x4's, 
Del ivery free in B.C, 
Dodge 4x4's, Lease for 
less 1-888-668-7770, 
TERRACE 
RICK FORD Auto Lease 
& Disposal. 4x4, 4x4, 4x4, 
4x4, near new lease re- 
turns, Buy or take over 
payments, Call 1-888- 
668-7770 (toll-free), . 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
RE: THE ESTATE OF JOHNNY 
TASHOOTS, also known as JOHNNY 
ALBERT TASHOOTS, deceased, for- 
medy of Dease Lake, Bdt~ CohmlbJ& 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the estate of Johnny Tashoots 
are hereby notified under section 38 of 
the Trustee Act that particulazs oftheir 
claims hould be sent o the administra- 
tor, S~ra Tashl~ots, atdo G,E, Greene, 
Barrister & Sol[citor, p.o. Box 940, 
Smithers, British Columbia, VOJ 2N0, on 
or before 01, October, 1997, after which 
date the administrator will distribute he 
estate among the parties entitiled toit, 
having regard to the deltas of which the 
adm nistrator then has notice, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 3, 1997 - B l l  
COURT BAILIFF AUCTION 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by Public Auction on Saturday, 
September 6, 1997 the interest in the fallowing Judgment Debtor T & H 
Equipment Refinishing Ltd. the following oods and chattels purposed to be. 
Contents of a vehicle repair shop including the fallowing i~ms. 
Cash Till, Engine Analyzer, Tool Chest with Tools, Hand Tools, 17' Travel 
Trailer, Misc. Shop Supplies, 1976 Ford F350 Sorvlce Vehicle, and other 
iksms. 
Sold on an "As is, Where is" basis, no guarantees or warranties implied or 
given. 
Payment o be made by cash, plus ap~icable taxes. 
Sale may be subiect o cancellation without notice. The Court Bailiff 
reserves the right o adjourn the sale without notice and apply to the Court 
far further direction ifthe need arises. 
For further information, please contact the undersigned at(250) 635.7649. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAIUFF SERVICES 
#3.4554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1S2 
G. Bawker 
A Salute to the Best 
NEWSPAPER CARRIER DAY 
SEPTEMBER 4 s" 
Commending all carriers for a job well done! 
WAYNE STOKKELAND 
ANNILISE BRASSO 
TRAVIS MAXIMCHUCK 
ASHLEY WHI'I-rlNGTON 
CALEB ENGLISH 
KYLE RANDRUP 
SCOTT McCONALD 
PHILLIP DURAND 
BRADLY GUNNLAUGSON 
DREW HERINGER 
SHAY PARNELL .. 
VINCENT DROUIN 
TRISH GAIR 
KEN NIGH 
ALLIE LACEY 
CHRISTA BRINSON 
JASON CU'I-rLER 
STEVEN NORFOLK 
TAMARA EKGERT 
KRISTOFER SWEET 
TAMMY HASELMEYER 
RYAN/CHAD GRIER 
JORDAN COWMAN 
DARRYL TODD 
AMANDA PREST 
N/A KINNEY 
AMANDA SPARKS 
LAUREL PAYJACK 
J/J LINDENBACH 
JASON McCLELLAN 
NORM BLOUNT 
BOB GOODVIN 
ADAM CASKEY 
GRAHAM WARNER 
CLAYTON HEENAN 
SHAWN FAGAN 
SCO'FI" VANDERLEE 
JUSTIN/NATHAN VOOGD 
ERIC ROLLEMAN 
STEVE CHAPPLOW 
YVONNE MAHONEY 
FLORENCE BRAAM 
ADAM TEOLIS 
DUSTIN SCHIBLI 
ROSE SCHIBLI 
KELLY MA'I-rERN 
T/J STIKSMA 
KEVIN/TIMOTHY BRAAM 
NATHAN WARD 
KOLTEN TAEKEMA 
AMANDA FIASCA 
KEVIN PERRAS 
MARJIE BROWN 
KATSUYUKI WOLFE 
ANDREW McCLEARY 
ERIC ROY 
RUBY HUISMAN 
MA'I-rHEW WHITAKER 
CORY VEYSEY 
BRANDON ABREU 
MARK VEYSEY 
T. ND/ RD ADVERTISER 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 I(~ 
community newspapers in B,C.and Yukon N , /2  9 0 
and reach more than 3 m on readers. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call "-800-505-8866. 
EARN 5-1 OK PER Month, 
beginning 1st monthl 
Program to drastically re- 
duce taxes lawfullyl Work 
from home, Will train, Not 
MLM. 1-800-322-6169 
Ext.9903, 2 rain. mes- 
sage. 
PROFITABLE BOWLING 
Lanes. Family operation, 
growing community. Pool 
tables, lounge. Will sell 
with or without building. 
Must sell due to health. 
Phone: 1-403-632-4697 
or 1-403.632-7665. 
THE GREAT Canadian 
Oil Change Est, 1978. 
Turnkey franchise oppor- 
tunity, throughout B.C. 
and Western Canada, 
Investment required 
$85,000. Call T. Weflen 
(604)792-6686, 
I NEED Help, over- 
whelmed Will help get 
started, Earn 5-10k per 
month. P/TI Fantastic 
support, no selling, not 
MLM. 2 Min message 1- 
800-322-6169 Ext,2802, 
I MADE $1,100 my first 
week in new Canadian 
home-based health busi- 
ness, Free information kit, 
Ask for Brian Toll-free 1- 
888-943-3277. 
BUSINESSES FOR 
SALE 
FAST-FOOD 24 Seat 
Drive-in cafe with 1248 
sq.ft, double wide trailer 
on 1/2 acre in Vanderhoof 
B.C. Best soft ice cream 
in the North. $136,000 
f rm including stock~, 
Phone (250)567-4655 ask 
for Irene or Betty. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
for 25 words 
$ 6.00 each 
additional word 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
CAREER TRAINING 
HELl-LOGGING! Men and 
women - train for an excit- 
ing, high-paying career in 
the forest industry! 
Qualified instruction in rig- 
ging practices, level 1 first 
aid, fire suppression, etc. 
I,H-L. Training Institute 
Ltd. (250)897-1188. 
WCB APPROVED CSA 
Standards Occupational 
Scuba Courses: New leg- 
islation, which took effect 
Jan, 01/97, requires trade 
certification for commer- 
cial scuba, We offer a 5 
day Working Diver's 
Upgrade & 21 day Basic 
Occupational Scuba: both 
include commercial 
Nitrox, For more info call 
us toll-free 1-800-356- 
2288 or (250)973-6478. 
Nordlys Diving Ltd, 
CERTIFICATE COURS- 
ESI Learn income tax 
preparation or basic book- 
keeping by correspon- 
dence. For free 
brochures no obligation: 
U & R Tax Schools, 1345 
Pembina Hwy., Winnipeg, 
MB, R3T 2B6. 1-800-665- 
5144. Enquire about free 
franchise territories, 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to.. 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month, Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas, We can train you 
right now] Free job place- 
ment assistance For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 
EDUCATION 
WRITE FOR Children and 
Teens.,.write for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course, You get individual 
tuition from professionals 
on all aspects of chil- 
dren's writing - mysteries, 
novels, articles, short sto- 
ries and plays. Send 
today for your Free Book. 
Call 1-800-559-7632, Fax: 
1-613-749-9551. Quality 
of Course Inc., #25-38 
McArthur Ave. Ottawa, 
ON. K1L 6R2. 
COMPUTERS. NO previ- 
ous computer experience 
necessary. Exciting op- 
portunities now available 
in computer programming. 
We wil train suitable ap- 
plicants. Call CMS Toll- 
free 1-800-4~7-9578, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
JOIN THE Home Team. 
Progressive Home 
Hardware Building Centre 
requires lumber and build- 
ing materials sales and 
service professional, Must 
be self motivated. 
Excellent benefit package, 
profit sharing. Great 
young community, Send 
resume to: Alex Blais, Box 
6749, Drayton Valley, AB, 
T7A 1S1. Fax: 1-403-542- 
6073, 
F6R SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
logs into boards, planks, 
beams, large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
Where, Free information 
1-800-566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmil ls,  R.R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario, POE 
1GO. 
ADULT ENTERTAIN-  
MENT, Order the best 
videos by mail and pay 
less, Free video offerl 
Free explicit catalogue, 
Discreet, HMC Video, 
4840 Acorn 201-H, 
Montreal, Quebec H4C 
1L6, 
HELP WANTED 
EARN EXTRA Money 
sell ing C & M Gifts' 
Unique Line of toys and 
gifts. Call: 1-519-258- 
7905, Fax: 1-519-258- 
0707 to receive free cata- 
Iogues and information 
about this wonderful op- 
portunity. 
PERSONALS 
1997 FORECAST! NEW 
Lover, New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Accurate, hon- 
est predictions. Free cal- 
endar, 1-900-451-3778, 
24hrs 16+ $2.99 min 
I.C.C. 
NEED ADVICE? We have 
several Psychics to 
choose from. Love, 
Money or just someone 
to talk to. 1-900-451- 
7865. $3.99/MIN,  18+, 
24hrs. 
REAL ESTATE 
TWO BEDROOM moun- 
tain retreat. Newly reno- 
vated recreational condo- 
mlniums priced from only 
$46,900, Three hours 
drive from Calgary, 
Includes appliances, fire- 
places, window coverings 
and more. 1-888-355- 
3557. 
RECREAT IONAL 
VEHICLES  
FOB SALE Cinnabar RV 
Resorts "Fee Simple" 
strata titled lots. 
Okanagan Lakes pre- 
miere waterfront commu- 
nity Kelowna B.C. Call 
Graham Li lburn, Royal 
LePage 1-888-232-4961 
or (250)769-7828, 
RECREAT IONAL LAND 
ACREAGES FOR Sale - 4 
to 40 acres. Limited num- 
ber of lots and hobby 
farms from $34,900. 
Larger acreages available 
as well. Interior B.C, be- 
tween Cache Creek and 
Kamloops (604)606-7900, 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood", 
Quonset -S t ra ightwa l l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings, B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guar, anteedl Western 
Steel Bui ld ings 1-800- 
565-9800. 
CANADA'S BEST 
Meeting Place for singlesl 
Talk openly to otl ler 
adults for Romance & 
morel Meet someone in 
the next 5 minutes, 011- 
592-588-758, LD only 24 
hrs, 
F~l  
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A53383 
Take notice that, pursuant to 
Section 20(1) of the Forest Act, 
sealed tenders will be received 
by the District Manager, North 
Coast Forest District, 125 Market 
Place, Prince Rupert, B.C, V8J 
1B9, not later than October 6, 
1997 at 3:30 p.m., for the sale of 
"13mber Sale Licence A53383, 
authorizing the harvest of timber 
located in the vicinity of Verney 
Passage; 
VOLUME: 24,804 m', more or 
less 
TERM: 2 years 
SPECIES: Hw 37%, Ba 17%, 
Cw 31%, Sp 4%, Cy 11% 
UPSET PRICE: $50.76/m =
LOGGING METHOD: Overhead 
cable system 
Applications will be accepted 
only from Registrants in the 
Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program (Category 1and 2) 
An informal explanation of the 
contents of the particulars pack- 
age will be held at the district 
office on September 23, 1997, at 
1:00 p.m. Attendance is optional. 
Tender opening will be in the dis- 
tdct office on October 6, 1997, at 
3:40 p.m. 
Full details of the proposed 
~mber Sale Licence and appli- 
cation packages may be 
obtained from the District 
Manager, at the address above. 
LAZELLE  MINI 
STORAGE LTD, 
4833 Lazelle Ave. 
AUCTION 
Under Warehouse Lien Act 
goods belonging to 
Splnder Gosal will be auc- 
tioned, in one lot, on 
Saturday, 
September 13 
at 11:00 a.m. 
 ctive 
Living 
Exercise Yol,r Olxiotu 
CAt'ArIAN ASSOCIA'TION 
DIABETES CAt4ADII~NNE 
ASSOCIATION DU DIABC'TE 
~ ;t ...,BRI:IISH NONCE INVmNG APPLICATION ~'~ ¢ L.OLUMBIA FOR nMBER SALE UCENCE A43224 ro,,~ 
Pumuant to Section 16 of the Forest Act, sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Kaium Forest District, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 8:30 
a.m., on the 11th day of September, 1997, to be opened at 9:30 a.m., on the tlth day 
of September 1997, for a limber Sale Ucence to authorize the harvesting of 6,333 
cubic metres, more or less, of timber located in the vicinity el Harper Mainline in the 
Nasa "timber Supply Area within the Kalum Forest District. 
Only tenders from registrants in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1), and/or Two (2) will be accepted. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 6,333 cubic metres, more or lass 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 89%, Balsam: 2%, Spruce: 9%, more or less 
TERM: One (1) year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $18.79 
• BILLING METHOD: ScaJe based 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Grapple Cable System 
LOGGING SEASON: Spring/Summer 
ACCESS: 8 km Harper Mainline via H-15 Road 
This licence requires the building of approximately 1.7 km of on block road, 
Additional information and tender packages may be obtained from the District 
Manager, Kalum Forest District at #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia V8G 1L1. 
BR~H NONCE It~,/rlr~..~G APPUCAnO N ~.w~,1 
COLUMBIA FOR TIMBER SALE IJCENCE A43533 ro,~ 
Pursuant to Section 16 of the Forest Act, sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Katum Forest District, Terrace, British Columbia, up Io 10;30 
a.m., on the 11th day of September, 1997, to be opened at 11:30 a.m., on the 11th 
day of September 1997, for a "timber Sale Licence to authorize the harvesting of 
4,048 cubic metres, more or less, of timber located in the vicinity of Mr. Johnstone in 
the Kalum nmber Supply Ares within the Katum Forest District. 
Only tenders from registrants in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1) will be accepted. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 4,048 cubic metres, more or lass 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 65%. Balsam: 30%, Cedar: 5%, more or less 
TERM: One (1) year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $27.39 
BILLING METHOD: ScaJe b~ed 
LOGGING SYSTEM: 27m Tower, Hoe Forwarding ' 
LOGGING SEASON: Summer 
ACCESS: Lskelse and Mr. Johnstone Forest Service Roads 
The successful applicanl will be required to enter Into a Road Usa Agreemant with 
West Fraser Mills Ltd., Skeena Sawmills Division tar the Wedeene end Lakolse 
Mainlines. 
Additional information and tender packages may be obtained from the District 
Manager, Kalum Forest District at #200 • 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia VaG 1L1. 
[ELIEF 
DDICDC 
Relief Carriers needed far the 
following areas. 
TOWN:  
-4500-4700 blocks of; Lakelse, Lazelle, Park, 
Railway & Marsh Cres 
-4800 block of ;Walsh, Davis, Lazelle - 
4900 block of ; Davis, Park, Greig 
-5200 block of ; McConnell, Soucie 
-Yeo, Hillcrest, Clara, Hatton 
-Tweedle, Hundal 
-4000-4200 block of Munroe 
SOUTH SIDE: 
-4900-5100 block of Graham 
-Kerr, Cramer -2400-3000 block of Kenney 
THORNHILL:  
-Penner, Newell -Dogwood, Laurel 
-Sande, Mountain View, Toynbee 
-Kofed, 3800-3900 block of Old lakelse I.k Rd 
-3000-3700 block of River Dr 
STAF rZD.,¢RD 
3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. 
638-8432 
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Triathletes tackle tough terrain 
LOCAL ATHLETES con- 
tinue to make their mark at 
triathlons in the province. 
Ray Warner ecently came 
back from an Okanagan race 
where he took second in his 
40.44 age group. 
Close to 300 people turned 
out for the Olympic-length 
event, which involved a 1.5 
.tan swim, followed by a 40 
kin bike and a 10 kin run. 
Warner completed the 
course in 2:10:17, which 
was good for 31st overall. 
He's been training pretty 
hard this summer and he 
says the hard work is start- 
ing to pay off. 
"I 've lost about 10 Ibs," 
he says. "You wouldn't be- 
lieve what a difference that 
makes." 
Wendy Shymanski was 
probably wishing she had a 
couple of extra pounds to 
keep her warm at the Cana- 
dian Ironman in Pentieton 
two weekends ago. 
The weather was brutal, 
with biting rains and icy 
winds whipping up a storm 
all along the course. 
"Everyone really bad to 
watch out for 
hypothermia," Shymanski 
says. "Lots of people ended 
up being pulled." 
Shymanski, Terrace's only 
entrant in the event, says she 
was pleased with her swim 
time of 1:28:00 - -  especial- 
ly considering how choppy 
the water was. 
The bike was the worst, 
Sports Scope 
Peaks gymnasts sign-up 
UR TERRACE Peaks gylrmastics club will be havi~ 
registration day at the Skeena Mall on Friday, Se ! 
;mber 5. 
Youths can sign up from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. For 
tore information, call Maria at 635-2682, or try Loft at 
35-4643. 
Skating Club registers 
THE TERRACE Skating Club will be, holding a 
~.gistration day at the Skeena Mall on Club s Day, Sat- 
rday, September 6. ,. ' 
The club will be registering for Kidskate, Canskate, 
Mnfigurcskat¢, Junior and Senior Skate, Precision, aad 
Mnpowerskate from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.. There ~ ill 
Iso be a skate and clothing swap. 
For more information call Lana at 638-8098. 
Demo this weekend 
GET READY to rumble cause the demo derby is 
O ng 
a p- 
te
m ri
6
registration 's 
u
Ca e e, n
Ca w l 
al  
set to go this Sunday, Sept. 7. 
There are lots of events cheduled for the day in- 
cluding the new Barrel Races, where competitors 
have to hit a barrel on every lap. Bag races, media 
events, backwards races are all planned, along 
with the ever-popular demolition. 
Next weekend will be the third annual Mud Bog. 
Organizers ay they are currently hard at work 
raising prize money for this very popular event. 
Volleyballers wanted 
ORGANIZERS ARE looking for people inter- 
ested in playing adult mixed scrub volleyball 
through the Fall and Winter. 
Anyone interested should call Mitch at 635-2826 
(daytime) or 635-5282 (evenings) or try Scott at 
635-7342. 
There will be a minimum of two females on the 
court at any time. Deadline for entry is Sept. 7. 
-s  c G g -B d 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association 
1 
0 
0 (defaul~ 
0 (defaul~ 
o 
0 
Under 9 
Westel 4 Philpots 
Totem Ford 5 Inland Kenworth 
Centennial Lions 11 Surveyors 
.Vnder 19 Girls 
Pizza Hut 1 K'san 
All West 3 Rlchards 
Aug19 
Under 14 Boys 
Kerby & Sons 1 T, Builders 
Northern Drugs 7 Brady's FC 
Auq20 
Under 12 Girls 
Lazelle Storage 8 McAlpine 
Elan Travel 6 Skeena Sawmills 
Rotary 4 Dairy Queen 
Under 16 Boys 
McEwan GM vs Coxford Constrictors - -  no game 
Tilden vs Takhar - -  no game 
Aug21 
Under 12 Boys 
Sockeye FC 5 Sight and Sound 1 
Tolsec 6 Overwaitea 5 
Cedarland 1 HW HepburnO (default) 
Northem Savlngs 1 A & W 0 (default) 
Terrace Men's Soccer 
howeveh as cold winds 
nipped at riders, forcing 
many - -  even pros - -  to 
pull out. 
"That was a real mental 
challenge," Shymanski 
notes. She finished the 
entire course with a final 
time of 15:17:00. 
"I was happy," she says. 
"I crossed the finish line 
smiling." 
Shymanski says she's al- 
ready got her application for 
next year's event. 
- -  CONVERTING TO A RRIF OR ANNUI¥¥?  
"Profess iona l  Investment  Advice" 
To arrange an appointment 
;~  please call 
in Terrace 635-2261 / In Kitlmat 632-6191 
David B. Madsen, CIM 5¢ottoOanK 
Teams battle °" "0+ " 
l } U i 
for first place in + ",,, 
Men s Soccer . +o+o,o.,,,.. xx , , " ' "  [] [] 
|[] 
" • - - -o -M s . , ,  J • Media Races II [ ]  Forestry will fight for the title Sunday at 7 p.m. on the t~u~j ~u1.~ I \  R II A / /  
Thornhill field. • [] 
This should be an exciting match, as the two teams have 
been playing neck-and-neck for the last few weeks. 
The winner of this game will take first place. 
In their previous two match-ups the teams tied 1-1 in one 
game, and Super BM won the other 5-1. 
Once the season standings are determined, the playoffs 
will begin. The Round Robin portion is set to start Sept. 13 
and 14, with the semi-f'mals and finals finishing up on 
Sept. 20. 
All playoff games will be played at the Thornhill 
Regional and Thornhill Jr. Secondary fields. 
TheUnder19'sofTerraceYouthSoccerenteredMen's ~ ~]~i~+~(~ ' ~(~Ci~g 
League play recently when the Knights disbanded. They 
will be entered into the playoffs as the eighth-place t am. 
Meanwhile, regular season play is now over in the Youth Sponsored by McDmn GM 
Soccer League and the playoffs are underway. [] For rules see our website www. kermode.net/speedway • 
There should be plenty of great action in this league too % 
with lots of tight competition within the age-divisions, m!. ~+++~++++~+++!+++:+)~+++)~!Ni~~+++++~++~:+~+~++i+!+3~++~i++~++~+++~+'~+++~+++~ ii !ii?i!!iiii [][] The playoffs will wind down Sept. 18. []  [!i+iiiiiiii+i+ii)i~i~ii~i~i~ !~! i~ i~ i  ~ii+iiii!ii( [] 
I i++)~+ i ~++~):~!+~+!+++++i++++++++;++++++++1 [] 
EP ILEPSY"  I:I~I'LF-PSY '~ EP I [ I :PSy 'E I? ILEPSY"  EP ILEPSY"  EP ILEPSY  m +)+)(+)) )++++++m +++$)+~i+)+++)[+6l)):+~++:66)+))))))+)))))+)++))++))))))i+))))))+)))+))I 
t :":+'.:: "' - +::: .......... : "::: ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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The cause of epilepsy 
in 50% of adults is 
unknown. 
1-888-223-3366 For More Information BRITISH COLUMBIA i EPILEPSY SOCIETY 
,Brian C. Fell 
Criminal ,Z~N. 
Defence ~J('t\ .~ 
i 
August 20 
Forestry 4 United Nations 1 
Home Hardware 4 Greenville 2 
August 24 
Forestry 1 Home Hardware 0 
Super BM 14 Greenville 0 
Park V&M 5 Internationals 3 
United Nations vs Under 19s (exhibition) 
Follow complete 
Soccer Standings, 
Schedules &Game Scores at 
www'kerm°de'net/s°ccer 
,"ourtesy of Your 
Community 
nternet Provider 
RGS h"em0t Services 
Terrace Curling Association 
NOTICE 
Annual General Meeting 
Sept. 14,1997 @ 7 p.m. 
at the Terrace Curling Club 
3210 School St., Terrace 
Purpose of meeting: 
Election of officers and 
improvements over summer. 
"Get Swept up in the Fun" 635-3444 
You BE THE JUDGE 
BY CLAIRE BERNSIEIN 
Y Always Hurt 
The One You Love 
What a great way to spend a morning. BASED ON 111[3JBllk 
I love these courtroom dramas" The three AClUALCOURT I I 1~ 
ladies wearing their big flowery hats were CASES 
sitting in the courtroom. "What's on, today, up with both her friends, 
Evelyn?" "Ladies, enough of this wimpy stuff. 
Evelyn paused to fix her hat which had 
slipped a little to the right. "Fanny is on trial 
for having stuck a knife into the stomach of 
her live-in," Rachel shook her hand so vio- 
lently that the flowers on her hat almost flew 
off, "Serves him right, That no-good-for' 
nothing. He's been trouble for Fanny ever 
since they moved in together. He screams at 
her, pushes her around and drinks like a 
fish." 
Miriam seeing what nearly happened to 
her friend's hat stuck an extra hat pin Into 
hers. "So, big deal, and she doesn t drink 
like a fish? Come on, you sound like you 
were born yesterday," 
Evelyn looked disgusted with her friend 
Miriam, "You have no heart, Fanny has been 
behind the 8-ball ever since she was a kid. 
She had no chance, What with an abusive 
father, then two abusive boyfriends then one 
child from each. I don't even know why the 
prosecutor laid charges against her. What 
good is putting her into jail going to do. That 
woman needs help. She needs work," 
Miriam interrupted her. 
"Work, Fanny work, you must be kid- 
ding, Who's going to hire her with that droo- 
py eye. She looks terrible not to mention that 
she doesn't see too good," Evelyn was fed 
Fanny stuck a knife into her partner. That's 
a criminal offense, Four years ago she also 
roughed up her 4-year old nephew, And 
that's a criminal offense. The law has to be 
upheld, Fanny has got to be put into jail," 
Before any of the ladies could com- 
ment, the guard shushed them up, "Quiet in 
the courtroom,lhe trial is starting," 
The prosecutor was emphatic: "Your 
Honour, Fanny has assaulted people close to 
her in the past, Last time it was her 
nephew. This time, her common law 
spouse. Who will it be next time? When 
Fanny drinks, her anger gets out of control 
and she hurts people, Counseling is not the 
answer. Put her in jail before she hurts 
someone else," 
Fanny was adamant, "Your Honour, I 
didn't mean to stab Johnny, but he made 
me mad, He was encouraging another 
woman to yell at me. He assaulted me last 
year End I was afraid of what might happen. 
I'm in a program to help me stop drinking 
and control my anger, Please don't send me 
to jail," 
Should Fanny be responsible for stab- 
bing Johnny? 
Youi Be The Judge, Then look below 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Fanny, you are on probation for the next 18 months, but you must get a job," the 
judge ordered, "I'm Impressed with your attempt o stop drinking. However, you and Johnny 
must get family violence counseling." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court cases, Today's decision is based on the facts of the case and the 
law of the province of Ontario, If you have a .~lmtlar problem, please consult UNDSEY & GRUEGER, Claire Sernateln is a 
Montreal lawyer and syndicated columnist, Cowtlght 1997 Halks Enterprises; BlI.iSV 
